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Summary 

Bacterial cellulose has high strength and crystallinity, and as such has been suggested as a 

strategically-useful material that could form the reinforcement phase in composites. In addition to any 

property improvement, if a biodegradable matrix is reinforced with bacterial cellulose, the entire 

system should be biodegradable. However, bacterial cellulose is not easily dispersed and thus has not 

been widely used in such composites. Investigations into the production of bacterial cellulose 

composites where the cellulose reinforcement component is evenly dispersed is therefore of benefit. 

Bacterial cellulose can be produced in high quantities by the bacterium Gluconacetobacter xylinus in 

various media and under various reaction conditions, however altering the growth conditions has 

been shown to change the yield and properties of the resulting cellulose.  

Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) is a bioplastic that has been hypothesised as a material that could 

replace traditional plastics, however it is very stiff and brittle. It is possible that its use in a composite 

with an effective reinforcing phase could improve these properties. Therefore this material was 

selected as a matrix material to be blended with bacterial cellulose.  

The examination of growth conditions in this work led to a methodology by which high amounts of 

cellulose with high crystallinity could be obtained. In addition, methods were determined by which to 

achieve modified cellulose fibrils. These modifications included cellulose fibrils produced with PHB 

physically attached to the surface.   

Solution blending and melt blending techniques were investigated as ways of producing 

PHB/bacterial cellulose composites. Solution blending was found to produce composites with well 

dispersed bacterial cellulose, however melt blending was found to degrade samples. It was found that 

solution blends using cellulose in a ground powder form did not achieve improved properties; 

however a composite with cellulose in its fibrillar form achieved improved tensile strength and 

modulus.  
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PHB/bacterial cellulose composites with cellulose in its fibrillar form were produced by dispersing 

the cellulose fibrils by sonication. Sonication was investigated as a method of harvesting and 

dispersing bacterial cellulose fibrils in various solvents, including chloroform which could directly 

dissolve PHB, however only small weights of individual fibrils were obtained in this way. The 

composite with improved mechanical properties contained 2 wt% cellulose; however it was found 

that these improvements were observed only if the cellulose was retained in a hydrated never-dried 

state. 

Investigations into the biodegradability of PHB and a PHB/bacterial cellulose composite revealed that 

the composite degraded at a greater rate than neat PHB. This indicates that a bacterial cellulose 

reinforcement phase is able to assist a PHB matrix to degrade at a faster rate when submerged in 

compost.  

It is apparent that techniques can be developed to use bacterial cellulose successfully to confer 

strength to composites when used as a reinforcing material, as well as increasing the rate of 

biodegradation of a PHB matrix. Composites of these materials should therefore be considered in the 

design of biodegradable materials. 
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1.1 Problem Statement 

We live in an age where technologies are constantly changing and progressing. We are able to 

construct huge buildings and microscopic machines, and take advantage of a wide range of synthetic 

materials that have been developed over a number of years. Synthetic polymers, such as plastics, are 

such materials and are universally used for a wide range of purposes and products. Some plastic 

materials are used for packaging, often only for a single purpose and for a short period of time, after 

which the plastic is disposed of, typically in landfill.  

We are becoming increasingly aware of the impact that the use of plastic materials has on the 

environment. While these types of polymers have properties that make plastics attractive as 

packaging materials – strength, barrier and protective properties, ease of production and low cost – 

they also have properties that make them undesirable for use as products in an increasingly 

environmentally-aware society. These traditional, synthetic plastics are produced using petroleum, 

making their long-term production unsustainable. In addition, plastics have properties, including high 

molecular weight, that make them unable to break down, causing them to persist in landfill long after 

disposal (Huang et al., 1990). As a result, there is a need to develop materials that are sustainable to 

replace these polymers. Natural materials that could be produced from renewable sources and that 

could break down after use, becoming part of a cyclic and sustainable process, are therefore desirable.  

There are variety of natural polymers produced in the environment by organisms such as plants and 

bacteria. Plants can produce materials such as poly(lactic acid), starch, cellulose and various vegetable 

oils, whereas bacteria are known to produce materials such as glycogen, xanthan, alginate, dextran, 

cellulose, cyanophycin and poly-hydroxyalkanotes. In nature, the organisms that produce these 

materials use them for a range of purposes, such as for structure, protection, attachment and 

nutrients, but given the specific properties of these materials, it may be possible to adapt them for 

specific uses, for example as biodegradable packaging materials to replace synthetic plastics.  

While natural materials have advantages of being sustainable and biodegradable, there are also 

disadvantages with their use. Currently, the cost of producing natural materials is high, due to the cost 
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of the production methods and resources used; for example, molecules such as poly-3-

hydroxybutyrate (PHB) can be chemically synthesised using biological precursors, however this 

process is particularly expensive. It has been estimated that PHB production, which requires the 

precursor (R)-3-hydroxybutyryl-coA and PHB synthase, costs US$286,000 per gram of PHB, whereas 

PHB production in bacteria costs US$0.0025 per gram, which is still unfortunately 5 – 10 times more 

expensive than the cost of producing traditional polymers (Rehm, 2010). However, with continuing 

increases in oil prices, along with dwindling resources, it is likely that natural materials will become 

more competitive in terms of cost. Production costs are also likely to be improved with additional 

research, leading to new, more cost effective ways of producing large amounts of such materials. In 

addition, there are some problems with natural materials due to their properties. For example, 

polysaccharides are inherently polar and hydrophilic, with high moisture absorption that leads to 

swelling and often results in poor mechanical properties (Mensitieri et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2007). 

However, some of these limitations have been overcome by research into biocomposites and biofibres 

as, for example, modifications of the surface of biofibres have been shown to improve mechanical 

properties (Mohanty et al., 2000). Thus it is clear that these natural polymers have great potential as 

materials to replace traditional plastics in industries such as packaging.  

Natural materials are similar to synthetic materials in that they can be used to develop composites. 

Composites are structural products made up of two or more materials whose engineering 

performance exceeds those of the individual components (Pommet et al., 2008). They generally 

consist of a matrix with fibres used as reinforcement. Composites can be made up of synthetic and/or 

natural biomaterials and biofibres, with those consisting of natural materials taking advantage of the 

biodegradable nature of such materials. However it is necessary for all components of a composite to 

be biodegradable if a composite is expected to completely break down in a degrading environment. In 

addition, to achieve good properties in a composite, it is necessary to combine the materials in such a 

way as to achieve well dispersed homogeneous materials. It is also necessary to have good interfacial 

adhesion between the materials so that they do not separate at the interface when placed under 

mechanical strain.  
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While a number of polymers are produced in plants, there are several reasons why using bacteria to 

produce materials is beneficial. Bacteria can easily be grown in a laboratory setting to produce small 

amounts of polymer for initial testing phases. They are relatively fast growing and can be used to 

grow multiple cultures simultaneously, providing ideal conditions for experimental investigation. 

Additionally, the production of bacterial cultures can be upscaled to industrial levels, using continuous 

cultures or large bioreactors to grow bacteria. Using bacteria rather than plants also removes the 

controversy behind using potential food sources for other purposes, which is of particular interest in 

developing countries where food sources are scarcer.  

Cellulose is a material that is of much interest in material science based on its availability and 

properties. It has high strength and biodegradability. Cellulose is the most abundant biopolymer on 

earth and exists mostly in the cell wall of plants; however cellulose is also produced by bacteria. 

Bacterial cellulose is produced in high amounts by the bacterial species Gluconacetobacter xylinus. It is 

chemically identical to plant cellulose, but it has some advantages in that it is extremely pure and it 

exists naturally as nanosized fibres. This means that, unlike plant cellulose, it does not need to 

undergo further purification steps or treatments to obtain pure nanosized fibres. 

Based on its properties, bacterial cellulose is a good candidate for use in composites as a reinforcing 

phase. It is highly crystalline and has a large surface area due to its nanosized fibres. This indicates 

that only a small amount of bacterial cellulose may need to be included in composites to confer this 

strength. As it is biological in nature and biodegradable, if bacterial cellulose was to be used in 

conjunction with a biodegradable matrix, the resulting composite would be entirely biodegradable. 

PHB is a bioplastic that has similar properties to polypropylene and thus has been hypothesised as a 

material that could eventually replace traditional plastics (Holmes, 1985; King, 1982). However, it is 

very stiff and brittle and is likely to be able to benefit from use in composites with an appropriate 

reinforcing filler material to improve its strength (Gatenholm et al., 1992). Therefore, this material 

was selected as a matrix to be investigated in composites with bacterial cellulose. 
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To develop biodegradable composites from natural materials with superior properties, it is necessary 

to investigate all aspects of the production of the materials. Understanding the process of biopolymer 

synthesis will allow us to regulate these processes and aid in the specific design of biopolymers with 

good material properties (Rehm, 2010). This demonstrates the importance of investigating cultivation 

conditions and the resulting structure and properties of biopolymers such as bacterial cellulose. The 

challenge, however, is to design composite materials that exhibit structural and functional stability 

during storage and use, but degrade in an appropriate timeframe once they have been discarded 

(Mohanty et al., 2000). 

1.2 Aim and Scope 

The aim of this work is to use bacterial cellulose as a reinforcing material in a biodegradable matrix to 

achieve a biodegradable composite with properties better than those of the matrix alone. In order to 

achieve this, there are several other aims involving the production and modification of bacterial 

cellulose, and evaluation of different methods used to produce composites. 

The specific aims of this project thus are: 

 to investigate the effects of cultivation conditions on the yield, structure and morphology of 

bacterial cellulose  

 to identify ways to modify bacterial cellulose to achieve materials with specific properties in 

an attempt to “tailor-design” the cellulose for purposes such as reinforcing selected matrix 

materials 

 to achieve and compare methods to obtain composites of PHB and bacterial cellulose, and 

evaluate the viability of these methods to produce useful biodegradable blends 

 to establish the biodegradation characteristics of selected biomaterials and blends. 

1.3 Overview of the Study 

This thesis presents the results of research in the form of five journal publications (three published 

papers and two unpublished papers), accompanied by an introduction, a literature review comprised 
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mostly of an accepted book chapter, and a conclusions chapter. In addition, there is a results chapter 

that does not contain any publications (Chapter 5).  

Together with this introduction, the literature review chapter describes the problem with 

unsustainable materials that end up as waste in landfill and do not degrade, and also the work that has 

previously been done with regards to bacterial cellulose. The first publication (Bacterial cellulose and 

its use in renewable composites) forms part of this literature review.  

The subsequent publications make up the results chapters. The second publication, Altering the 

growth conditions of Gluconacetobacter xylinus to maximize the yield of bacterial cellulose, introduces 

bacterial cellulose as a product of Gluconacetobacter xylinus growth in laboratory culture, and 

researches factors that affect the production and characteristics of the cellulose. The third and fourth 

publications, Bacterial cellulose growth from media containing ionic liquids composed of choline salts, 

and, In situ modifications to bacterial cellulose with the water insoluble polymer poly-3-

hydroxybutyrate, describe methods by which modifications to bacterial cellulose can be achieved by 

incorporating additives in the production media. The fifth publication, Harvesting fibrils from bacterial 

cellulose pellicles and subsequent formation of biodegradable poly-3-hydroxybutyrate nanocomposites, 

describes the production of composites using bacterial cellulose as a reinforcing phase with PHB as 

the matrix by way of dispersing bacterial cellulose fibrils in a solvent by sonication. The sixth 

publication, Biodegradability of poly-3-hydroxybutyrate/bacterial cellulose composites under aerobic 

conditions measured via evolution of carbon dioxide, spectroscopic and diffraction methods, examines 

the degradation of these materials in compost. Additional work describing the development and 

evaluation of blending conditions to produce PHB/bacterial cellulose composites is included in 

Chapter 5. Conclusions based on this research and recommendations future work are presented in 

Chapter 8.  

Published papers are included in their PDF format. Accepted and unpublished manuscripts are 

presented in a formatted version for consistency with the main thesis.  
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2.1 Preface 

There has been a significant amount of work done about the microbiological nature of bacterial 

cellulose, with many papers published relating to the growth of the bacteria and production of 

cellulose. By contrast, there have been few studies of the use of bacterial cellulose in composites, 

particularly as a reinforcement material. However an increasing number of studies published in 

recent years have been carried out using a range of methods to obtain a dispersion of bacterial 

cellulose in various matrices. These studies have focused on this material in composites often to either 

examine bacterial cellulose in impregnated or compressed composites, or as a dispersed 

reinforcement material achieved by methods such as solution or melt blending. This work is reviewed 

in Section 2.2. 

In addition, this chapter presents background information on poly-3-hydroxybutyrate as a promising 

matrix material. Plant cellulose composites are also examined based on the potential to apply this 

work to bacterial cellulose. This work is presented in Section 2.3. 
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2.2 Bacterial Cellulose and its use in Renewable Composites 

A review manuscript that has been accepted as a book chapter is presented here. In this review, 

different processes for producing bacterial cellulose are examined, as well as techniques used to 

produce composites, and resulting properties of these composites. The biodegradability of bacterial 

cellulose composites is also discussed. 

This review has been formatted in order to ensure consistency with the thesis structure. Figures have 

been re-numbered to include the thesis chapter number. A table of contents is also included.   

Declaration for Thesis Chapter 2 

Declaration by candidate 

In the case of Chapter 2, the nature and extent of my contribution to the work was the following: 

Nature of contribution Extent of contribution (%) 

Conducting a critical review of the literature 90 

 

The following co-authors contributed to the work:  

Name Nature of contribution 
Extent of contribution (%) 

for student co-authors only 

George Simon Providing supervision, proof reading and editing N/A 

Katherine Dean Providing supervision, proof reading and editing N/A 

 

The undersigned hereby certify that the above declaration correctly reflects the nature and extent of 

the candidate’s and co-authors’ contributions to this work.  

Candidate’s 
Signature 

13/5/14 

 

Main 
Supervisor’s 
Signature 

 

13/5/14 
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Bacterial Cellulose and its use in Renewable Composites 

Dianne R. Ruka1, 2, George P. Simon2, Katherine M. Dean1 

1CSIRO Materials Science & Engineering, Clayton, Australia  

2Department of Materials Engineering, Monash University, Clayton, Australia 

 

Abstract 

Bacterial cellulose is a very pure form of cellulose that has high strength, is composed of nanosized 

fibres and is very hydrophilic. It has been suggested that this material could be used as a 

biodegradable filler in fully biodegradable composites. There are a wide range of methods that have 

been used to produce and modify bacterial cellulose, allowing the potential to achieve specific 

properties. There have been some reports of bacterial cellulose used in composite materials, however 

it is often difficult to achieve even dispersions of cellulose fibres and thus its use as a filler in 

composites has been limited. The discovery of ionic liquids that are capable of dissolving this typically 

insoluble material may allow the development of more possible processing options. Therefore further 

investigations into all aspects of this material are necessary.  
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Introduction 

Traditional synthetic polymers are currently used in a wide range of products and in many 

applications. These polymers have often superseded the use of other materials such as metals, glasses, 

ceramics and wood, in particular in relation to the packaging industry (Mohanty et al., 2000). The 

major synthetic polymer classes – polyethylene, polypropylene, polystyrene, poly(ethylene 

terephthalate) and poly(vinyl chloride) – are used in a vast number of applications such as films, 

flexible plastic bags and rigid containers (Amass et al., 1998; Mohanty et al., 2000). They have 

favourable properties such as being light, strong, chemically inert and inexpensive to produce. 

However some of their other properties also cause considerable environmental problems, with their 

high molecular weight, chemical stability and relatively low surface area-to-volume ratio making them 

resistant to degradation by microbial attack, and causing them to persist in the environment long after 

disposal (Huang et al., 1990). This persistence leads to problems with litter and affects animal 

populations, with many animals ingesting or being strangled by such waste (Jayasekara et al., 2005). It 

has been reported that 57.1 million tons of packaging waste was produced in 2009 (EPA, 2011) and 

76 million tons in 2010 (Eurostat, 2012) in Europe and America, respectively. Not only does this cause 

a significant contribution to the amount of rubbish in landfills, but it also results in the generation of 

greenhouse gas and contaminants (Kale et al., 2007). In addition, these polymers are produced by oil-

based technology, which raises a number of pertinent issues related to increasing oil prices, and 

dwindling resources, so the impetus to replace these polymers with renewable materials is increasing. 

In order to conserve resources, and avoid increased carbon emissions, materials must be developed 

that consume less energy and use raw materials that are derived from renewable resources. An added 

benefit of natural polymeric materials is that they are likely to be biodegradable and thus, if 

appropriately treated, would not contribute to landfill waste. The ideal situation would be to develop 

completely sustainable materials – using renewable sources to produce materials such as plastics that 

would be able to quickly break down after use, only to be reabsorbed and reused in a holistic process. 

This would be important for the environment in the issue of plastic bags and other debris, for 
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example, being swept out to sea through sewerage outflows and becoming damaging to the ocean 

ecosystems.  

Natural polymers, or biopolymers, are polymers that are produced from renewable sources. They may 

be produced by biological systems such as plants or animals, or be chemically synthesised from 

biological materials (Flieger et al., 2003). It is also desirable to make use of natural materials which do 

not, for example, compete with the food chain. The use of starch from a variety of food sources is 

increasingly being investigated and commercially-exploited as new polymeric materials, yet a debate 

arises as to how this fits within the food profile of (in particular) developing countries, where much of 

the arable land is required to grow food stuffs, rather than crops for plastic. Therefore other sources 

of natural materials should be sought, and bacterially-derived polymers represent such an option. 

Biopolymers are biodegradable and also often biocompatible. A biodegradable polymer can be defined 

as a material in which degradation results from the action of microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi 

and algae (Stevens, 2002). Therefore the use of biopolymers to replace synthetic polymers is 

attractive due to their obvious environmental advantages of being sustainable, renewable and 

biodegradable, being broken down into carbon dioxide and water when exposed to microbial flora. 

Most biodegradable polymers are thermoplastics such as poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly-

hydroxyalkanoate (PHA) and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), or plant-derived polymers such as starch and 

cellulose (Lucas et al., 2008).  

As with many polymers, synthetic or otherwise, the incorporation of a second phase to produce a 

composite can lead to improved properties (Zhu et al., 2006). The incorporation of a fibrous phase 

into a plastic can increase modulus and strength, whilst often also improving fracture toughness, the 

latter case being of particular importance in brittle matrices. Increasingly in synthetic polymer science 

and technology, additives of a nanosize scale are being used such as carbon nanotubes or 

nanowhiskers of ceramics or metals. Some naturally-occurring reinforcing materials are also now 

being investigated such as layered silicates (such as montmorillonite), or even naturally-occurring 

clay nanotubes such as halloysite (Paul & Robeson, 2008; Ray & Okamoto, 2003). The smaller size of 
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particles ensures a high surface area (and thus greater improvements for a lower concentration than 

using conventional fillers), whilst the high aspect ratio can allow improved stress transfer to the 

reinforcing phase and improved properties. Naturally-occurring polymers are no different, in that 

they also can benefit from improvement by addition of another phase. Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB), 

one such example, is by itself quite brittle, but could benefit from a second, reinforcing phase.  

More desirable than incorporating synthetic nanoadditives (such as carbon nanotubes), or non-

degrading naturally-occurring additives (such as nanoclays and halloysite), is the idea of using 

naturally-forming, degradable nanofibrous reinforcing materials. Bacterial cellulose, sometimes 

referred to as BC (Iguchi et al., 2000), is such a material and its incorporation into a naturally-derived, 

biodegradable matrix would make for a fully degradable composite. 

In this review we will overview bacterial cellulose – its structure, growth conditions, surface 

modification possibilities (important when trying to improve interfacial adhesion to a matrix), and 

also its use to date in composites. We also focus on production and properties of bacterially-derived 

cellulose, not least because its nanofibrillar form means that it can be used as a reinforcing phase in 

other natural polymers, thereby creating fully degradable composites potentially with improved 

properties. 

Cellulose Properties and Production 

Introduction to Cellulose 

Cellulose is a material of interest because it has the properties to make it a good reinforcing agent in 

composites. It is the most abundant biopolymer on earth, mostly existing in the cell wall of plants. It is 

composed solely of glucose molecules, linked by β-1,4 glucosidic bonds (Figure 2.1). The chains of 

unbranched glucose give rise to extended fibrillar structures due to the high number of free hydroxyl 

groups that result in extensive intra- and inter-molecular hydrogen bonding between adjacent chains 

(Ross et al., 1991). It is this structure that leads to its desirable features and the ability to modify the 

surface, giving this material the potential to be used as a reinforcing material in biodegradable 

composites.  
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Cellulose is typically obtained from wood, but is also produced in other plants such as hemp, flax, jute, 

ramie and cotton. In addition to its production in plant cell walls, it is made by microorganisms such 

as bacteria. 

There are two common crystalline forms of cellulose, cellulose I and cellulose II. Cellulose I is found in 

nature and is composed of parallel chains (Delmer, 1987). Cellulose II, the more stable form, is 

composed of antiparallel chains. There are two distinct allomorphs of cellulose I, Iα and Iβ (Atalla & 

Vanderhart, 1984). The crystal structures of these molecules have been determined (Nishiyama et al., 

2002; Nishiyama et al., 2003). The allomorph Iα has 1-chain triclinic unit cell and Iβ has 2-chain 

monoclinic unit (Kono et al., 2002). Cellulose Iα is metastable and is readily converted to Iβ. The ratio 

of cellulose Iα and Iβ produced in nature depends on the organism producing it. For example, bacterial 

cellulose is composed of approximately 70% cellulose Iα, whereas other organisms are Iβ rich (Atalla & 

Vanderhart, 1984). The mechanical properties of sheets prepared from bacterial cellulose are due to 

this nano-scalar network structure. 

For plant cellulose to be used as a pure material, it needs first to be separated away from the 

hemicelluloses, lignin and pectin that it exists with naturally in the plant cell wall. In addition to this 

purification, nanofibrillar cellulose can be obtained by treating the cellulose in a number of ways, such 

as mechanical pulping, chemical pulping, homogenisation, acid hydrolysis, steam explosion and high 

intensity ultrasonication (Khalil et al., 2012). Each of these processes leads to different types of 

nanofibrillar materials. However, bacterial cellulose naturally exists as very pure nanosized fibrils and 

does not need additional purification. Based on these benefits, along with its high crystallinity and 

 

Figure 2.1: Typical structure of cellulose. 
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stiffness, bacterial cellulose has recently become the topic of a number of areas of research in 

sustainable materials. 

Bacterial Cellulose 

Bacteria are able convert different carbon sources into a diverse range of polymers with varying 

chemical and material properties such as glycogen, xanthan, alginate, dextran, cellulose, cyanophycin 

and PHA. While many biopolymers are made in plants, bacteria offer an ideal production organism for 

tailor-made biopolymers (Rehm, 2010). Bacteria are fast growing organisms that can be genetically-

engineered to produce specific biopolymers. However, this is a developing field and methods to 

specifically manipulate molecules in order to obtain specific properties require further investigation. 

Bacterial cellulose is such a desirable material due to its purity, properties and crystalline structure, 

and there has therefore been a lot of interest in developing techniques to produce bacterial cellulose 

for various industrial applications. 

Bacterial cellulose is typically produced by a bacterial species called Gluconacetobacter xylinus. This 

species was formerly known as Acetobacter xylinum (Yamada et al., 1997), but will be referred to as G. 

xylinus throughout this review. This species of bacteria produces high amounts of cellulose, and thus it 

has been thoroughly studied and used as a model organism in the examination of cellulose, although 

cellulose production also occurs in other bacterial species such as Agrobacterium tumefaciens 

(Deinema & Zevenhuien, 1971), Escherichia coli (Zogaj et al., 2003; Zogaj et al., 2001), Pseudomonas 

species (Ude et al., 2006), Rhizobium species (Napoli et al., 1975) and Salmonella species (Römling, 

2002; Zogaj et al., 2001). Bacterial cellulose is chemically the same as plant cellulose, but it differs in 

that it is very pure, has a higher water holding capacity, higher degree of polymerisation and is 

composed of a random mesh of nanosized fibres (Klemm et al., 2006). Cellulose is initially composed 

of a single microfibril that is extruded from the bacterial cell, and then microfibrils are packed 

together into larger bundles. It has a highly ordered structure, however the microfibrils are not 

completely crystalline, existing as a semi-crystalline structure with both crystalline and amorphous 

regions.  
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Structure 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of cellulose-producing bacterial cells shows the presence of 

pores in the outer membrane of these cells. It is believed that bacterial cellulose is produced from 

uridine diphosphate (UDP)-glucose (its immediate precursor) in the cytoplasmic membrane, and is 

extruded from the pores as microfibrils of approximately 1.5 nm in width (Ross et al., 1991). The 

microfibrils aggregate into ribbon-shaped fibrils approximately 40 nm in width (Hirai et al., 1998).  

Bacterial cellulose forms as a thick mat, called a pellicle, at the air/surface interface when grown 

statically in liquid culture (Figure 2.2) (Czaja et al., 2006; Schramm & Hestrin, 1954). The pellicle is 

composed of randomly associated fibrils from the cells in the culture (Ross et al., 1991). It is believed 

that cellulose production is roughly proportional to cell growth. However, when cultures are agitated 

and aerated, cell growth increases and cellulose production decreases. It has also been found that 

shaken and agitated cultures result in macroscopic changes to the cellulose. Rather than forming as a 

smooth pellicle on the surface of the culture, the cellulose can accumulate as spherical pellets (Figure 

2.3) (Czaja et al., 2004; Schramm & Hestrin, 1954). Microscopic differences in the cellulose also occur 

depending on the culture conditions, as described below. It is likely that the increased exposure to 

oxygen under agitated conditions causes the cellulose production to become redundant, as it is 

believed the purpose of the cellulose pellicle is to anchor the bacterial cells to the surface in order to 

obtain sufficient oxygenation. 

 

Figure 2.2: Bacterial cellulose pellicle grown across the top of liquid culture from Czaja et al. (2006). Reprinted 
with permission from Elsevier. 
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Figure 2.3: Bacterial cellulose pellets grown in agitated culture from Czaja et al. (2004). Reproduced with 
permission from Springer. Scale bar is 5 mm. 

 

Properties and Methods of Characterisation 

There are a number of common techniques that researchers use to characterise bacterial cellulose. 

Whilst this is by no means a comprehensive list, these techniques do provide a good indication of 

alterations that may have occurred during the cultivation of the bacteria, as cellulose polymerisation 

and crystallisation are closely coupled processes, and changes to the cultivation conditions can change 

the structure and morphology of the resulting cellulose (Benziman et al., 1980).  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a common method used to observe both the surface and cross-

section view of bacterial cellulose. It shows a network of random, interwoven, nanosized fibrils. TEM 

is less commonly used for this purpose. Figure 2.4 demonstrates the interwoven fibrils as shown by 

SEM and the microfibril extruding from the cell membrane by TEM (Krystynowicz et al., 2002). 

 

Figure 2.4: SEM (a) and TEM (b) of bacterial cellulose structure, from Krystynowicz et al. (2002). Reproduced 
with permission from Springer. 
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Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and Fourier transform-infra red (FTIR) spectroscopy have been 

common techniques used to confirm that the material produced in bacterial culture is bacterial 

cellulose and to determine the Iα content of the sample. In addition, Yamamoto et al. (1996) used NMR 

results to determine that the cellulose Iα content be calculated by the relationship between the FTIR 

absorbance at peaks 750 and 710 cm-1. The changes in the peaks due to additional materials with the 

cellulose could be due to any material present in the media, typically an additive not specifically 

required for cell growth. The changes to the cellulose may result from changes within the chemical 

bonds of the cellulose itself. 

X-ray diffractometry (XRD) of bacterial cellulose samples allows for the calculation of crystallinity and 

crystallite sizes of the resulting cellulose, however various researchers use different peaks for these 

calculations (Czaja et al., 2004; Watanabe et al., 1998b; Yamamoto et al., 1996) which can result in 

large differences between the calculation of these values. Crystallinity has also been reported to be 

determined by Fourier transform Raman spectroscopy (Schenzel et al., 2005). Based on the variation 

of values obtained from different methods, care should be taken when comparing crystallinity and 

crystallite sizes between different reports in the literature.  

Some researchers complete additional characterisations such as water holding capacity, and there are 

also reports in the literature of mechanical tests done on bacterial cellulose, resulting in calculations 

of Young’s modulus and tensile strength (Cheng et al., 2009b; Jung et al., 2010b; Klemm et al., 2006; 

Nishi et al., 1990; Watanabe et al., 1998b; Yamanaka et al., 2000). These are often undertaken in order 

to compare the cellulose used in a composite to a matrix material alone.  

Growth Conditions 

There are a number of different methods that can be used to grow bacterial cellulose, however the low 

productivity and high cost of production of this form of cellulose has been problematic, especially if 

the production of this cellulose is to be upscaled for commercial applications. Several groups have 

examined media composition and cultivation conditions on different species and strains of 

Gluconacetobacter, often with differing results, to determine the optimal growing conditions for high 
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yields of bacterial cellulose. These studies, and the optimal yields of cellulose achieved as part of the 

testing conditions, are summarised below. Note that maximising the yield of cellulose is the 

predominant factor considered here, while the effects on the structure of cellulose are described in 

the In situ Modifications Section. The concentrations described in media are given in wt% or vol%, 

where appropriate.  

Base Media 

Growth of Gluconacetobacter has traditionally been in a complex (and expensive) medium defined by 

Hestrin and Schramm in 1954 (Hestrin & Schramm, 1954). This HS medium, composed of 2% glucose, 

0.5% yeast extract, 0.5% peptone, 0.27% Na2HPO4 and 0.115% citric acid monohydrate, with a pH 

between 4.0 and 6.0, has been used to grow Gluconacetobacter under static conditions at 

temperatures between 25° C and 30° C. As previously stated, the pellicle produced from these 

conditions is believed to draw the bacterial cells to the surface, as Gluconacetobacter is an obligate 

aerobe (Cook & Colvin, 1980; Valla & Kjosbakken, 1982). As cellulose is formed at the upper-most air-

layer, the older cellulose is pushed down into the media as newly formed cellulose is produced (Czaja 

et al., 2007). Spherical pellets can be achieved when grown under agitated conditions (Schramm & 

Hestrin, 1954). 

Another culture medium that has been used for the cultivation of Gluconacetobacter was developed by 

Yamanaka et al. (1989). Yamanaka medium consists of 5% sucrose, 0.5% yeast extract, 0.5% 

(NH4)2SO4, 0.3% KH2PO4 and 0.005% MgSO4.7H2O with a pH of 5.0. Corn steep liquor (CSL)-Fructose 

medium has also been used in cellulose production. CSL-Fructose medium consists of 20 ml CSL, 40 g 

fructose, 3.3 g (NH4)2SO4, 14.7 mg CaCl2.2H2O, 1.0 g KH2PO4, 3.6 mg FeSO4.7H2O, 2.42 mg 

Na2MoO4.2H2O, 250 mg MgSO4.7H2O, 1.73 mg ZnSO4.7H2O, 1.39 mg MnSO4.5H2O, 0.05 mg CuSO4.5H2O, 

2 mg inositol, 0.4 mg niacin (nicotinic acid), 0.4 mg pyridoxine HCl, 0.4 mg thiamine HCl, 0.2 mg Ca 

pantothenate, 0.2 mg riboflavin, 0.2 mg p-aminobenzoic acid, 0.002 mg folic acid, 0.002 mg biotin in 1 

litre of distilled water with a pH of 5.0 (Toyosaki et al., 1995).  
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Carbon Sources 

Using glucose as the carbon source in media for growing Gluconacetobacter is not only expensive, but 

is likely not optimal for cellulose production. Glucose is oxidised to gluconic acid and the formation of 

gluconic acid causes a decrease in pH, which can inhibit cellulose production (Masaoka et al., 1993; 

Schramm et al., 1957). There are other carbon sources do not produce gluconic acid and thus do not 

lead to the unfavourable decrease in pH. In light of this, over the past 15 years, there has been much 

research activity involving investigation of the amount of cellulose produced by Gluconacetobacter 

grown in different media, often simply by substituting the carbon source in previously described 

media (for example, HS medium, CSL-fructose medium). Carbon sources including glucose, arabinose, 

arabitol, citric acid, ethanol, ethylene glycol, diethylene glycol, fructose, galactose, glucono lactone, 

glycerol, inositol, lactose, malic acid, maltose, mannitol, mannose, methanol, rhamnose, ribose, 

sorbose, starch, succinic acid, sucrose, trehalose, and xylose have been investigated (El-Saied et al., 

2008; Hutchens et al., 2007; Jung et al., 2010a; Keshk & Sameshima, 2005; Kim et al., 2006; Masaoka et 

al., 1993; Mikkelsen et al., 2009; Nguyen et al., 2008; Oikawa et al., 1995a; Oikawa et al., 1995b; 

Pourramezan et al., 2009; Ramana et al., 2000). Such investigations have a long history, with a study 

published by Tarr and Hibbert (1931) in which they used 25 different carbon sources to investigate 

effects on pellicle growth. They reported that fructose, glucose and mannitol were carbon sources that 

resulted high amounts of cellulose to be produced, a result confirmed by many more recent studies. 

Jung et al. (2010a) recently investigated different carbon sources using Gluconacetobacter species V6, 

grown under shaking conditions. By substituting the carbon source in HS media for various 

alternatives, it was found that glycerol (with maximum cellulose production obtained at 3%) was the 

best carbon source, followed by glucose in terms of cellulose production, whilst lactose also showed a 

high cellulose yield.  

Similar findings have been reported by Keshk and Sameshima (2005) who used G. xylinus ATCC 10245 

in HS media, and reported that the optimal cellulose yield was obtained using glycerol, followed by 

glucose, fructose, inositol and sucrose. Masaoka et al. (1993) reported that the carbon sources for 
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optimal cellulose yield for G. xylinus IFO13693 were glucose, fructose and glycerol. However, unlike 

other studies, glucose obtained a higher yield than the other carbon sources.  

Mikkelsen et al. (2009) reported that G. xylinus ATCC 53524 produced higher cellulose levels in a 

modified HS medium with glycerol instead of glucose, but even higher levels with sucrose. These 

levels were obtained after 96 hours of growth, whereas after 48 hours, mannitol was the best carbon 

source, followed by glucose, with sucrose and glycerol producing very little cellulose at this time. 

Mannitol was also reported to be the highest cellulose producing carbon source for G. xylinus strain K3 

(Nguyen et al., 2008) and G. hansenii ATCC 10821 (Hutchens et al., 2007) in HS media. 

Optimal levels of cellulose were produced in an HS medium with sucrose by Pourramezan et al. 

(2009) using Gluconacetobacter species 4B-2. These authors also reported high levels of cellulose 

using glucose, xylose and lactose, whereas Ishihara et al. (2002) reported very little cellulose 

production when using xylose, using 17 different bacterial strains.  

Sucrose, glucose and mannitol were reported to be the most suitable carbon sources for G. xylinus to 

achieve optimal production of cellulose using Yamanaka media (Ramana et al., 2000). Kim et al. 

(2006) devised an optimised medium composition using Gluconacetobacter species RKY5. Initially, 

using different carbon sources in HS media, they reported that the highest levels of cellulose were 

produced using glycerol, fructose and sucrose, with slightly lower levels from glucose and lactose.  

Oikawa et al. (1995a; 1995b) have reported that arabitol and mannitol both produce higher levels of 

cellulose when used in the place of glucose. They found that cellulose production increased six-fold 

and three-fold by arabitol and mannitol respectively with G. xylinus KU-1.  

In an attempt to find a cheap carbon source, some groups have used molasses instead of the other 

monosaccharides and disaccharides described. However the inclusion of molasses as a carbon source 

has been shown to produce mixed results in terms of cellulose yield. Sugar cane molasses was 

substituted as the carbon source in an HS medium in a study by Keshk and Sameshima (2006b) using 

six strains of G. xylinus. All strains showed an increased level of cellulose production in the sugar cane 
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molasses media, compared to glucose as the carbon source. Premjet et al. (2007) confirmed these 

findings and aimed to determine the essential ingredient of the sugar cane molasses using G. xylinus 

ATCC 10245. By adding various components to media containing different combinations of carbon 

sources, they found that the black colour substance component was the most effective component of 

sugar cane molasses in increasing the production of cellulose.  

Bae and Shoda (2004) attempted to improve the production of bacterial cellulose using molasses as 

the carbon source, but treated the molasses to remove the heavy metals and minerals which can 

inhibit microbial growth. They applied a H2SO4–heat treatment to the molasses before adding it to 

their CSL medium (in the place of fructose). They reported that in CSL-treated molasses medium, G. 

xylinus BPR2001 cellulose production was less than in CSL-fructose medium (but higher than the 

untreated molasses medium). El-Saied et al. (2008) investigated several different types of media, 

including media using the cost effective H2SO4-heat treated molasses. They reported that when 

molasses was substituted for glucose in a CSL medium, a slight increase in cellulose production 

occurred. However, when molasses was used instead of mannitol in another medium, slightly lower 

levels of cellulose were produced. In accordance with the results of Bae and Shoda (2004), the H2SO4-

heat treatment of molasses increased the cellulose produced over the untreated molasses. They also 

determined that the optimal concentration of molasses was 17% (El-Saied et al., 2008). Jung et al. 

(2010b) used two different methods to treat the molasses, by an H2SO4 and a Ca3(PO4)2 treatment 

method. They found that the Ca3(PO4)2 treatment method was more effective in terms of producing 

cellulose, and that both methods were more effective than untreated molasses. They also showed that 

their CSL-molasses medium resulted in higher cellulose levels than complex media with different 

carbon sources.  

Hong and Qiu (2008) have reported using hydrolysate of konjac powder, produced from the plant 

Amorphophallus rivieri Durieu, as an alternative carbon source in a medium containing 0.5% yeast 

extract and 0.3% tryptone. They found that using the hydrolysates instead of glucose, mannose and a 
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glucose-mannose mixture as the carbon source resulted in three, six and five times higher cellulose 

production, respectively.  

Many different carbon sources have been investigated, with many differences reported regarding 

which carbon source provides the highest level of cellulose. However, the sources that are routinely 

reported as producing high levels of bacterial cellulose are glucose, fructose, sucrose and mannitol. It 

may be that these differences occur due to the different strains being used, or perhaps due to 

experimental error. It is apparent that other strains should be examined to determine what their 

optimal carbon sources are. Other conditions such as nitrogen sources, additives and cultivation 

conditions are also likely to impact the levels of cellulose produced.  

Nitrogen Sources 

In a manner similar to the investigations of different carbon sources, several different nitrogen 

sources have been examined to determine which combination gives optimal growth of bacterial 

cellulose. These sources include yeast extract, peptone, ammonium sulphate, beef extract, casamino 

acid, casein hydrolysate, glycine, malt extract, sodium glutamate, soybean meal, soytone, and tryptone 

(Jung et al., 2010a; Ramana et al., 2000). In addition, Dudman (1959) reported the use of an 

asparagine/glutamic acid mixture as an appropriate nitrogen source. 

Jung et al. (2010a) investigated a wide range of nitrogen sources and determined that increasing 

amounts of yeast extract (up to 2%) yielded higher bacterial cellulose in Gluconacetobacter species 

V6, whereas other organic nitrogen sources actually decreased the amount of cellulose being 

produced. They found that cellulose was produced at the highest level when grown with 1.6% yeast 

extract. In a similar study investigating different nitrogen sources, Ramana et al. (2000) reported that 

cellulose production was maximised by the use of peptone, ammonium sulphate and casein 

hydrolysate. While yeast extract has traditionally been used as a nitrogen source and several papers 

have shown that increasing amounts (to a point) increases bacterial cellulose synthesis, yeast extract 

is economically unfavourable. Therefore, some groups have been experimenting with the use of CSL as 

an inexpensive alternative.  
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CSL is a rich source of nutrients. It contains a wide range of vitamins, minerals and carbohydrates 

(Kona et al., 2001), perhaps not all of which are necessary for cellulose production. CSL has been 

found to be a potential nitrogen source for Gluconacetobacter. CSL-fructose medium has been 

increasingly used for the cultivation of Gluconacetobacter over the past few years as the appeal for 

cheaper materials develops. Toyosaki et al. (1995) grew 412 strains of Gluconacetobacter in both 

static and shaken cultures using HS and CSL-fructose media. They determined that there was a 

difference in the amount of cellulose produced based on the type of media used to grow the cells, 

stating that high cellulose production occurred only in the CSL-fructose medium in shaking cultures 

(however no differences in the amount of cellulose were seen between the two different media under 

static conditions).  

Son et al. (2001) concluded that CSL may be substituted for yeast extract in media, as media 

containing 0.5% CSL and 0.5% yeast extract showed similar levels of cellulose production, as did 0.5% 

polypeptone. This was also reported by Yang et al. (1998) who reported similar cellulose 

concentrations with 6% CSL medium and 4% yeast extract-HS medium.  

A study by Matsuoka et al. (1996) found that CSL was the most suitable nitrogen source for cellulose 

production in Gluconacetobacter xylinus subspecies sucrofermentans BPR2001, over yeast extract, 

soytone and peptone. Similar findings were reported by Nguyen et al. (2008) who found that CSL at a 

concentration of 4% resulted in a higher cellulose yield than peptone, yeast extract, beef extract or 

malt extract.  

Jung et al. (2010b) investigated a CSL-molasses medium, and examined different amounts of CSL on 

cellulose production. They found that CSL at a concentration of 4%, with 0.1% yeast extract and 0.7% 

polypeptone, produced the highest levels of cellulose. They also concluded that the addition of CSL 

buffers the pH, avoiding the drop in pH that is observed in glucose media with the accumulation of 

gluconic acid, and therefore is preferable for cellulose production. Alternatively it has been reported 

that 8% CSL is the optimal concentration for cellulose production (El-Saied et al., 2008).  
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CSL-fructose medium consists of many components (Toyosaki et al., 1995), however it seems that CSL 

confers an increase in the amount of cellulose produced simply by being substituted for other 

nitrogen sources in other media. It is likely due to its complex nature and inclusion of proteins, 

peptides and amino acids, that CSL may strengthen the buffering capacity (Noro et al., 2004), which 

together with its low cost makes this nitrogen source a favourable option for cellulose production.  

Additives 

While there are some nutrients required to be included in the media for bacterial cell growth (such as 

carbon and nitrogen sources), there are additional supplements that can be included. These additives 

are not essential for cell growth, and therefore cellulose production, however there are a variety of 

additives that have been found to stimulate cellulose production. For example, the use of ethanol as a 

sole carbon source in media has been shown to be ineffective. However when ethanol is included with 

a suitable carbon source such as glucose, it has been shown, in some cases, to increase cellulose 

production (Dudman, 1959; Krystynowicz et al., 2002; Naritomi et al., 1998a; Park et al., 2003; Son et 

al., 2001). The inclusion of 1.4% ethanol increased cellulose production approximately four-fold in 

Gluconacetobacter A9 (Son et al., 2001) in an optimised medium. Ethanol added at 1.0% to a fructose 

based medium increased cellulose production in G. xylinus subspecies sucrofermentans BPR3001A 

(Naritomi et al., 1998a). The same concentration of ethanol was reported to increase cellulose 

production in G. xylinus E25 (Krystynowicz et al., 2002) and G. hansenii PJK (Park et al., 2003), where 

they reported that the ethanol actually decreased G. hansenii cell growth, but also prevented the 

accumulation of the cellulose non-producing mutants that can arise in agitated culture (Schramm & 

Hestrin, 1954). However, Dudman reported that ethanol had no stimulatory effect on cellulose 

production but did increase cell growth under static conditions (Dudman, 1959).  

Lignosulfonate has been used at a concentration of 1% to stimulate cellulose synthesis (Keshk & 

Sameshima, 2006a). Keshk and Sameshima (2006a) found decreased levels of gluconic acid and 

concluded that this decrease was responsible for the increase in cellulose yield. However, the same 

researchers found no significant difference in cellulose synthesis with the addition of lignosulfonate in 
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a sugar cane molasses medium (Keshk & Sameshima, 2006b). Premjet et al. (1994) reported that 

culture media containing high molecular weight lignosulfonate showed increased cellulose yields over 

the low molecular weight fraction and the whole “SANPEARL CP” commercial sulphite pulping waste 

fraction powder.  

After investigating the effect of a range of additives on the cellulose production in G. xylinus ATCC 

700178, Cheng et al. (2009a) concluded that the addition of carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) to CSL-

fructose medium led to the highest amount of bacterial cellulose among the tested conditions. 

Contradictory results were published by Tantratian et al. (2005), who reported that the addition of 

CMC decreased cellulose production, and Chao et al. (2001) reported that CMC did not enhance 

cellulose production. Cheng et al. (2009a) also reported that the addition of agar produced higher 

levels of cellulose than the control.  

Chao et al. (2001) demonstrated the impact of agar, included at 0.1%, in CSL-fructose medium. 

Cellulose production in G. xylinus subspecies sucrofermentans BPR2001 was increased in the presence 

of agar when grown in an airlift reactor. Similarly, Bae and Shoda (2005) and Bae et al. (2004) 

obtained optimal cellulose yields when agar was included at 0.4%. The polysaccharide xanthan was 

reported to yield similar increases in cellulose production when added to culture grown in an airlift 

reactor, however when agar and xanthan were added to static cultures, decreases in cellulose 

production were observed (Chao et al., 2001).  

The inclusion of 0.04% sodium alginate resulted in increased cellulose production from G. xylinus 

NUST4.1 in a glucose/sucrose-CSL medium (Zhou et al., 2007). However, when Cheng et al. (2009a) 

included 0.2% and 0.5% sodium alginate, they showed no increase in cellulose production. It is 

possible at these higher concentrations, sodium alginate inhibits cellulose synthesis, which is in 

accordance with the findings of Zhou et al. (2007).  

Inclusion of other additives such as 1.25% lactate in CSL-fructose medium was reported by Naritomi 

et al. (1998b) as increasing cellulose yield, as well as cell growth in G. xylinus subspecies 

sucrofermentans BPR3001A. Lactate at 0.15%, with 0.005% methionine, was reported to increase 
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cellulose production in G. xylinus subspecies sucrofermentans BPR2001 (Matsuoka et al., 1996). 

Pyruvate, ethanol, aldehyde and acetate were also shown to stimulate cellulose synthesis in this study, 

but not to the same levels as lactate. Benziman et al. (1980) investigated polymerisation kinetics in 

Gluconacetobacter using the stilbene derivative, Calcofluor White ST. In this experiment, they found 

that Calcofluor White ST increased the rate of glucose polymerisation into cellulose by G. xylinus ATCC 

23769. 

Toda et al. (1997) added 2% acetic acid to GPY medium. They found that G. xylinus DA produced high 

levels of cellulose in static culture with this additive, whereas other strains showed decreased levels 

of cellulose. When Ca2+ was introduced into the medium used to grow Acetobacter aceti subspecies 

xylinus ATCC 23770, at concentrations between 1 and 7 mmol/L, bacterial cellulose production 

increased in static culture (Hong & Qiu, 2008). Dudman (1959) investigated the addition of acetate, 

citrate and succinate to the growth media for A. acetigenum EA-I, and determined that these additives 

stimulated cellulose production, the most effective of which was succinate. However succinate 

decreased cellulose synthesis when used as an additive in a different medium. 

In a study designed to improve the cellulose production of G. xylinus K3, black tea and green tea media 

were used. Cellulose production in these media was not as high as the control HS medium, however 

when 0.3% green tea was added to an HS-CSL-mannitol medium, an increase in cellulose yield was 

observed (Nguyen et al., 2008). Plant stimulators, caffeine and related xanthenes were previously 

added to media to grow G. xylinus BF by Fontana et al. (1991). This group determined that optimal 

cellulose synthesis occurred when tea infusion Camellia sinesis was added for growth over more than 

7 days, and the addition of Paullinia cupana (“guarana”) for shorter growth periods of less than 5 days. 

These stimulants are only required in small amounts and may therefore be inexpensive components 

with which to increase cellulose production (Sani & Dahman, 2010). 

Many additives mentioned here may stimulate the synthesis of bacterial cellulose, however additives 

do not necessarily need to stimulate cellulose synthesis to achieve increased yields. For example, 

Vandamme et al. (1998) completed a study in which the maximised cellulose production was achieved 
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by the addition of insoluble microparticles. Diatomaceous earth, silica, sea sand, small glass beads and 

loam particles were added to culture media, and resulted in the cellulose yield being tripled from 

culture without the insoluble particles in agitated conditions. They concluded that this was due to the 

artificial creation of local oxygen-deprived niches around the particle surfaces, and that this favoured 

cellulose production over gluconic acid production.  

Additives could be used as cheap ways of increasing cellulose production. Together with appropriate 

carbon and nitrogen sources and culture conditions, combinations of additives may maximise 

bacterial cellulose production, and be useful for commercial applications. 

Optimised Growth Media 

While many groups have used previously described media compositions and simply substituted 

carbon or nitrogen sources, or included additional components, others have specifically optimised the 

levels of each component in a medium. 

Son et al. (2001; 2003), and Heo and Son (2002) have reported optimised media for strains of 

Gluconacetobacter. The inclusion of various inorganic salts, trace elements, amino acids, vitamins and 

co-substrates has been investigated. In 2001, Son et al. (2001) reported that a modified HS medium 

with 4% glucose, 1% yeast extract, 0.7% polypeptone, 0.8% Na2HPO4.12H2O and 1.4% ethanol was 

the preferred medium composition for high levels of cellulose in Gluconacetobacter species A9. In 

2002, Heo and Son (2002) reported a medium containing 4% glucose, 0.2% (NH4)2SO4, 0.25% KH2PO4, 

0.3% Na2HPO4.12H2O, 0.05% MgSO4.7H2O, 0.0002% FeSO4.7H2O, 0.00025% H3BO3, 0.00006% 

nicotinamide, 0.00025% inositol and 1.4% ethanol was better for cellulose production than the 

modified HS medium. In 2003, subtle changes of 1.5% glucose, 0.2% (NH4)2SO4, 0.3% KH2PO4, 0.3% 

Na2HPO4.12H2O, 0.8% MgSO4.7H2O, 0.0005% FeSO4.7H2O, 0.0003% H3BO3, 0.00005% nicotinamide 

and 0.6% ethanol were determined to make up the better medium composition for the growth of 

Gluconacetobacter species V6 (Son et al., 2003).  
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Other media differing from the traditional HS media structure have also been reported. Kim et al. 

(2006) reported an optimised medium for cellulose production in Gluconacetobacter species RKY5 

contained 1.5% glycerol, 0.8% yeast extract, 0.3% K2HPO4 and 0.3% acetic acid. A study on G. xylinus 

NCIM 2526 and the maximum production of cellulose in static culture was undertaken using coconut 

water medium (Jagannath et al., 2008). It was reported that tender coconut water medium with 10% 

sucrose and 0.5% ammonium sulphate was optimal for cellulose production.  

Statistical methods have also been used to optimise the components in the media for cellulose 

production (Bae & Shoda, 2005; Galas et al., 1999; Hutchens et al., 2007; Mohite et al., 2012). The 

following optimised media compositions have been reported: Optimised fructose based medium: 

3.68% fructose, 5.02% yeast extract, 0.001% (NH4)2NO3, 0.3% KH2PO4, 0.05% MgSO4.7H2O (Galas et 

al., 1999); optimised sucrose and ethanol based medium: 5.0% sucrose, 1.36% ethanol, 1.27% yeast 

extract, 0.5% (NH4)2SO4, 0.3% KH2PO4, 0.05% MgSO4.7H2O (Galas et al., 1999); optimised CSL-fructose 

medium: containing 4.99% fructose, 2.85% CSL, 0.38% agar, with 28.33% dissolved oxygen (Bae & 

Shoda, 2005).  

pH and Temperature 

The effects of pH and temperature have been widely investigated on cellulose production. Optimal 

temperatures are typically reported to be in the range of 25 – 30° C (Pourramezan et al., 2009; Son et 

al., 2001), however it has also been reported that high cellulose production was achieved at 20° C 

(Hutchens et al., 2007). The optimal pH for cellulose production in Gluconacetobacter is usually 

reported to be between 4.0 and 6.0 (Hwang et al., 1999; Jagannath et al., 2008; Masaoka et al., 1993; 

Son et al., 2001; Tantratian et al., 2005; Verschuren et al., 2000), however it has been reported that a 

pH as high as 7.0 is preferred for cellulose synthesis (Pourramezan et al., 2009). While initial pH plays 

a role, possibly more important is the change in pH that occurs as a result of gluconic acid production 

which can inhibit cellulose synthesis (Schramm et al., 1957). Therefore, buffering components in a 

medium may be beneficial. 
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Oxygen Requirements 

Gluconacetobacter is an obligate aerobe, meaning that oxygen is essential for cell growth. It is believed 

that the cellulose production in vitro is involved in exposing the bacterial cells to the required oxygen. 

When grown in static cultures, the cellulose anchors the cells to the surface to achieve this. Under 

agitated conditions, oxygen is more readily available and the use of cellulose is limited. It is found that 

agitated conditions lead to accelerated cellular growth, but decreased cellulose synthesis (Dudman, 

1960). However, it has been shown that G. xylinus can grow and produce cellulose in a microaerobic 

environment (Williams & Cannon, 1989), indicating that the involvement of oxygen may actually be 

more complex than initially thought.  

Kouda et al. (1997a) investigated oxygen and carbon dioxide levels on cellulose production, and found 

that the cellulose production rate was dependent on the oxygen transfer rate. They concluded that 

cellulose production was not affected by high oxygen pressures, but was decreased by high carbon 

dioxide pressure. Another study used agitated cultures to investigate dissolved oxygen and its effects 

on cellulose production, and demonstrated that increasing rotation speed increased dissolved oxygen 

in the media (Tantratian et al., 2005). An optimal rotation speed of 100 rpm was reported, as higher 

speeds increased the production of gluconic acid, which results in decreased cellulose production.  

Watanabe and Yamanaka (1995) found that cellulose production was higher than at atmospheric 

conditions with oxygen tensions of 10% and 15%. Hwang et al. (1999) showed that the optimal 

dissolved oxygen concentration was 10% in fed-batch culture. Using a statistical optimisation model, 

Bae and Shoda (2005) reported a level of 28.33% dissolved oxygen is preferred for high cellulose 

yields.  

Clearly, oxygen content is a variable that may require further investigation, as it would also be a key 

factor in a reactor designs. 
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Culture Conditions and Reactor Configuration 

Bacterial cellulose is often grown under static conditions, that is when the container housing the 

culture is left undisturbed and the cellulose spreads across the surface of the liquid broth as a smooth 

pellicle (Figure 2.2). However, cellulose can also be produced in shaking or agitated cultures. The 

terms shaking and agitated are sometimes used interchangeably when used to discuss bacterial 

culture conditions, however some reports use them to indicate different culture conditions. The term 

“shaking” often refers to growth in an incubator with a rotator, whereas “agitation” can be used to 

describe growth in a reactor. Growth under shaking and agitated conditions, including growth in 

various reactors, is described below.  

As previously reported, growth in a rotating culture typically has a positive impact on the growth of 

bacterial cells, but has been shown to decrease the production of cellulose (Dudman, 1960). Not only 

is this thought to be due to oxygen concentration, as previously discussed, but rotating cultivation has 

also been linked to the spontaneous emergence of cellulose non-producing mutants, Cel- (Schramm & 

Hestrin, 1954). Gluconacetobacter has been shown to contain insertion sequences in its DNA sequence 

that confer genetic instability (Coucheron, 1991). These Cel- mutants are capable of reverting to the 

cellulose producing state, however there is a positive correlation between the number of subcultures 

and the number of cells unable to revert (Cook & Colvin, 1980). While media composition can reduce 

the emergence of these mutants, as can the inclusion of additives such as ethanol (Krystynowicz et al., 

2002), the culture conditions do influence the amount of cellulose produced. 

Growth of a static culture is slow and commercially unfavourable, so an agitated culture in which high 

amounts of cellulose can be produced would be beneficial (Yoshinaga et al., 1997). Strains suitable for 

growth under agitated conditions have also been screened and various types of reactors designed 

with their performance investigated (Toyosaki et al., 1995). Bioreactors support biologically-active 

environments for the organisms growing in them and are designed to maintain optimal conditions for 

attachment of cells on the surface of moving rollers or discs (Krystynowicz et al., 2002). There have 

been various types of reactors that have been used to produce bacterial cellulose. Biofilms are grown 
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on the solid supports when microorganisms attach. The biofilm of cells are temporarily submerged in 

the media, and are exposed to the nutrients of the broth, as well as to oxygen. There are different 

designs of bioreactors such as the stirred tank, airlift and rotary disc bioreactors (Figure 2.5) (Sani & 

Dahman, 2010). Different yields of cellulose can be obtained using different reactors, as high shear 

caused by high stirring speed in stirred tank bioreactors can have a negative impact on cellulose 

synthesis (Chao et al., 2001). Several groups have aimed at maximising cellulose production in 

bioreactors by experimenting with variables such as rotation speed (Krystynowicz et al., 2002), 

oxygen transfer rate (Chao et al., 2000), media composition (Chao et al., 2001) and bioreactor 

materials (Cheng et al., 2009b).  

Kouda et al. (1997b) investigated the impact of different agitator configurations on bacterial cellulose 

productivity. They identified two different impellers that were most suitable for cellulose production. 

These impellers mixed the culture broth well and had high oxygen transfer capacity. A high oxygen 

transfer rate is required for high levels of cellulose synthesis. However, this type of production 

requires high agitation power and a large motor, and therefore results in high energy costs (Sani & 

Dahman, 2010).  

 

Figure 2.5: Different types of reactor designs from Sani and Dahman (2010). Reprinted with permission 
from Wiley. 
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The use of different culture vessels has also been shown to impact cellulose production. Dudman 

(1960) showed that flasks with smooth walls were not as effective for cellulose productivity as baffled 

flasks. Using an improved flask design with three baffles to avoid splashing, Toyosaki et al. (1995) 

presented results that supported this work. Hornung et al. (2006) described this influence as a “wall 

effect”. Wall effects occur as the cellulose produced at the air/surface interface moves down into the 

substrate solution. If the walls of the vessel are sloped outwards and this sinking is prevented, a 

decrease in the production of cellulose occurs. Design of appropriate apparatus is therefore clearly of 

importance. In conical flasks, the cellulose sinks into the medium rather than sliding down the walls of 

the flask, thus eliminating the wall effect and leading to improved cellulose yield (Hornung et al., 

2006).  

Designing a cultivation system, such as a bioreactor, with a defined medium that would allow the cost-

effective production of bacterial cellulose is the ultimate goal. Determining a set of conditions by 

which to produce this material is necessary if bacterial cellulose is to be used for other applications 

such as material science. Therefore further investigation into these aspects of bacterial cellulose 

growth is required. Changes that occur to the structure and morphology of the cellulose as a result of 

growth in these reactors are discussed with other in situ modifications that occur due to changes in 

media are described below.  

Mutant Strains 

Cellulose metabolism has been well described and occurs from hexose phosphate, via fructose or 

gluconate, to UDP-glucose, the immediate precursor of cellulose (Ross et al., 1991). Based on the 

knowledge of the production of cellulose, a number of mutant strains of cellulose-producing bacteria 

have been identified as having the potential to have impacted cellulose production. These mutants 

include strains with alterations to metabolic pathways to lead to an increase in products used for 

cellulose production. Several studies examining mutant strains of bacteria, either naturally-occurring 

or specifically created using genetic modification techniques, with increased cellulose levels have 

been completed. As production of gluconic acid leads to a decrease in pH and cellulose production 
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(with the cellulose production decreasing as a result of both the pH decrease and incorporation of the 

carbon source into gluconic acid instead of cellulose), an early study on Gluconacetobacter mutant 

strains focused on the isolation and cultivation of mutants with restricted gluconic acid production 

(DeWulf et al., 1996). Bacterial cellulose produced from a non-gluconic acid-producing mutant was 

found to be increased over the wild type.  

An increase in cellulose production was observed in a mutant strain with resistance to 

sulphaguanidine (Ishikawa et al., 1995; Ishikawa et al., 1998b). This mutant was selected based on the 

observation that p-aminobenzoic acid increases cell growth and cellulose production. Resistance to 

sulphaguanidine, an analogue of p-aminobenzoic acid, is thought to enhance high-energy compounds 

such as ATP, which is required for cellulose production (Ishikawa et al., 1998b). Similarly, a 5-

flurouridine-resistant mutant was isolated with increased cellulose production (Ishikawa et al., 

1998a). This mutant was shown to have increased intracellular levels of UDP-glucose, the direct 

precursor of cellulose. 

A strain of G. xylinus subspecies sucrofermentans named BPR2001 has been reported as being used to 

breed mutant strains (Watanabe et al., 1998a). BPR2001 was isolated from a natural source and was 

found to produce high levels of acetan, a water-soluble polysaccharide. As UDP-glucose is a precursor 

of acetan (and cellulose), a mutant lower in acetan production and high in cellulose production was 

the target. This was obtained by treatment of BPR2001 cells with N-methyl-N’-nitro-N-

nitrosoguanidine, and the new mutant was named BPR3001A. In another study examining the effects 

of acetan production, wild type BPR2001 was used to make an aceA mutant (Ishida et al., 2002). The 

aceA gene is believed to be involved in the synthesis of acetan, and as a result of its disruption, the 

mutant strain, named EP1, could no longer produce acetan. However, this strain also produced 

significantly less cellulose than the wild type. When acetan was added to the culture medium, 

cellulose synthesis increased to wild type levels. The authors concluded that acetan and cellulose are 

not genetically related, but that acetan has a physiochemical effect on the culture conditions that 

stimulates cellulose production.  
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Increased levels of cellulose have also been obtained by introducing genes from other species into 

Gluconacetobacter. Based on the observation that plants use sucrose synthase to conserve the high 

energy between glucose and fructose in sucrose, and that sucrose is used for UDP-glucose synthesis 

and can therefore increase cellulose synthesis, a sucrose synthase gene was introduced into G. xylinus 

(Nakai et al., 1999). This gene, isolated from mung bean (Vigna radiata), was under the control of a lac 

promoter, and resulted in carbon directly from sucrose being incorporated into cellulose (via UDP-

glucose) and also prevented UDP accumulation.  

Considering Gluconacetobacter’s dependence on oxygen concentration, Chien et al. (2006) attempted 

to introduced the Vitreoscilla haemoglobin gene, which allows Vitreoscilla to grow in oxygen-poor 

environments. G. xylinus was transformed with a plasmid containing the haemoglobin gene under the 

control of a bla promoter, and demonstrated increased cellulose production in static culture under 

microaerophillic conditions. It is believed that lowered oxygen tensions limited the production of 

gluconic acid, and subsequently increased cellulose production.  

Many of the mutants described here were isolated via natural means rather than by genetic 

manipulation techniques. They were selected specifically based on previous observation of the factors 

that enhance cellulose production. It may be of interest to create a transposon library and determine if 

any randomly created mutants lead to changes, either in structure or yield, in cellulose. 

From a review of the literature, it is apparent that large changes in cellulose yield can be obtained 

from varying the bacterial species or strain (whether it be a mutant or a naturally occurring strain), 

media composition or cultivation conditions. Determining an appropriate combination of these factors 

to produce high amounts of cellulose at a reasonable cost is a necessary step in the development of 

composite materials using bacterial cellulose. Further considerations of the properties must also be 

taken into account and are discussed below.  
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Tailor-Designing Bacterial Cellulose 

Modifying the Properties of Bacterial Cellulose 

Bacterial cellulose exhibits properties such as nanosized fibres and high crystallinity that confers high 

stiffness and makes it suitable as a reinforcement material (Eichhorn et al., 2010), however it also has 

some significant disadvantages. While bacterial cellulose would have a natural affinity to hydrophilic 

matrices due to its hydrophilic nature, it would have an inherent incompatibility to hydrophobic 

matrices. This is a very important factor when determining the overall success of a composite 

material. Interaction between the two materials is important as it leads to the determination of the 

properties, as good mechanical properties result from good adhesion between the two materials in a 

composite, and weak interfacial adhesions result in poor mechanical properties (Avella et al., 2000). 

However it is possible to obtain a variety of modifications to bacterial cellulose due to its inherent 

nature of being biological and its chemical structure. These qualities provide the opportunity to alter 

its properties in favour of achieving specific characteristics using a variety of techniques. 

This cellulose is cultivated by bacteria, allowing for samples to be produced quickly. There are also 

many ways to change the growth conditions, from changing the media by varying the carbon and/or 

nitrogen sources and including a variety of additives, to changing the actual cultivation conditions by 

agitating the culture or using some form of bioreactor. Changing these growth conditions can impact 

the structure, morphology and properties of the cellulose produced. In addition, based on the 

structure of this material, chemical and/or physical changes can be achieved after its growth. 

Determining techniques to alter the properties of bacterial cellulose could provide methods to target 

and achieve specific characteristics. The ability to “tailor-design” bacterial cellulose with desirable 

traits would increase the potential for this material to be used as a reinforcement material for 

composites.  
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In situ Modifications 

It is very easy to manipulate the growth conditions of bacterial cellulose. Due to its biological nature, 

changes to the growth conditions can cause changes to the cell growth and cellulose production (Ruka 

et al., 2013). Additional components in the media, not specifically required for cell growth or cellulose 

production, can stimulate (or inhibit) cellulose formation, as can the cultivation conditions. The 

changes that occur because of variations in the media or cultivation conditions are known as in situ 

modifications.  

The inclusion of particular water-soluble compounds in the growth media may be incorporated into 

the cellulose as it grows, or may affect the formation of fibrils or ribbons, changing the structure of the 

cellulose (Klemm et al., 2006) and resulting in differences in the widths of the cellulose fibrils, the 

crystallinity, or the ratio of cellulose Iα and Iβ produced. Some of the studies that were undertaken as 

part of determining the growth conditions in which bacterial cellulose production was optimised also 

reported on the subsequent structural changes that occurred as a result of the inclusion of selected 

media components, although the results are mixed. Some authors have reported that the structure of 

cellulose is not affected by changing the carbon or nitrogen source (Keshk & Sameshima, 2006b; 

Mikkelsen et al., 2009), whereas others have reported differences. El-Saied et al. (2008) reported the 

CSL and molasses resulted in a higher degree of crystallisation, whereas Jung et al. (2010b) reported a 

decrease in crystallinity in a molasses medium compared to a complex medium control. The use of 

glycerol as the carbon source achieved cellulose with 9% higher crystallinity over a glucose medium, 

however its water-holding capacity and viscosity were decreased in the glycerol medium (Jung et al., 

2010a).  

As mentioned previously, when Gluconacetobacter is grown under static conditions, the cellulose 

forms a pellicle at the air/surface interface. When grown under agitated conditions, growth occurs as 

irregular bodies within the medium (Schramm & Hestrin, 1954). It has been shown that growth under 

these different conditions also results in microstructural changes. Cellulose from agitated culture 

results in a loss of mechanical strength with decreased degree of polymerisation, lower crystallinity 
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index, lower cellulose Iα content, lower Young’s modulus, higher water holding capacity and higher 

suspension viscosity in disintegrated form (Cheng et al., 2009a; Czaja et al., 2004; Krystynowicz et al., 

2002; Watanabe et al., 1998b). SEM reveals that cellulose from static culture appears as a fine net, 

built mostly of uniaxially-oriented cellulose ribbons, whereas agitated cellulose appears as 

disordered, curved, denser, overlapping ribbons, with thinner microfibrils, as shown in Figure 2.6 

(Czaja et al., 2004; Watanabe et al., 1998b). It has been proposed that the stress caused by agitation 

results in the more stable allomorph Iβ (Czaja et al., 2004). However, agitated cellulose has also been 

shown to have a higher emulsion stabilising effect (Ougiya et al., 1997; Watanabe et al., 1998b) and 

the disintegrated form has higher filler retention aid function (Hioki et al., 1995; Watanabe et al., 

1998b). It was concluded by Watanabe et al. (1998b) that cellulose from agitated culture exhibits 

more suitable properties in wet state and disintegrated form than static cellulose, for industrial 

applications.  

When grown in an airlift reactor (see Figure 2.5), cellulose is formed as unique ellipse pellets, whereas 

stirtank reactors caused the cellulose to grow in a fibrous form (Chao et al., 2000). Production in an 

airlift reactor resulted in cellulose similar to that produced in static culture, with a higher degree of 

polymerisation, found to be 16,000 and 17,000 respectively, than cellulose produced in agitated 

culture, with 9,700 (Chao et al., 2000). Production in an airlift reactor resulted in cellulose similar to 

that produced in static culture, with a higher degree of polymerisation than cellulose produced in 

agitated culture. When grown in a plastic composite support biofilm reactor, an increase in 

 

Figure 2.6: SEM images of cellulose fibrils grown under agitated (a) and static (b) conditions. Reprinted 
from Watanabe et al. (1998b). Reproduced with permission from Springer. 
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mechanical properties was observed (Cheng et al., 2009b). This cellulose had higher crystallinity, 

higher thermal stability and higher Young’s modulus. The presence of agar in an airlift reactor caused 

the cellulose produced to form smaller pellets than the control. Usefully, agar also resulted in 

increased cellulose production (Chao et al., 2001). It was proposed that the addition of certain water-

soluble polysaccharides prevented the formation of clumps of cellulose, leading to this decreased 

pellet size, which in turn was advantageous to transfer nutrients and oxygen into bacterial cells and 

led to increased cell and cellulose production. 

The addition of other additives has also been shown to alter the morphology of cellulose. Antibiotics 

in the growth medium resulted in the elongation of cells through inhibition of cell division and, as a 

result, the cellulose fibres produced were wider (up to an average of 228 nm compared to a control of 

117 nm wide). The opposite was true of reducing agents that caused cell shortening, and therefore 

thinner cellulose fibres, with an average width of 53 nm (Yamanaka et al., 2000). The inclusion of 

antibiotics, nalidixic acid and chloramphenicol, in culture media resulted in the production of cellulose 

with wider ribbons or aggregates or ribbons, and increased Young’s modulus. The Gluconacetobacter 

cells were also affected (Yamanaka et al., 2000). Lignosulfonate in a culture medium not only led to 

higher cellulose productivity, but to higher crystallinity and Iα content in static culture (Keshk & 

Sameshima, 2006a). When CMC was added to the culture medium, the cellulose produced exhibited 

decreased crystallinity and crystal size, higher thermal stability, higher decomposition temperatures 

and mainly the allomorph Iβ compared to the static culture control (Cheng et al., 2009a). SEM images 

showed that the cellulose retained its interwoven structure, but was looser in weave. There was no 

difference in mechanical strength shown between the CMC-altered cellulose and cellulose produced in 

agitated culture, but it was lower than the static control.  

Sodium alginate added to the medium resulted in changes to the macromorphology of cellulose, 

resulting in discrete masses dispersed in the broth instead of irregular clumps (Zhou et al., 2007). This 

led to lower crystallinity and smaller crystallite size. Zhou et al. (2007) also demonstrated that 

hydrogen bonding interactions occurred between the cellulose and the sodium alginate. Tokoh et al. 
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(1998) showed that the presence of acetyl glucomannan in the medium changed the crystal structure 

of cellulose with an increased cellulose Iβ fraction and caused the cellulose to form as loose bundles of 

microfibrils, with decreased crystallite size. Polyethylene glycol 400 and β-cyclodextrin in the growth 

medium of G. xylinus resulted in bacterial cellulose with increased pores. However, the addition of 

polyethylene glycol 4000 was shown to decrease pore size and decrease degree of polymerisation 

(Heßler & Klemm, 2009). Acid treated multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) were added to the 

culture medium used to grow G. xylinus under static conditions. The cellulose produced by the 

bacteria under these conditions had altered crystal structure, cellulose Iα content, crystallinity index 

and crystallite size (Yan et al., 2008). When glucose-phosphate was added to the culture medium, 

either as the sole carbon source or in conjunction with glucose, phosphate-containing cellulose was 

produced (Basta & El-Saied, 2009). This cellulose can be used as an environmentally friendly paper 

additive.  

In situ modifications that occur in cellulose from the inclusion of additives can directly or indirectly 

impact the structure of cellulose and can be used to target specific properties or characteristics. It is 

also possible for additives in the media to be included in the bacterial cellulose as it grows. If the 

additive is incorporated into the cellulose, a composite material can be produced as a result of this in 

situ modification. Ruka et al. (2013) have investigated the in situ modification of cellulose using poly-

3-hydroxybutyrate and have shown the dispersion of PHB throughout the cellulose (Figure 2.7). This 

method of creating composites is discussed further below. 

 

Figure 2.7: SEM images of bacterial cellulose grown with PHB in the media. Reprinted from Ruka et al. 
(2013). Reproduced with permission from Elsevier. 
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Post Modifications 

Similar to in situ modifications, post modifications (changes to cellulose after growth) could provide 

the opportunity to tailor-design the material in order to achieve specific properties, which is 

particularly relevant if cellulose is to be included in blends and composites with other materials. 

These changes may be chemical or physical. For example, chemical changes may be necessary as 

cellulose is a hydrophilic molecule, which is a problem for cellulose fibres if they are to be used as 

reinforcement in plastics (Bledzki & Gassan, 1999). The glucose molecules that make up cellulose each 

have three free hydroxyl groups. This provides cellulose with high affinity to hydroxyl containing 

materials, including itself (Gardner et al., 2008). The hydrophilic nature of cellulose can weaken 

blends with other materials as water can become contained in the matrix (Dahman, 2009), however 

the large number of free hydroxyl groups does make it possible for chemical modifications to be 

carried out to make the cellulose more hydrophobic, and some authors have attempted to do this in 

order to increase the interfacial adhesion between potential matrices and fibres (Nogi et al., 2006a). 

There have been mixed successes in these processes, which are described below. In addition, physical 

changes to bacterial cellulose can result as a consequence of treating the cellulose in different ways, 

prior to its inclusion in blends.  

Physical Modifications 

Bacterial cellulose can be used in various forms in composites as a reinforcing phase in blends, but 

any prior treatment to inclusion in such mixtures can affect its structure and properties. It can be 

necessary to remove moisture prior to further treatment, and there are various ways to dry bacterial 

cellulose, including freeze-drying, heat or air drying, or it can be used in a never-dried state. However, 

it has been found that air-dried and never-dried cellulose exhibit differences in crystallite size (Fink et 

al., 1997), so simply selecting a method of drying, or choosing not to dry it at all could result in a 

change in properties.  

Chemical modifications are described below, however some chemical treatments that are carried out 

specifically to achieve physical changes, such as dissolution, are listed here.  
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Dissolution  

The use of cellulose is limited due to difficulties dissolving it and the limited number of appropriate 

solvents (Zhu et al., 2006). Cellulose is a long chain polymer composed of glucose units and is 

extremely hydrophilic, however it is insoluble in water and most organic solvents due to its extensive 

intra- and inter-molecular hydrogen bonding (Chen & Chiang, 2010). There have been some reports of 

cellulose solvent systems including N,N-dimethylacetamide/lithium chloride (DMAc/LiCl) (Shen et al., 

2010), dimethyl sulfoxide-paraformaldehyde (DMSO-PF) (Masson & Manley, 1991), N-

methylmorpholine-N-oxide (Biganska & Navard, 2005) and NaOH/urea aqueous solution (Zhou & 

Zhang, 2000). Whilst the dissolution of bacterial cellulose has been difficult in the past due its 

hydrogen bonds and high degree of polymerisation, the determination of ionic liquids that allow such 

dissolution of bacterial cellulose to occur may offer further possibilities to modify and process this 

material. 

Ionic liquids consist entirely of ions, and are made up of at least two components, an anion and a 

cation, which create an enormous number of potential combinations simply by varying these 

components (Earle & Seddon, 2000). Ionic liquids are often referred to as “green solvents” as they 

have the capability of dissolving many substances, including many organic molecules such as enzymes 

(Fujita et al., 2007), DNA (Vijayaraghavan et al., 2010a) and collagen (Vijayaraghavan et al., 2010b), 

and have desirable properties, for instance chemical stability, thermal stability, low vapour pressure 

and high ionic conductivity (Lu et al., 2009). They are media that can affect various kinds of 

polymerisation and have been used to synthesise a variety of molecules, including proteins. Ionic 

liquids can be water soluble and, as such, have previously been included in growth media for bacteria 

(Sekar et al., 2013; Sekar et al., 2012).  

Bacterial cellulose, while molecularly identical to plant cellulose, differs in its purity, high crystallinity 

and high degree of polymerisation. Several solvents suitable for plant cellulose are unable to dissolve 

bacterial cellulose. Shen et al. (2010) successfully dissolved bacterial cellulose in a DMAc/LiCl solvent 

system at a maximum concentration of 3%, provided an activation procedure, consisting of soaking 
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the cellulose in DMAc with trace amounts of KMnO4 at 45 – 50° C for 1 hour, was completed first. They 

were unable to dissolve bacterial cellulose in its large grained form, and were forced to reduce the 

sample to a fine powder for dissolution to occur. They also determined that the optimal temperature 

for this process was 45° C, as higher temperatures risked degradation.  

While there have been many ionic liquids reported to dissolve plant cellulose, the high molecular 

weight bacterial cellulose has only been successfully dissolved in a handful of reports. Schlufter et al. 

(2006) used 1-N-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride to efficiently dissolve bacterial cellulose powder 

at 80° C at a concentration of 6% in order to complete chemical modifications of the cellulose.  

The ionic liquids described here are reported to be extremely fast and efficient media with which to 

dissolve bacterial cellulose. In addition, due to the large number of potential combination of anions 

and cation, it is likely that increasing numbers of ionic liquids that can dissolve this high molecular 

weight cellulose will be found. For example, it has been suggested that ionic liquids with acetate 

counter ions will be extremely effective for this task. (Liebert & Heinze, 2008). The ability to dissolve 

and recover bacterial cellulose, as well as the environmental benefits of using renewable and 

recyclable solvents, creates further possibilities to chemically modify this molecule to alter its 

properties in order to use bacterial cellulose to create composites.  

Dispersion  

Bacterial cellulose may have good properties that make it a good potential reinforcing filler material 

in composites, however it is difficult to process due to its extensive hydrogen bonding. It may be 

necessary to obtain homogeneous dispersions of this cellulose in aqueous or organic solvents to mix it 

with matrix materials to produce these composites or blends (Saito et al., 2006). There have been a 

few methods used to disperse bacterial cellulose fibres. Bacterial cellulose can be shredded, 

homogenised, or milled and ground to a fine powder in order to help with its dispersion in 

composites. It has also been reported that bacterial cellulose has been dispersed simply by vigorous 

stirring (Kibédi-Szabó et al., 2012). However, once again, different treatments can change the 

properties of this material. For example, it has been shown that cellulose homogenised for a short 
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period of time has been shown to experience a small decrease in crystallinity (Kose et al., 2011) and 

grinding cellulose can cause of loss of crystallinity (O'Connor et al., 1957; Schenzel et al., 2005). 

A method involving hydrolysis of bacterial cellulose by sulphuric acid has been undertaken in order to 

obtain nanowhiskers. These nanowhiskers can be dispersed in various solutions, however the 

nanowhiskers appear stiff and rod-like, and have been reported to aggregate to some degree (Grunert 

& Winter, 2002). Bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers have also been prepared by hydrochloric acid 

digestion (Guo & Catchmark, 2012). 

Electrospun bacterial cellulose fibres have been produced by first achieving dissolution in 1-allyl-3-

methylimidazolium chloride at 5% bacterial cellulose at 70° C. This experiment also involved the 

production of electrospun composite fibres with MWCNT (Chen et al., 2010), as is discussed further 

below. 

Sonication is another method that can be used to disperse bacterial cellulose fibres (Guhados et al., 

2005; Saito et al., 2006). Tischer et al. (2010) investigated the effects of sonication on cellulose 

pellicles by sonicating bacterial cellulose for different time intervals and determined that this 

treatment achieved differences in the width and height of the cellulose fibres, the roughness of the 

surface and differences in the amount of crystallinity. They concluded that ultrasound energy was 

transferred to glucan chains in the cellulose, which resulted in a conversion of the amorphous region 

to crystalline regions, increasing crystallinity. Crystallite sizes were also found to increase. This 

provides a method to obtain cellulose fibres with specific widths and lengths, as well as high 

crystallinity, which may be useful when designing composites.  

There has also been a recent paper that reported the achievement of individual fibres of bacterial 

cellulose. Kose et al. (2011) used an aqueous counter collision method that caused a separation of the 

interwoven mesh of fibres in the pellicle into individual fibres, dispersed in water (Figure 2.8). They 

completed different repetitions of this treatment and found that the width and length of the fibres 

changed with the number of treatments, and that cellulose Iα was converted to Iβ, but that the cellulose 

retained its high crystallinity. This method provides further indication that the treatment of the 
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cellulose prior to its inclusion in a composite can result in different properties, with a technique that 

can target not only specific properties of bacterial cellulose, but can achieve individual fibres for 

further use.  

Modifications by Impregnation 

As bacterial cellulose is made up of a web of interwoven fibrils, it is possible to obtain changes to this 

material by physically attaching particles to the surface of the fibrils via an impregnation method. 

Essentially, a cellulose pellicle or sheet is soaked in a solution containing another material. 

Nanoparticles included in the solvent can become embedded between the cellulose fibrils, or attach to 

the surface of the cellulose fibres as the solvent evaporates, essentially creating surface-modified 

cellulose. A variety of materials have been used to modify bacterial cellulose by this impregnation 

method including silica (Ashori et al., 2012) and cadmium sulphide (Li et al., 2009). This can result in 

changes to the mechanical properties of the cellulose.  

 

Figure 2.8: Individual fibres of bacterial cellulose obtained from aqueous counter collision method Kose et al. 
(2011). Reproduced with permission from ACS Publishing. 
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In addition, bacterial cellulose has been modified by several materials in order to improve its 

properties for use in biomedical applications. Montmorillonite (Ul-Islam et al., 2012a), hydroxyapatite 

(Wan et al., 2006) and silver nanoparticles (Hu et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012; Maneerung et al., 2008) 

have all been used in this way. Montomorillonite impregnated-bacterial cellulose showed improved 

water release rate, as well as mechanical and thermal properties (Ul-Islam et al., 2012a). 

Impregnation of bacterial cellulose by soaking pellicles in hydroxyapatite solution resulted in an even 

covering of the cellulose by the hydroxyapatite. It was also found that impregnation for 14 days, 

rather than 7 days, led to increased hydroxyapatite covering, and causing much thicker fibrils as a 

result (Wan et al., 2006). Modifying bacterial cellulose with silver nanoparticles conferred 

antimicrobial activity (Hu et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012; Maneerung et al., 2008). Similarly, bacterial 

cellulose pellicles have been soaked in solution containing aniline with a variety of other materials to 

allow polyaniline to be polymerised directly onto the cellulose fibres to achieve conducting bacterial 

cellulose composites (Lee et al., 2012a; Lee et al., 2012b; Marins et al., 2011; Müller et al., 2012; Shi et 

al., 2012).  

Impregnation can be used as a method of directly modifying the surface of the bacterial cellulose, but 

can also be used as a method of producing bacterial cellulose composites with other materials. 

Chemical Modifications  

Bacterial cellulose is typically exposed to an alkaline treatment in NaOH after its removal from the 

growth media to remove any bacterial cell debris and to sterilise the pellicle. McKenna et al. (2009) 

set out to examine if this chemical treatment was able to alter the cellulose. Despite the identification 

of some minor damage to the cellulose fibres when visualised by SEM, they found that the low 

concentration of NaOH used for this process did not affect the mechanical properties of the cellulose. 

Nishi et al. (1990), however, found that the treatment of bacterial cellulose by a higher concentration 

of NaOH could actually improve its mechanical properties, likely to be due to the NaOH removing the 

cell debris and allowing hydrogen bonds to form within the cellulose due to increased close contact 

between the fibres. Conversely, highly concentrated NaOH was found to cause degradation and 
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decrease mechanical properties. Similar results were seen with an oxidising treatment using an NaClO 

solution, with even higher mechanical properties observed when both the oxidising and alkaline 

treatments were sequentially applied. 

There are other reports of chemical modification of bacterial cellulose in the literature, using a variety 

of methods. Many authors do not attempt to dissolve bacterial cellulose, but rather use it in its native 

form and expose the film to a solvent exchange process. This method, commonly completed as part of 

an acetylation reaction (Geyer et al., 1994; Hu et al., 2011; Ifuku et al., 2007; Nogi et al., 2006a; Tomé 

et al., 2011), involves the hydrophilic hydroxyl groups being replaced with less hydrophilic acetyl 

groups. It consists of a progressive soaking of the bacterial cellulose pellicle in a series of solvents, 

such as acetone, followed by swelling in acetic acid with toluene and perchloric acid, and then 

exposure to acetic anhydride (Ifuku et al., 2007). However there has been a recent report of a solvent-

free process of acetylating bacterial cellulose. This work involved bacterial cellulose being acetylated 

by acetic anhydride in the presence of iodine as a catalyst (Hu et al., 2011). Hydrophobic surfaces have 

resulted from these works.   

Grunert and Winter (2002) treated bacterial cellulose with sulphuric acid hydrolysis in order to 

obtain nanocrystals. These nanocrystals were then trimethylsilylated by hexamethyldisilazane in 

formamide in order to make the cellulose more hydrophobic for its use in composites. They 

determined that the degree of substitution of the silylated crystals was an average of 0.49. The 

composites made from these chemically modified nanocrystals are discussed further below. 

Additionally, Martínez-Sanz et al. (2011a) examined the effects of the time allowed for sulphuric acid 

digestion to occur to obtain similar nanocrystals, which they termed bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers. 

They determined that increasing the hydrolysis time decreased the nanowhiskers length and 

increased the crystallinity. However, they also determined that thermal stability decreased following 

long exposure to the sulphuric acid, which made the nanowhiskers unsuitable for melt compounding 

(Martínez-Sanz et al., 2011a). Various bacterial cellulose nanowhisker melt blends were produced 

from this group and are described in more detail below.  
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Chemical modifications of bacterial cellulose have also been reported involving benzoylation (Wang et 

al., 2008), carboxymethylation (Geyer et al., 1994), phosphorylation (Oshima et al., 2008; Oshima et 

al., 2011) and succinylation (Yin et al., 2011). Wang et al. (2008) ground bacterial cellulose into 

powder before soaking it in nitrobenzene and adding different concentrations of benzoyl chloride 

with pyridine to achieve benzoylated bacterial cellulose with various degrees of substitution. Ground 

bacterial cellulose was also used for carboxymethylation, where it underwent a solvent exchange 

process with water-isopropanol, before NaOH and monochloroacetic acid were added with stirring 

(Geyer et al., 1994). Reports of phosphorylated bacterial cellulose involve the ground cellulose being 

soaked in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) with urea, and having phosphoric acid added (Oshima et al., 

2008; Oshima et al., 2011). Similarly, Lee et al. (2009) completed a solvent exchange process with 

ground bacterial cellulose using methanol and pyridine, with p-toluenesulfonyl chloride added before 

functionalising the cellulose with acetic, hexanoic and dodecanoic acids in order to make the cellulose 

more hydrophobic. 

Comparison of a solvent exchange method and a dissolution process was published by Yin et al. 

(2011) with succinylation. Bacterial cellulose was modified by soaking in pyridine and then adding 

succinic anhydrate, in the presence of 4-dimethylaminopyridine. It was also modified by dissolving 

bacterial cellulose in DMAc with LiCl, before triethylamine and succinic anhydride were added. Yin et 

al. (2011) reported that the dissolution process resulted in homogeneous modification of the bacterial 

cellulose, whereas the pyridine method resulted in a heterogeneous modification, with the reactions 

mainly occurring on the surface of the cellulose membrane. This homogeneous modification has also 

been seen in other systems where the bacterial cellulose was first dissolved.  

There have been a number of papers recently describing the dissolution of bacterial cellulose for 

chemical modification. Geyer et al. (1994) created a viscous dissolution of bacterial cellulose using 

DMAc and LiCl before adding hexamethyldisilazane in order to silylate the cellulose. This was similar 

to the work of de Marco Lima et al. (2010) who acetylated bacterial cellulose at various degrees of 

substitution, up to 87%, by dissolving the cellulose in DMAc with LiCl and adding acetic anhydride. 
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With the discovery of the potential of ionic liquids to dissolve bacterial cellulose, another report 

involving the dissolution of bacterial cellulose in order to complete chemical modifications has been 

published. Schlufter et al. (2006) used the ionic liquid 1-N-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride to 

efficiently dissolve bacterial cellulose before acetylation and carbanilation by the addition of acetic 

anhydride and phenyl isocyanate, respectively, achieving extremely high degrees of substitution. The 

ability to completely dissolve highly polymerised bacterial cellulose presents the option to further 

(and homogeneously) achieve chemical modifications to this molecule, making it a more favourable 

biopolymer for use as reinforcement in polymer matrices. However, while dissolution does expose 

more surface and thus allow for higher degrees of substitution in these chemical reactions, the 

crystalline structure of bacterial cellulose is lost in the process (de Marco Lima et al., 2010), thereby 

altering the cellulose and potentially affecting the highly desirable properties that make this molecule 

so favourable for use as reinforcement. It will, therefore, be necessary to determine if dissolution for 

chemical modification conveys a greater benefit, or if surface modifications provide sufficient 

alteration to bacterial cellulose to improve its properties for further use in material science.  

It is worth mentioning that bacterial cellulose has been modified for reasons other than its use in 

composites. For example, bacterial cellulose has been modified by nitrogen-containing plasma in 

order to improve its cell affinity, and thus increase its potential for use in biomedical applications 

(Pertile et al., 2010). This opens the door, not only for other uses for bacterial cellulose but also 

additional ways it can be modified. 

Bacterial Cellulose Composites 

Introduction 

Composites can be entirely synthetic, a combination of synthetic and natural, or completely natural. 

As with most traditional synthetic polymer matrices, biopolymers could benefit from being used in 

conjunction with fibres to improve the mechanical properties of the matrix (Zhu et al., 2006). 

Desirable biocomposites could therefore benefit from being created using a biodegradable polymer as 

the matrix material, and biofibres as a reinforcing element (Mohanty et al., 2000). While it is possible 
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to combine synthetic and renewable technologies, such as composites with biodegradable cellulose 

fibres used as reinforcement in polymers such as polyester, epoxy, amino and phenolic resins, these 

would not be fully biodegradable because of the synthetic matrices (Mohanty et al., 2000; Nakagaito et 

al., 2005; Zadorecki et al., 1986). The use of biopolymers currently has severe limitations with inferior 

properties and high production costs, but should be completely biodegradable when used as both 

matrix and filler. In addition to traditional fibre micro-composites, nanocomposites are composites 

that have been reinforced with nanosized particles (Paul & Robeson, 2008). Bacterial cellulose is a 

good candidate for such reinforcement with its naturally produced nanosized fibrils. 

Biocomposites can be developed by various methods, and the methods by which the matrix and 

reinforcement material are combined can strongly influence the properties of the resulting composite. 

For example, extrusion and injection moulding are simple methods by which composites can be 

produced, however processing parameters such as mixing time, speed and temperature all have been 

found to alter tensile strength (Saheb & Jog, 1999). As the focus of this review is bacterial cellulose, 

methods that have been used to create composites that involve bacterial cellulose have been 

described in more detail below.  

Renewable Matrix Polymers 

There are a large number of polymers that could potentially be used as a matrix material in 

combination with bacterial cellulose as a filler material. Bacterial cellulose is predicted to have a 

naturally high affinity with hydrophilic materials, as it too is hydrophilic. Therefore, potential matrix 

materials include materials such as PLA. PLA is a biodegradable thermoplastic polyester produced 

from renewable sources. It has previously been used in combination with cellulose nanofibres to 

improve the mechanical properties of the PLA (Iwatake et al., 2008). Materials such as PVA and starch 

from a variety of sources are also biodegradable materials that could act as matrices for 

reinforcement.  

In addition, there are hydrophobic biodegradable materials that could potentially be improved in 

terms of their mechanical properties by being combined with a second phase in a composite. Of the 
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hydrophobic materials, the bioplastic PHB has been proposed as having the potential to replace 

traditional plastics (Rehm, 2010), as it has similar properties to polypropylene (Holmes, 1985; King, 

1982). PHB is probably the most well-known of the PHAs, a family of homo- or hetero-polyesters 

produced by bacterial species that accumulate them intracellularly and use them for energy. They all 

consist of a single chain with a 3-carbon backbone, but differ with side chains at the 3 position. It is 

this side chain that determines the specific PHA. For example, PHB has a methyl group at the 3 

position (Lenz & Marchessault, 2005). It has been hypothesised that an appropriate filler material 

could improve the properties of materials such as PHB (Gatenholm et al., 1992). 

The ability to tailor design bacterial cellulose with specific properties provides the possibility that 

there may be a range of biodegradable matrices that could use this cellulose as the reinforcement 

material. Determining appropriate in situ or post modifications of bacterial cellulose, as well as the 

method of creating the composites and potential matrices, are complex processes that require further 

investigation. Attention should focus on biodegradable matrices and methods that can produce 

composites on a large scale to develop useful materials.  

Bacterial Cellulose Composites 

Bacterial cellulose has been used as a material in combination with many others to develop 

composites. It has been used with materials such as unsaturated polyester (Gao et al., 2011), the 

conducting polymer polyaniline (Lee et al., 2012a; Lee et al., 2012b; Marins et al., 2011; Müller et al., 

2012; Shi et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012), as well as various acrylic and phenolic resins (Nakagaito et 

al., 2005; Nogi et al., 2005; Nogi et al., 2006b; Trovatti et al., 2010). It has also been used with several 

biodegradable materials such as cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) (Gindl & Keckes, 2004; Grunert & 

Winter, 2002), PLA (Kim et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Quero et al., 2010; Tomé et al., 2011), PHB 

(Barud et al., 2011; Cai & Yang, 2011; Cai et al., 2011), PVA (Gea et al., 2010; Millon et al., 2009), and 

thermoplastic starch (Wan et al., 2009; Woehl et al., 2010) to produce completely biodegradable 

composites. Though renewable and biodegradable composites are the focus of this review, techniques 

and resulting composites from non-renewable sources are also mentioned.  
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Impregnating Bacterial Cellulose 

Several researchers have used an impregnation method to develop composites with bacterial 

cellulose, similar to the modification method described previously, except that the material used 

forms a sheet rather than individual particles upon drying. The soaking of the cellulose may occur 

from dry or never-dried films, or films that have undergone a solvent-exchange. They have been 

performed under a variety of temperature and pressure conditions using materials such as CAB (Gindl 

& Keckes, 2004), MWCNT (Yoon et al., 2006), poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) (Cai & Kim, 2010), PLA (Kim 

et al., 2009), PHB (Barud et al., 2011; Cai & Yang, 2011; Cai et al., 2011), poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-

hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV) (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2014), PVA (Gea et al., 2010) and starch.  

When included in an impregnation solution, PEG evenly penetrated the bacterial cellulose network 

and covered the surface of the cellulose by soaking the cellulose (Cai & Kim, 2010). PLA was used with 

this technique and PLA/bacterial cellulose composites were found to have increased mechanical 

properties over PLA alone (Kim et al., 2009). Impregnation with PVA resulted in bacterial cellulose 

composites consisting of 3.7% PVA, however these composites experienced a loss of tensile strength, 

stiffness and modulus (Gea et al., 2010). A variety of concentrations were achieved using 

impregnation, resulting in composites with 7.8, 15.1 and 22.0% bacterial cellulose with thermoplastic 

starch (Wan et al., 2009). 

Recently, a number of papers have been published that describe the preliminary results of the 

creation of PHB/bacterial cellulose composites (Barud et al., 2011; Cai & Yang, 2011; Cai et al., 2011). 

PHB was first dissolved in chloroform and then the bacterial cellulose was soaked in the PHB-

chloroform solution. It is believed that this process resulted in the PHB being integrated into the pores 

of the cellulose as the solvent evaporated. The resulting composites were shown to have improved 

mechanical properties, including tensile strength, over PHB alone. Similar results have been obtained 

using a CAB/bacterial cellulose composite with an impregnation method (Gindl & Keckes, 2004).  

This method is a simple way of producing bacterial cellulose composites and provides a technique of 

developing composites with a range of cellulose concentrations. Composites developed from this 
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technique have typically been shown to have good mechanical properties. However, it is difficult to 

control the ratios of the materials in the resulting composite and often results in the composite 

consisting of large amounts of cellulose, rather than cellulose existing as the particulate reinforcing 

phase. There are, however, some reports of techniques that do attempt to break up the three-

dimensional network of cellulose fibres to use it as a filler material (Cai et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2010; 

Feng et al., 2012; Grunert & Winter, 2002; Kibédi-Szabó et al., 2012; Martínez-Sanz et al., 2011a, 

2012a, 2013a, 2013b; Martínez-Sanz et al., 2011b, 2012b; Martínez-Sanz et al., 2014; Millon et al., 

2009; Olsson et al., 2010; Park et al., 2007; Phisalaphong et al., 2008; Stevanic et al., 2012; Stoica-

Guzun et al., 2011; Tomé et al., 2011; Trovatti et al., 2012; Woehl et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012).  

Solution Blending and Casting 

Solution blending is a method of combining materials with ease, however it is not a method often used 

for composites involving bacterial cellulose, as bacterial cellulose is difficult to disperse or dissolve. 

Despite this, there have recently been an increasing number of reports that are using dispersed 

bacterial cellulose in solution with dissolved host polymers. Such reports are listed below. 

Cai et al. (2012) prepared a porous scaffold using bacterial cellulose and poly-3-hydroxybutyrate-co-

4-hydroxybutyrate (P(3HB-co-4HB)) with a trifluoroacetic acid as a co-solvent, and by freeze-drying 

the solution to remove the co-solvent. They determined that the scaffold presented a three-

dimensional network with improved mechanical properties over P(3HB-co-4HB) alone. 

Solution blending has also been used to develop bacterial cellulose/alginate membranes 

(Phisalaphong et al., 2008). These membranes were created by dissolving bacterial cellulose in 

NaOH/urea solution and dissolving sodium alginate in distilled water, and subsequently mixing the 

two solutions at various concentrations to obtain composites ranging from 20 – 80% cellulose. Neat 

cellulose and alginate samples were also prepared. It was determined that the tensile properties of the 

membranes were improved by the addition of bacterial cellulose, over the neat alginate.  
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There has been a report of solution blending to combine CAB and bacterial cellulose nanocrystals 

(Grunert & Winter, 2002). As discussed above, bacterial cellulose was treated with sulphuric acid to 

obtain nanocrystals, and was subsequently trimethylsilylated. These chemically modified 

nanocrystals were then dispersed in acetone, and the acetone was used to dissolve CAB and was cast 

to form films with up to 10% cellulose. The melting temperatures of the composites showed a change, 

increasing with increasing concentrations of silylated cellulose, however this change was not seen 

with native nanocrystals. The modulus of the composites showed increasing values with increasing 

cellulose contents with the native crystals over most of the temperature range. The researchers 

concluded that the unmodified cellulose crystals had better reinforcement characteristics than the 

chemically modified cellulose, however the improved properties may have been due to increased 

native cellulose content in the composites over the silylated cellulose, as some of the weight of the 

silylated cellulose was due to the silyl groups.  

Bacterial cellulose fibres have been dispersed in several ways to develop PVA composites. Bacterial 

cellulose has been homogenised (Millon et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2012), milled to powder (Jipa et al., 

2012) and dispersed by vigorous stirring (Kibédi-Szabó et al., 2012; Stoica-Guzun et al., 2011) prior to 

mixing with PVA solution. Homogenisation of bacterial cellulose has also been used to obtain 

composites with arabinoxylan (Stevanic et al., 2012) and pullulan (Trovatti et al., 2012), as well as 

thermoplastic starch (Woehl et al., 2010). These composites were cast and dried at room temperature, 

30° C and 60° C, respectively. Bacterial cellulose mixed with water and NaOH before sonication, 

freezing, thawing, stirring and centrifuging was added to aqueous graphene oxide to develop 

graphene/bacterial cellulose composites (Feng et al., 2012). These composites also used various 

combinations of sonication, homogenisation and stirring to achieve fibre dispersion.  

PHBV has been used as a matrix material (with differing valerate contents) to develop solution blends 

using bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers as the reinforcing phase (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2014). The 

bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers were subjected to a solvent exchange process in chloroform, before 

being homogenised for 2 minutes, and then blended with PHBV, cast onto petri dishes and dried at 
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60° C under vacuum. Good dispersion of the nanowhiskers was seen at 1%, however some 

aggregation was observed at 3% (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2014). Despite the good dispersion, mechanical 

properties did not display any statistical significance from the neat materials in tensile strength and 

modulus. 

Many of the composites described here showed good mechanical properties, however some 

aggregation of cellulose fibres was observed. Developing a method to maintain the desirable traits of 

bacterial cellulose while, at the same time, obtaining even dispersion and distribution of cellulose in 

solution would allow a simple method to combine materials with controlled concentrations of 

cellulose.  

Electrospinning and Melt Blending 

While many researchers use bacterial cellulose in its native form to create polymers, and some treat 

the bacterial cellulose by homogenisation or hydrolysation prior to casting, there is very little in the 

literature about the dissolution of bacterial cellulose as part of a method to create composites. One 

method that has used the dissolution of bacterial cellulose is electrospinning. Chen et al. (2010) used 

the ionic liquid 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride to dissolve freeze-dried bacterial cellulose 

pieces at 70° C while stirring. DMSO was added to the solution to adjust the viscosity at room 

temperature. Following this, MWCNT were added at a concentration of 0.02% and stirred before 

electrospinning was undertaken. These electrospun fibres were reported to create a composite with a 

smooth, continuous surface, with well dispersed MWCNT in the bacterial cellulose. Despite the 

extremely small concentration of included nanotubes, the composites also had increased tensile 

strength, thermostability and electrical conductivity, with the dissolution of the bacterial cellulose 

resulting in the conversion of the bacterial cellulose from the native cellulose I to cellulose II.  

In addition to the dissolution of the bacterial cellulose, other electrospun composites have been 

developed using bacterial cellulose hydrolysed by sulphuric acid to obtain nanowhiskers. Park et al. 

(2007) combined dispersed bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers with poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) 

dissolved in water before electrospinning occurred. The cellulose was included at concentrations of 
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0.2 and 0.4%, and it was found that increasing the cellulose content increased the diameter of the 

electrospun fibre. The cellulose nanowhiskers were well incorporated into the fibres, however some 

fibre surfaces were smooth whereas others appeared rough and uneven, indicating some aggregation 

of cellulose occurred. Regardless, the inclusion of the nanowhiskers enhanced the mechanical 

properties over PEO electrospun fibres alone. 

Electrospun fibres of up to 20% bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers were developed with poly(methyl 

methacrylates) (Olsson et al., 2010). Similar to the PEO/nanowhiskers electrospun fibres, some 

cellulose agglomeration was observed, however the fibre diameter was shown to decrease with 

increasing cellulose content.  

Electrospinning has also been used to develop composites from bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers 

using different treatments. The nanowhiskers were either centrifuged and refrigerated, or freeze-

dried and ground to a powder before being mixed at varying concentrations with ethylene vinyl 

alcohol (EVOH) and having the solution was electrospun into fibres (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2011b). This 

paper concluded that the centrifuged nanowhiskers were incorporated into the composite better than 

the freeze-dried cellulose, and also that the diameter of the electrospun fibres decreased with 

increasing cellulose content.  

Using electrospun bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers/EVOH fibres, melt compounding composites were 

produced (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2012b). Using a variety of methods, melt blending was carried out for 

3 minutes at 190° C with mixing at 100 rpm with electrospun fibres and EVOH pellets. The composites 

were compression moulded and hot pressed. When the electrospun fibres were used, composites with 

good fibre dispersion and high stability were produced. When freeze-dried bacterial cellulose 

nanowhiskers were directly melt blended with EVOH, the composites showed the appearance of black 

spots which indicated that the cellulose had degraded at the high processing temperature. This 

method indicates that it is possible for bacterial cellulose to be evenly distributed by melt blending, 

but that using untreated cellulose nanowhiskers may result in high degradation and the fibres may 

need to be treated prior to melting. Variations on this method have also been used to produce 
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bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers/EVOH melt blends with good dispersion and improvements to the 

elastic modulus and tensile strength in the composites (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2013a, 2013b). In 

addition, PLA/bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers melt blends have been developed using 

electrospinning methods (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2012a). These PLA blends were produced by using 

bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers/PLA fibres by electrospinning, by using nanowhiskers from an EVOH 

copolymer precipitation solution, and by melt blending PLA with freeze-dried cellulose nanowhiskers 

as a control. This study determined that the electrospinning technique was particularly successful, 

resulting in good dispersion of nanowhiskers up to 3%, with increases in the elastic modulus and 

tensile strength from these conditions (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2012a). 

Melt blending was used to develop PLA/bacterial cellulose composites, where the cellulose was 

disintegrated and subject to solvent exchange before being chemically modified by acetylation (Tomé 

et al., 2011). Melt blending was carried out at 190° C for 10 minutes at 100 rpm with the composites 

then injection moulded. Unmodified bacterial cellulose fibres were found to agglomerate. Despite the 

high processing temperature of 190° C used here, the acetylated cellulose composites demonstrated 

improved mechanical properties, indicating that melt blending may be useful in developing fully 

biodegradable composites. 

These recent reports demonstrate that it may be possible to adapt a more traditional method, such as 

melt compounding, to disperse bacterial cellulose and use this material as a reinforcing phase in 

composites. This type of technique can be easily upscaled and may be adapted provide a method to 

produce bacterial cellulose composites for commercial applications. 

In situ Composites 

The inclusion of additives not specifically required for cell growth or cellulose production in the 

growth media can affect the cellulose produced. We have stated that some researchers observe a 

change in the structure, morphology and/or properties of the resulting cellulose (Cheng et al., 2009a; 

Tokoh et al., 2002), whereas others have determined that the host polymer present in the culture 
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medium can combine with the cellulose, creating in situ composites (Heßler & Klemm, 2009; Seifert et 

al., 2004).  

CMC and methylcellulose (MC) have been included as additives in media for bacterial cellulose growth 

with differing results. Some authors reported that these additives resulted in changes to the cellulose, 

including decreased crystal size and crystallinity, with increased thermal stability and pore size 

(Cheng et al., 2009a), but did not investigate the presence of the additives in the cellulose product, 

instead focusing and reporting on the alterations to the cellulose. Others stated that when CMC and 

MC were included in the media along with the growing cellulose, composite materials were created, 

but the amount of the additive in these composites was not determined (Seifert et al., 2004). When 

acid treated MWCNT were added to the culture medium, cellulose was produced with altered 

structure, but it was also determined that the nanotubes became interwoven within the cellulose 

fibrils, effectively producing composites of these two materials (Yan et al., 2008). Weakened 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds also occurred as a result of weaker bonds between the MWCNT and 

the cellulose, compared to bonds in the cellulose alone. However, this paper did not report on the 

content of the MWCNT or cellulose in the product, or the mechanical properties of the resulting 

membranes. PVA was also added to the culture medium for bacterial cellulose, and the resultant 

cellulose exhibited different properties to neat cellulose, but no PVA was detected in the cellulose 

after the product was washed (Seifert et al., 2004). Gea et al. (2010) created bacterial cellulose/PVA 

nanocomposites by the inclusion of PVA in the culture media at different concentrations, and they 

estimated that PVA was included in the composite at a maximum value of 1.3%. It is apparent that 

whilst in situ bacterial cellulose composites can be created simply by including an appropriate 

additive in the growth media, many of the composites reported contained only small amounts of the 

additive, and only resulted in small changes to the cellulose properties.  

There have been others, however, who have reported much higher concentrations of the host polymer 

in the composite. Brown and Laborie (2007) added PEO to the culture medium and developed several 

nanocomposites with different ratios, ranging from 15 to 59% bacterial cellulose, demonstrating 
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different compositions and morphologies. In addition, they determined that increased bacterial 

cellulose contents resulted in smaller cellulose fibres and an aggregation of these fibres, although at 

lower cellulose contents the fibres could be finely dispersed. These researchers did not attempt to 

remove the bacterial cells from the composites for fear that PEO would be lost in the washing process, 

and they found that the cell debris impacted the properties of the composite. As in situ composites are 

created directly from the bacterial culture, resulting composites may be contaminated with cell debris. 

The question of whether or not the cell debris needs to be removed is something that requires further 

investigation with a wider range of materials.  

Grande et al. (2009) developed a method to create in situ bacterial cellulose composites by including 

starch in the culture medium at a concentration of 2%. The starch was partially gelatinised during the 

autoclaving of the media, and the bacterial cellulose/starch gels that were subsequently produced 

were then hot pressed in order to encourage further diffusion of the starch into the cellulose network. 

SEM images of these composites showed good coverage of the cellulose with starch; some fibrils were 

still visible (see Figure 2.9), however the bacterial cellulose was largely dispersed and the 

nanocomposites had good mechanical properties. 

Due to the biological nature of bacterial cellulose, in situ methods involving the inclusion a polymer in 

the culture medium for cellulose to combine the materials provides an alternative method for creating 

composites. It is possible that composites could be made simply by the inclusion of the host polymer 

in the medium, however the development of subsequent treatments, for example the hot pressing of 

the starch/cellulose films described above, could improve the contact and interactions between the 

 

Figure 2.9: Starch/bacterial cellulose in situ composites, Grande et al. (2009). Some bacterial cellulose fibres 
can be seen amongst starch as shown by arrows. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier.  
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two materials. Identifying materials to be used in composites with bacterial cellulose in this way could 

provide improvements into the development of these types of composites. 

Bacterial Cellulose Composites by Other Methods 

Various impregnation methods have been used to develop composites with bacterial cellulose, with 

increasing numbers of solution blends and melt blends reported, however there are also reports of 

composites published that have used entirely different methods. Quero et al. (2010) compressed 

strips of bacterial cellulose between two strips of PLA films. This work found a difference between 

composites with bacterial cellulose that had been grown for different periods of time. Cellulose that 

was cultivated for 3 days showed improved interactions with the PLA over cellulose grown for 6 days 

due to higher total surface area, but the 6-day-old cellulose composites had better mechanical 

properties.  

Bacterial cellulose/polyurethane based resin composites were developed by employing a similar 

technique. Bacterial cellulose sheets were dried between two polyterafluoroethylene membranes 

under pressure before impregnation in the resin and UV curing. Composites using cellulose that were 

dried from water provided better mechanical properties than composites with cellulose that had 

undergone a solvent-exchange step in ethanol, however the ethanol composite demonstrated 

enhanced dielectric properties (Juntaro et al., 2012). 

A different method involving injection moulding was used to provide bacterial cellulose/starch 

composites with 1% and 5% cellulose (Martins et al., 2009). These polymers were mixed in water 

with glycerol to a homogeneous mixture in polyethylene bags. The mixtures had stearic acid added 

and were then processed by mixing at 120° C for 20 – 30 minutes at 60 rpm before they were injection 

moulded. This method demonstrated good fibre dispersion and good mechanical properties, with 

strong matrix-fibre interactions. 

A method developed from temperature induced phase separation was completed to obtain 

PLA/bacterial cellulose composites (Lee et al., 2009). In this work, bacterial cellulose was added to 
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1,4-dioxane and homogenised before PLA was added and dissolved, following which the mixture was 

added dropwise into a liquid nitrogen bath. The precipitate was collected and freeze-dried to produce 

composite microspheres, which were then fed into a twin-screw extruder and were mixed at 180° C, 

extruded, pelletised and hot press compression moulded into films. PLA films containing bacterial 

cellulose showed an increase in tensile modulus, with composites containing bacterial cellulose and 

chemically modified bacterial cellulose shown to have improvements over PLA alone (Lee et al., 

2009). 

Though bacterial cellulose is difficult to process, there have been an increasing number of reports in 

recent years involving this material in composites. It is also possible that methods that have been used 

to blend plant cellulose will be able to be applied to bacterial cellulose.  

Biodegradability 

Biodegradation can be difficult to define and even more difficult to observe. It is often defined as an 

event which takes place through action of enzymes and/or chemical decomposition associated with 

living organisms (such as microbes) or their secretion products (Amass et al., 1998). Above, we 

described biodegradation in terms of the breakdown of a material as degradation resulting from the 

action of microorganisms. However, true biodegradation is more complex than this. In the 

environment there are both biotic and abiotic factors that influence the breakdown of materials. 

Biodegradation is made up of three stages: biodeterioration, biofragmentation and assimilation – the 

processes by which materials are broken down into tiny fractions, the cleavage of polymeric materials 

that occurs so some materials can cross the microbial cell wall, and the integration into microbial 

metabolism, respectively (Lucas et al., 2008).  

Soil burial is a method by which researchers can observe biodegradation. The mass of a material is 

measured before and after soil burial for a period of time to determine if there is a loss of mass due to 

a material being broken down and integrated into microbial metabolism. Composting can also be used 

as a means of investigating biodegradation. Another method is to attempt to observe a loss of mass if a 
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material is placed in a culture medium with a microorganism such as a bacterium or fungus capable of 

degrading that specific material. 

Bacterial cellulose is a typical polysaccharide, composed of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. It is 

produced naturally in the soil by bacterial species such as Gluconacetobacter. In the environment, it is 

believed that bacterial cellulose is used to assist the bacterial cells in colonisation and protection 

(Williams & Cannon, 1989), but may also be broken down to be used as a source of nutrients for 

microorganisms (Costerton et al., 1987), thus being biodegraded in the environment. 

Bacterial cellulose in composite materials with other polymers has been shown to break down, though 

there have been conflicting results in regards to the rate of this degradation due to the cellulose. 

Starch/bacterial cellulose composites have been shown to have lower weight loss than neat starch. 

Wan et al. (2009) have suggested that microbes first attack the starch in the composite, which 

destroys the composite integrity and eventually the cellulose is attacked, this result obtained by soil 

burial. In another study, Stoica-Guzun et al. (2011) reported that a higher bacterial cellulose content 

in PVA/bacterial cellulose composites demonstrated higher degradation over lower bacterial cellulose 

contents when degraded in laboratory media by a single fungal strain by visual observation (Figure 

2.10). Therefore it is unclear if using bacterial cellulose in biodegradable composites will increase 

degradation rates, or if the polymer matrix will be attacked first. It is likely that the specific matrix 

used will have an impact on the overall biodegradation rate, its own biodegradability dominating, 

compared to bacterial cellulose. In addition, biodegradation studies have been completed using 

PVA/bacterial cellulose composites with and without the presence of chitosan in an activated sludge 

fed-batch bioreactor under aerobic and anaerobic conditions by investigating the weight loss of the 

composites over a period of time (Kibédi-Szabó et al., 2012). In this study, degradation was found to 

be higher in the composite containing chitosan, but was also higher in the anaerobic environment as 

opposed to the aerobic environment.  
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While showing that a single species of microorganism can break down a material in a laboratory 

culture does show biodegradation, as does an activated sludge bioreactor, it is unrealistic of 

environmental conditions. When biodegradable materials reach the end of their useable life span, they 

will be discarded, as most current plastics are. An ideal situation would be if we were able to develop 

materials that could degrade in the environment, however composting may be necessary. There are 

also biopolymers that degrade in marine environments with their own set of conditions. With the 

introduction of increased biodegradable materials, there may need to be a change in waste 

management depending on the environments in which different materials degrade. Therefore it is 

necessary to test a material’s biodegradability in a method that is relevant and can then be transferred 

to the real environment.  

Conclusions 

Bacterial cellulose has been fairly extensively investigated in terms of its growth and structure, with 

many stimulating agents determined. There have been many reports of developing bacterial cellulose 

 

 
Figure 2.10: PVA/BC composites degraded over time by a single fungal strain, from Stoica-Guzun et al. 
(2011). Reproduced with permission from Springer.  
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composites by impregnation methods, but the properties of the cellulose make it difficult to achieve 

homogeneous dispersions and therefore development of composites using this material as a 

reinforcing phase have been limited. Increasingly, however, techniques are being established to 

produce and modify bacterial cellulose. For example, it is possible to tailor-design bacterial cellulose 

by selecting appropriate media and cultivation conditions, through in situ modifications, or by post-

modifications such as chemical treatments and physical modifications such as ball milling or aqueous 

counter collisions. There are also increasing reports of techniques used to disperse and process this 

material. As such, there has been an increase in the number of publications relating to bacterial 

cellulose composites using more traditional techniques such as solution and melt blending. Therefore, 

despite the difficulties in processing this material, bacterial cellulose remains a good candidate for 

fibre reinforcement in fully biodegradable composites in conjunction with a biodegradable matrix.  
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2.3 Additional Work from the Literature 

The review presented in Section 2.2 critically evaluated current understandings of the composition 

and properties of bacterial cellulose, from extensive previous research to its recent use in composites. 

This section presents a review of the development and properties of PHB as a matrix material and of 

the characteristic approaches taken in studies of plant cellulose materials.  

2.3.1 Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate as a Matrix Material 

2.3.1.1 History and structure of PHB 

PHB was originally discovered by Maurice Lemoigne in the 1920s, who labelled it a “lipid”. However, it 

was not until after PHB was “re-discovered” in the 1950s, when it came to the attention of 

microbiologists and biochemists, that PHB was seen as a potential substitute for petroleum-derived 

plastics. PHB has been found to have similar properties to polypropylene. It has a high molecular 

weight and a melting temperature of 170 – 180° C. It also has similar tensile strength and a glass-

rubber transition temperature, but PHB is stiffer and more brittle than polypropylene (Holmes, 1985; 

King, 1982). It becomes viscous and mouldable at temperatures above its melting point, but it 

degrades at temperatures above 190° C so it has a very narrow window for melt processing (Orts et 

al., 2008). In addition, PHB has a number of copolymers, such as PHBV and P(3HB-co-4-HB), that have 

been shown to have decreased melting points, strength and stiffness, but increased ductility (Jiang et 

al., 2008; Verhoogt et al., 1994). Copolymers are discussed further in Section 2.3.3. It has been 

hypothesised that an appropriate filler material could improve the properties of these materials 

(Gatenholm et al., 1992).  

It was first suggested by Lemoigne, and later confirmed by others, that PHB is an intracellular storage 

molecule that can be broken down by the bacterial cell in the absence of nutrients (Braunegg et al., 

1998). Because of this, it is biodegradable. PHB can be attacked by microbial enzymes, which cause it 

to be broken down to carbon dioxide and water (Rehm, 2010). This process can be completed by 

many bacteria and fungi in a range of environments. Not only is PHB biodegradable, it is also 
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biocompatible, allowing a wide range of potential uses, including medical implants, tissue scaffolding 

and delayed drug release (Wu et al., 2009).   

2.3.1.2 Growth Conditions 

A number of bacterial species have been identified as producing PHB as an intracellular storage 

molecule. These include Actinomycetes, Alcaligenes, Azotobacter, Azospirillum, Bacillus, Beijerinckia, 

Chromatium, Chromobacterium, Derxia, Ferrobacillus, Hyphomicrobium, Lampropaedia, 

Methylobacterium, Micrococcus, Nocardia, Pseudomonas, Rhizobium, Rhodopseudomonas, 

Rhodospirillum, Sphaerotilus, Spirillum, Streptomyces, Vibrio and Zoogloea (Byrom, 1987). PHB 

accumulates as discrete, spherical granules that can make up to 80 – 90% of the cell’s dry weight 

(Holmes, 1985; Steinbüchel & Lütke-Eversloh, 2003). It accumulates as a reserve material when there 

is excess carbon present, but the cell’s growth is limited due to a lack of other nutrients such as 

nitrogen or phosphorous (Rehm, 2010). The accumulated PHB is broken down and used as a carbon 

source at a time when there is no extracellular carbon available (Lenz & Marchessault, 2005). When 

all nutrients are fully available, the cell’s metabolism progresses through the tricarboxylic acid cycle 

where acetyl-Co-A is used for energy and the production of cell materials. However, when there is an 

excess of carbon, acetyl-Co-A is shunted into PHB production instead (Byrom, 1987). 

The production of PHB can be further manipulated in vitro by the selection of the growth medium and 

conditions, and the microbe to produce PHB (Orts et al., 2008). Certain growth conditions, such as 

oxygen and phosphorous starvation, produce higher levels of PHB (Orts et al., 2008); however it has 

also been found that PHB-like materials can be produced under some conditions. It was determined 

that a bacterium, Alcaligenes eutrophus, could produce a PHB-like material when grown with a 

medium with glucose and propionic acid. The material was then identified as a random copolymer of 

PHB and poly-3-hydroxyvalerate (PHV) (Lenz & Marchessault, 2005). This, together with other 

copolymers of PHB, is described in the next section. 
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2.3.1.3 Copolymers 

PHB has a high melting temperature and poor mechanical properties. However, it has been found to 

exist as a copolymer with PHV (as well as other materials), and that this copolymer has better 

mechanical properties. The PHB-PHV copolymer, PHBV, can exist with a range of PHV concentrations. 

The PHV content can be controlled by the glucose:propionic acid ratio in the medium used to grown 

PHBV-producing bacteria (Byrom, 1987). The melting point of this copolymer decreases as the PHV 

content increases (up to 40 mol%) (Orts et al., 2008). In addition, the PHBV copolymers have superior 

properties than those of PHB alone, with increased flexibility and toughness (Byrom, 1987). The 

copolymer is also highly crystalline and fully biodegradable (Lenz & Marchessault, 2005; Orts et al., 

2008) lending itself to the possibility of using it as a superior material to replace petrochemical 

resources. 

In addition to the PHBV copolymers, PHB has been found to exist as a copolymer with poly-4-

hydroxybutyrate, PHV and poly-5-hydroxyvalerate, poly-4-hydroxybutyrate and PHV, 

hydroxypropionate, 3-hydroxyhexanoate, and poly-3-hydroxyoctanoate (Braunegg et al., 1998; Czaja 

et al., 2007). 

Based on this information, it is apparent that PHB and copolymers could benefit from the inclusion of 

a reinforcing phase to produce composites. To take advantage of the biodegradable and biocompatible 

nature of these materials, a material such as bacterial cellulose is an appropriate choice for the 

investigation of PHB composites with improved mechanical properties.  

2.3.2 Plant Cellulose Composites 

Though there has not been a great deal of research undertaken in bacterial cellulose to investigate this 

material as a reinforcement material in polymer matrices, plant cellulose composites have been more 

extensively researched. It is likely that investigations in plant cellulose could be adapted to bacterial 

cellulose. A brief review of plant cellulose composites developed by solution and melt blending is 

presented here.  
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Plant cellulose has been used with a variety of matrices and various techniques, such as the more 

traditional blending techniques of solution blending and melt blending. In addition to the ease of 

completing solution and melt blending, such methods can be more easily upscaled to industrial size 

processes. Plant cellulose has been solution cast with matrices such as poly(styrene-co-butyl acrylate) 

(Siró & Plackett, 2010), gelatine (Pei et al., 2011), PLA (Sanchez-Garcia & Lagaron, 2010), and PHBV 

(Jiang et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2011) using various solvents. Solution blending has been traditionally 

used for cellulose blending, as cellulose has low thermal stability when heated, which limits its use in 

techniques that involve heat (Goffin et al., 2011). However, several researchers have determined that 

cellulose fibres can be successfully used in melt blending in conjunction with chemical modifications 

and/or compatibilisers.  

The properties of composites formed via solution blending were compared by Jiang et al. (2008) with 

PHBV as the matrix material and cellulose nanowhiskers (CNW). This study determined that solution 

blending of the two materials in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) resulted in improved mechanical 

properties including tensile strength and modulus, whereas a melt processing technique (with the use 

of a compatibiliser) actually reduced the mechanical properties of the composite. Determining a set of 

parameters for melt blending can be difficult as the properties of the composites are dependent on the 

mixing conditions (Saheb & Jog, 1999). It is therefore crucial to study and understand the thermal 

properties of composites to optimise the manufacturing process (Li et al., 2008).  

Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) has been used in composites with poly(ethylene terephthalate)-

poly(trimethylene terephthalate) matrices at 0 to 40% cellulose by melt blending (Kiziltas et al., 

2011). It was found that the addition of MCC did not affect the glass transition temperature, melting or 

crystallisation temperature, but increasing the MCC content led to an increase in mechanical 

properties. 

It is essential to achieve good fibre dispersion and interfacial adhesions in a composite in order to 

achieve improved mechanical properties. A variety of techniques have been investigated in order to 

identify a technique for improving fibre dispersion of cellulose fibres in matrices. Yang et al. (2011) 
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investigated the dispersion of MCC and cellulose nanofibrils as fibres in a polypropylene matrix by 

altering the blending conditions. Composites were created by melt blending the materials multiple 

times, and by single batch melt blending with increasing mixing time. Increasing the number of times 

the melt blending was completed and increasing the mixing time resulted in improved fibre 

dispersion. The mean of the mechanical properties did not change, but the variability was decreased, 

indicating greater reliability in the mechanical property values.  

Another method that was found to improve fibre dispersion is pan milling (Zhang et al., 2011). Zhang 

et al. (2007) developed a novel pulverising equipment, a pan-type mill, in order to produce better 

composites than ball milling. They determined that pan milling cellulose could break hydrogen bonds, 

resulting in the presence of reactive hydroxyl groups on the surface on the cellulose. It was 

hypothesised that these free hydroxyl groups would react with a PVA matrix, resulting in hydrogen 

bonds between the matrix and fibres. It was determined that one round of pan milling did not allow 

for satisfactory adhesion between the matrix and fibres, but an increase in the number of milling 

cycles resulted in better fibre dispersion and increased mechanical properties of the composite. 

Composites with cellulose milled 40 times also demonstrated better biodegradability than composites 

with cellulose milled only once and the matrix alone, probably due to the cellulose being smaller and 

less crystalline because of the multiple milling cycles (Zhang et al., 2011).  

Cellulose fibres have been used with and without compatibilisers with matrices such as polystyrene 

(Pracella et al., 2011), high density polyethylene (Tajeddin & Abdulah, 2010), ethylene-vinyl acetate 

(Haque & Pracella, 2010) and PHB (Rapa et al., 2010) using melt blending techniques. These studies 

typically report that composites created in the presence of a compatibiliser showed improved fibre 

dispersion and mechanical properties over a matrix and fibre alone, as composites with unmodified 

cellulose fires had poor adhesion. It was also determined that the matrix and fibre interactions 

depended on the type of copolymer compatibiliser structure and content (Haque & Pracella, 2010).  

Compatibilisation was taken a step further by Goffin et al. (2011) who grafted PLA chains to the 

surface of CNW before melt blending the nanowhiskers to a PLA matrix. They examined 
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uncompatibilised fibres and found that ungrafted CNW composites showed a colour change after melt 

blending, appearing very dark. This suggests that thermal degradation occurred with the unmodified 

CNW (at 8%), whereas the surface grafted composites remained colourless. It was also found that the 

grafting of the CNW prevented thermal degradation by acting as a protective shell, therefore allowing 

processing at high temperatures (Goffin et al., 2011).  

It is apparent that various forms of cellulose can be used as reinforcement in composites using 

traditional blending methods such as melt blending. It is possible that bacterial cellulose could be 

used with such a technique, however it is likely that a compatibiliser and/or surface modification 

would be necessary to improve fibre/matrix interactions. Developing further techniques to apply to 

bacterial cellulose are needed to enable the use of this form of cellulose in composites. 

2.4 Conclusions 

Based on this critical review of the literature, it appears likely that fully biodegradable composites can 

be achieved using bacterial cellulose as a reinforcing material. Methods to disperse plant cellulose, to 

achieve modifications to the cellulose and to produce composites could be adapted to bacterial 

cellulose, taking advantage of the natural purity and nanosized fibres of bacterial cellulose. 

Homogenous dispersion of fibres is likely to be a key challenge in the development of bacterial 

cellulose composites, restricting composites to low concentrations of cellulose in the blends. However, 

based on the surface area of bacterial cellulose fibres, low concentrations may still result in favourable 

properties in the composites. Therefore, this work aims to examine bacterial cellulose, including its 

growth and production and techniques to achieve modifications, to produce a biodegradable material 

for use as a reinforcing material in composites. Different ways to achieve a good dispersion of this 

material in composites in order to achieve good mechanical properties are also to be investigated. 

Finally, the biodegradability of produced composites is to be considered.  
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3.1 Preface 

Bacterial cellulose is produced in high amounts by the bacterium Gluconacetobacter xylinus. It has 

been documented that the structure and morphology of the cellulose can be altered at macroscopic 

and nanoscopic levels based on cultivation conditions. Schramm and Hestrin (1954) developed a 

medium, HS, for the cultivation of G. xylinus, that continues to be widely used. Since then, other 

researchers have described a variety of media that produce higher levels of cellulose than HS medium 

(Son et al., 2003; Toyosaki et al., 1995; Yamanaka et al., 1989; Zhou et al., 2007). There have also been 

studies examining different carbon sources in some of these media. However, the high cellulose-

producing media have never been directly compared in terms of cellulose yield, nor have carbon 

sources been examined in all of these media.  

In addition to different media, there are also different methods by which bacterial cellulose can be 

grown, such as static or dynamic culturing conditions. This chapter explores different cultivation 

conditions tested in order to obtain high amounts of bacterial cellulose, alongside examination of the 

influence of different media, carbon sources, cultivation containers, incubation times and media 

volumes. The media and cultivation conditions were selected from various reports and modified in 

order to directly compare the different reports of cellulose yields to one another, using reports of 

media found to achieve high cellulose yields as well as investigating different carbon sources with 

these media.  
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3.2 Altering the Growth Conditions of Gluconacetobacter xylinus to 

Maximize the Yield of Bacterial Cellulose 

The paper presented here provides a comparison of the yields and properties of bacterial cellulose 

obtained using a range of carbon sources with high cellulose-producing media previously reported in 

the literature. It examines the cost-effectiveness of using different sized containers and volumes of 

media to obtain this material. This information is of importance as it is necessary to know how to 

produce cost-effective bacterial cellulose, and whether the media or growth conditions impact the 

yield and structure of the cellulose produced.  

This paper was published in Carbohydrate Polymers in 2012 and is presented here in its published 

form. It is reproduced here with permission from Elsevier.  
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An extensive matrix of  different  growth conditions  including  media,  incubation  time,  inoculum  volume,

surface  area and  media  volume  were investigated  in  order  to  maximize  the yield of bacterial cellu

lose produced by Gluconacetobacter  xylinus,  which  will  be  used  as  reinforcement  material  to  produce

fully  biodegradable  composites.  Crystallinity  was  shown to be  controllable  depending  on  the media

and conditions  employed.  Samples  with  significant  difference  in crystallinity  in  a range  from  50% to

95% were  produced.  Through  experimental  design,  the  yield of  cellulose  was maximized;  primarily  this

involved  reactor  surface area  design, optimized  media  and  the  use of  mannitol  being the  highest  cellulose

producing  carbon source.  Increasing  the volume  of  the  media  did achieve  a  higher  cellulose  yield,  however

this  increase was  not found  to  be cost  or time  effective.

Crown Copyright ©  2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.  Introduction

Cellulose is the  most  abundant polymer on  earth and  is  increas

ingly of considerable interest in  materials science as it  has strong

potential as  a  reinforcement material in composites since it is

biodegradable, sustainable and renewable. Cellulose has  long been

produced from plant  sources, however the use of  bacterial cellulose

is appealing for  use due  to  its purity and highly crystalline nano

structure. Gluconacetobacter xylinus (formerly Acetobacter xylinum)

is a species of bacteria that  produces high amounts of cellulose.

When this species is grown in  a laboratory under static conditions,

cellulose forms as  a thick  mat called  a  pellicle at  the air/surface

interface. There have been several reports of different media used

in the literature, as  well as  different carbon sources (ElSaied,  El

Diwany, Basta,  Atwa, &  ElGhwas, 2008;  Hutchens, Leon,  O’Neill,

& Evans, 2007; Jung, Jeong, et al., 2010;  Keshk &  Sameshima,

2005; Keshk  & Sameshima, 2006;  Kim,  Kim, Wee, Park,  & Ryu,

2006; Masaoka, Ohe, &  Sakota, 1993; Mikkelsen, Flanagan, Dykes,

& Gidley,  2009; Nguyen, Flanagan, Gidley, & Dykes, 2008; Oikawa,

Morino, & Ameyama, 1995; Oikawa,  Ohtori, &  Ameyama, 1995;

Pourramezan, Roayaei, &  Qezelbash, 2009; Ramana, Tomar, &  Singh,

2000). Determining  an optimal medium and an appropriate set

∗ Corresponding author. 

URL: http://www.csiro.au (K.M. Dean).

of growth conditions that allows high  levels of cellulose would

aid in the viability of this technology to in  an  industrial situa

tion. Additionally, determining growth conditions that produce

high  amounts of cellulose is  necessary in  order to complete further

research using bacterial cellulose as  reinforcement for  biodegrad

able polymers as  well as understanding any  effects such conditions

have  on  the basic  materials’ morphology and  properties.

Tarr and  Hibbert (1931) published a  study  in  which they inves

tigated pellicle growth with 25 different carbon sources.  They

reported high amounts of  cellulose were  produced when  fruc

tose, glucose and mannitol were used  as  carbon  sources, a  result

confirmed by  many  more recent studies. Recent studies have also

investigated different components of media by  substituting car

bon and nitrogen sources, often in  Hestrin–Schramm (Schramm &

Hestrin, 1954)  media. Carbon  sources including glucose,  arabinose,

arabitol, citric  acid, ethanol, ethylene glycol,  diethylene glycol, fruc

tose, galactose, glucono  lactone,  glycerol, inositol, lactose, malic

acid,  maltose, mannitol, mannose, methanol, rhamnose, ribose,

sorbose, starch, succharide, succinic acid, sucrose, trehalose,  and

xylose have been investigated (ElSaied et al., 2008; Hutchens  et al.,

2007; Jung, Jeong,  et  al., 2010; Keshk & Sameshima, 2005; Keshk  &

Sameshima, 2006; Kim et al., 2006; Masaoka et al., 1993; Mikkelsen

et al., 2009; Nguyen et  al., 2008; Oikawa, Morino,  et al., 1995;

Oikawa, Ohtori, et al.,  1995; Pourramezan et al., 2009; Ramana  et al.,

2000)  with various strains of G.  xylinus.

In addition to  the reports of cellulose yields  from different

media and different carbon  and nitrogen sources, there have

been  mixed reports about alterations to the  structure of cellulose

01448617/$ – see front  matter Crown Copyright ©  2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

doi:10.1016/j.carbpol.2012.03.059
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in different media and with different growth conditions. Some

authors have reported that the structure of  cellulose is not affected

by changing the carbon or  nitrogen source (Keshk &  Sameshima,

2006; Mikkelsen et al., 2009), whereas others have reported

differences. ElSaied et al. (2008) reported a corn steep liquor and

molasses medium resulted in  a higher degree of crystallization

over carbon and nitrogen sources such as  glucose, mannitol, yeast

extract and peptone, whereas Jung, Jeong, et al. (2010) and Jung,

Lee, et  al. (2010) reported a decrease in crystallinity in molasses

medium compared to  a complex medium control. In another study

that examined the use of  glycerol as the carbon source, cellulose

was observed with 9% higher crystallinity compared to a  glucose

medium, whereas waterholding capacity and viscosity were lower

in the glycerol medium (Jung, Lee, et al., 2010). When comparing

cellulose produced under static and agitated conditions, cellulose

from agitated culture resulted in a loss of  mechanical strength with

a decreased degree of  polymerization, lower crystallinity index,

lower cellulose Ia content, lower Young’s modulus, higher water

holding capacity and higher suspension viscosity in disintegrated

form (Cheng, Catchmark, &  Demirci, 2009; Czaja, Romanovicz,

& Brown, 2004; Krystynowicz et  al., 2002; Watanabe, Tabuchi,

Morinaga, & Yoshinaga, 1998). Quero et  al. (2010) used bacterial

cellulose to produce composites by  compressing strips of bac

terial cellulose between two  strips of  polylactic acid films and

determined that composites with bacterial cellulose cultivated

for six days had improved mechanical properties over those with

cellulose cultivated for three days, however the threeday cellulose

composites showed enhanced interaction with the polylactic acid.

It is  important to be able to grow sufficient cellulose of the

appropriate morphology for nanoreinforcement under optimal

conditions. An extensive study is presented here examining a  vari

ety of media, carbon source, incubation time, vessel size (surface

area), inoculum volume and media volume, in order to determine

protocols to  achieve high yields of  bacterial cellulose, while min

imizing variation. To the authors’ knowledge, the effect of  these

carbon sources on  cellulose production has not been investigated

in Zhou, Sun, Hu, Li, &Yang (2007), CSL (Toyosaki et al., 1995), or

Son et al. (2003) media. Media have also been modified.

2. Experimental

2.1. Bacterial strain

A culture of celluloseproducing G. xylinus ATCC 53524 was

kindly provided by  Gary Dykes from the School of Science, Monash

University, Malaysia.

2.2. Media

Several different types of media that have been previously

reported to have optimized concentrations and are used to  cultivate

G. xylinus were selected and modified from the literature. Media

used were Hestrin–Schramm (HS) (1954), Yamanaka et al. (1989),

Zhou et  al.  (2007), CSL (Toyosaki et al., 1995), modified to  exclude

environmentally damaging and harmful components zinc sulfate

hepahydrate and copper sulfate pentahydrate, and Son et al. (2003),

modified to  include 2% (v/v) corn steep liquor. The exact composi

tion of  the media is described below. All media were adjusted to pH

5.0 with HCl or NaOH and autoclaved at 121 ◦C  for 20  min. The car

bon sources glucose, mannitol, sucrose, fructose and glycerol were

substituted in these media.

2.3. Growth conditions

Seed cultures were prepared by selecting a single colony from

a working plate of Hestrin–Schramm agar (Schramm & Hestrin,

1954) and inoculating 10 mL  of HS broth. These cultures were incu

bated for seven days at 28 ◦C under static conditions. Following

growth, seed cultures were shaken vigorously to remove the bac

terial cells from the cellulose pellicle. Pellicles were removed and

the resulting cell suspension was used for inoculations. Cultures

were grown in 200 mL conical flasks containing 50 mL of media and

were inoculated at a  concentration of 1% (v/v) of  the cell suspension

unless otherwise stated. Cultures were incubated for seven days

at 28 ◦C under static conditions unless otherwise stated. Shaking

conditions were investigated with cultures shaking at 100 rpm.

When investigating surface area, beakers of different sizes were

used in order to achieve different surface areas. It was found that

50  mL of media in large beakers often dried out or only produced

a  very thin layer of cellulose as  there was not enough depth for

the cellulose to move into the media when the media was spread

so thinly. To counteract this, volumes of  100 mL and 200 mL of

media were also used in the different sized beakers. The 100 mL

and 200 mL cultures were inoculated with 0.5% and 0.25% (v/v)

inoculum volumes in addition to  the typical 1% (v/v) inoculum,

respectively.

2.4. Treatment of cellulose and yield determination

Following incubation periods, cultures were shaken vigorously

to remove the attached bacterial cells. Pellicles were removed

from cultures and rinsed to  remove any residual media. Pellicles

were washed with 0.1 M NaOH at 80 ◦C for 1 h, and then washed

repeatedly until a neutral pH was obtained and air dried at room

temperature. Pellicles were weighed once dry.

2.5. Xray diffractometry

Xray diffraction (XRD) was used to monitor the d1  −1 0 spacing

corresponding to the interlayer spacing of the crystalline structure

of the bacterial celluloses, which fits the monoclinic Ib phase of

bacterial cellulose. The  XRD measurements were performed on the

cellulose sheet samples using a Bruker D8 Diffractometer operating

at 40 kV, 40 mA, Cu Ka  radiation monochromatized with a graphite

sample monochromator. A diffractogram was  recorded between 2�

angles of  2◦ and 40◦. Crystallite size was  calculated using TOPASTM.

The FWHM (full width at half maximum height) for the (1 −1 0) and

(2  0 0) diffraction peaks was used for this calculation, as the third

peak (1 1 0) could not provide reliable FWHM values due to the

lower intensity at this peak. Calculations were conducted using the

Scherrer equation with a shape factor constant of 1,  and an instru

ment FWHM of 0.068◦ 2�. Crystallinity was also calculated using

TOPASTM based on the method of  Hindeleh and Johnson (1971).

The amorphous area was determined using ICDD PDF card 00060

1501, amorphous cellulose. The crystalline peak positions were

selected based on positions given in Czaja et al. (2004). A pseudo

Voigt Function was used to  profile the peak shape and area for both

the amorphous and crystalline components.

2.6. Fouriertransform infrared

Fourier transform infra red (FTIR) spectroscopy was completed

using PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 Spectrometer. Scans were com

pleted between 4000 and 450 cm−1 with 16 convolutions. Baselines

for  each sample spectrum were normalized using the Spectrum

software. Ia content was  calculated using the peak heights at 750

and 710 cm−1 by the equation determined by Yamamoto, Horii, and

Hirai (1996).
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Fig. 1. Cellulose yields produced in different media with a  variety of carbon sources after 4 days (a) and 7 days (b) of  incubation.

2.7. Scanning electron microscopy

The  samples were mounted and  goldcoated in  preparation for

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging. SEM was  performed

using the  fieldemission SEM JEOL 7001F operating at 5 kV.

3. Results and  discussion

3.1. Different  carbon sources

Several different carbon sources were compared, as  well  as  the

different  media in  order to determine which carbon sources pro

duced the highest yields  of cellulose and the productivity of the

different  media.  The bacteria were  incubated for four  and seven

days before  cellulose was extracted in  order to  examine yields at

different times (Fig.  1).

Of the media  used here, the  Yamanaka and Zhou media pro

duced  very high  levels of cellulose, as  can be  seen with the peaks

in  Fig. 1, with Yamanakamannitol producing the highest yield. CSL

and Son media also produced higher levels than HS  media, par

ticularly with mannitol as a carbon source. Glucose, mannitol and

sucrose were  the sugars here that produced  consistently high yields

of  cellulose, regardless of the composition of the  media, indicating

that they should be  used when attempting to  achieve high amounts

of  bacterial cellulose. The exact composition of the modified media

used here is presented in Table 1.

Yamanaka and  Zhou media produced very  high levels of cel

lulose, but also contained very high  concentrations of the carbon

source. It  is  surprising that  Zhou media was  more effective than  CSL

as  their chemical compositions are so  similar except for the trace

elements. It appears that  the trace  elements included in the CSL

media have no benefit.  Son media  was very effective  in  terms  of its

cellulose production considering its low concentration of carbon

Table 1

All the  components and concentrations (%,  w/v) of the  different media.

Component Media

Hestrin–Schramm Yamanaka Zhou CSL Son

Carbon source 2 5 4  4 1.5

Corn  steep liquor – – 2  2 2

Yeast  extract 0.5  0.5  –  – –

Peptone  0.5  – –  – –

Na2HPO4 0.27 – –  – –

Citric  acid·H2O  0.115 – –  – –

(NH4)2SO4 –  0.5  0.4  0.33 0.2

KH2PO4 –  0.3  0.2  0.1  0.3

Na2HPO4·12H2O  – – –  – 0.3

MgSO4·7H2O  – 0.005 0.04 0.025 0.08

CaCl2·2H2O – – –  0.00147 –

NaCl  – – –  – –

FeSO4·7H2O  – – –  0.00036 0.0005

ZnSO4·7H2O  – – –  0.000173 –

MnSO4·H2O – – –  0.000097 –

CuSO4·5H2O  – – –  0.0000005 –

Na2MoO4·2H2O  – – –  0.000242 –

NiCl2·6H2O  – – –  – –

CoCl2·6H2O – – – – –

H3BO3 – – –  – 0.0003

pAminobenzoic acid – – –  0.00002 –

Biotin  – – –  0.0000002 –

Calcium  pantothenate – – –  0.00002 –

Folic  acid – – –  0.0000002 –

Inositol  – – –  0.0002 –

Nicotinamide  – – –  0.00004 0.00005

Pyridoxine–HCl – – –  0.00004 –

Riboflavin  – – –  0.00004 –

Thiamine–HCl – – –  0.00004 –
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Fig. 2. SEM images of cellulose pellicles produced in various media. HSglucose (a), Yamanakamannitol (b),  Zhousucrose (c), and Zhoumannitol (d).

source being that it  is even lower than in HS media. For this reason,

modified Son media may be particularly cost effective at producing

high amounts of cellulose.

Cellulose is produced from hexose phosphate obtained by phos

phorylated exogenous hexoses, or  indirectly via  the pentose cycle

and gluconeogenic pathway (Ross, Mayer, &  Benziman, 1991;

Schramm, Gromet, &  Hestrin, 1957). Three sugars were used here,

glucose, mannitol and fructose, all of which are hexose sugars and

produced moderate to high cellulose yields in all media. How

ever, glucose and fructose, although structurally very similar, gave

surprisingly different yields. Glucose consistently produced high

yields, whereas fructose often gave much lower yields. As cellu

lose production is roughly proportional to cell growth (Ross et al.,

1991), it may be that fructose cannot be utilized for cell growth

as efficiently as glucose, as  both are utilized for  cellulose produc

tion by  the same pathway (Schramm et  al., 1957). Mannitol, unlike

the other two hexose sugars, has no double bonds and does not

exist as a  ring structure, and has often been found to provide the

very high yields amongst the carbon sources in HS and Yamanaka

media (Hutchens et  al., 2007; Mikkelsen et al.,  2009; Nguyen et al.,

2008), however to the authors’ knowledge, it  has not been investi

gated in the other media examined here. It  thus seems that is more

beneficial for cell growth and/or cellulose production.

Many of the sucrose media consistently produced low levels of

cellulose after four days, but high levels after seven days, indicating

that it had an increased lag period for cellulose production. This

result is similar to that reported by  Mikkelsen et  al. (2009) who

described sucrose as producing very low bacterial cellulose levels

after 48 h  of  incubation, but very high levels after 96 h,  however

an increased lag period was observed here. This may be due vari

ations in seed culture techniques. Sucrose is  a disaccharide made

up of two hexose sugars (glucose and fructose). We hypothesize

that synthesis using this sucrose requires an additional metabolic

step may be  to catalyze the sucrose into glucose and fructose in

order to achieve cellulose production. However, despite the typi

cally observed lag  period, high cellulose levels have been observed

in a Zhousucrose medium after four days in an  additional exper

iment and are presented below. It  was surprising that glycerol,

which has been reported as producing the highest cellulose yield in

HS media by  some authors (Jung, Jeong, et al., 2010), only produced

cellulose in the HS and Son media. Glycerol, a three carbon sugar, is

required to be  converted by the pentose pathway in order to make

it a potential precursor for cellulose synthesis. It  is unknown why

this process is ineffective in the Yamanaka, Zhou and CSL media.

Both HS and Son media contained disodium hydrogen phosphate

(Table 1), so it  is  likely that this component is the reason for cellu

lose production when glycerol is the carbon source. However, the

two media do  contain other components that differ from the other

media, such as peptone and citric acid in HS medium, and thiamine

hydrochloride in Son medium. Yamanakamannitol, Zhousucrose

and Zhoumannitol media were selected based on  observations

made here regarding their ability to produce high cellulose levels

at four and seven days. HSglucose medium was used as  a baseline.

These media were also examined for cellulose yield over time to

compare the levels across a fourweek period, as described below.

SEM of the pellicles produced revealed no  apparent difference

in the appearance and fibril diameter, as the cellulose produced

under all  conditions retained its interwoven, nanosized structure.

A sample of SEM micrographs of cellulose produced in the high

achieving media is presented in Fig. 2.  These media were used for

further study.

Fibril width did not appear to be affected by the use of different

media. The fibril widths were 40 nm ± 6 nm, a variation that was

seen in all conditions, and has been previously observed.

Samples of cellulose from the selected media were analyzed by

XRD and FTIR (Fig. 3). Cellulose I  is the form of cellulose found in
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Fig. 3. Structural tests used to characterize bacterial cellulose. (a) XRD diffrac

tograms with  three peaks from cellulose produced with high and moderate

crystallinity and (b) FTIR  scan with  Ia mass fraction determined from peaks  at 750

and 710  cm−1 ,  as indicated.

nature composed of parallel chains (Delmer, 1987), and exists in

two distinct allomorphs, Ia and Ib (Atalla &  Vanderhart, 1984). The

ratio of  cellulose Ia and  Ib produced in  nature depends on the organ

ism producing it. Changing the media composition  has been shown

to affect the amount of  cellulose Ia produced  by  G. xylinus (Klemm

et  al., 2006). Variations between the cellulose produced in different

media here were usually  small (Table  2).

Bacterial cellulose  has small crystallite sizes  and  high  crys

tallinity. It has also  been found that  there is  a strong correlation

between crystallite size  and  Ia contents (Yamamoto et  al., 1996),

as seen here.  All media resulted  in  cellulose with similar Ia con

tents, ranging from 68% to  79%. Cellulose Ia content  is  known  to be

high in bacterial cellulose, whereas plant  cellulose is  rich in  cellu

lose  Ib,  the more stable of the  two allomorphs (Atalla &  Vanderhart,

1984).  While  the  crystallite size  and  Ia content data  did not  differ

greatly between media, there was  variation in  the crystallinity of

the cellulose  produced in  the different media.  Cellulose produced

in the Yamanaka media showed a lower crystallinity than  cellu

lose  produced in  the other media, with values of 69%  and  50% for

Table 2

Structural values for  cellulose produced in different media.

Media Crystallite

size (nm)

Crystallinity

(%)

Cellulose Ia

content (%)

Cellulose Ib

content (%)

HSglucose 7.0 79 79 21

HSmannitol 6.5  95 68 32

Yamanakasucrose 7.9  69 69 31

Yamanakamannitol 7.4  50 73 27

Zhoumannitol 7.2 77 77 23

Sonmannitol 7.0 84 76 24

CSLglucose 6.5 86 75 25

media with sucrose and  mannitol, respectively. Fig. 3a  gives  exam

ples of  XRD  diffractograms with high  and  moderate crystallinities.

It  can be  observed  that  the moderately crystalline cellulose gives

higher intensities  in areas outside the  peaks, indicating a  greater

amorphous region. Crystallite sizes  were  small (less than 8.0 nm) in

the Yamanaka media but were slightly higher than  in  other media.

Crystallite sizes have been reported in  the literature as being  calcu

lated from the (1  −1  0)  peak  alone (Watanabe et  al., 1998),  from the

(2 0 0) peak alone (Yamamoto et al., 1996), and  from the three peaks

(1 −1 0), (1  1 0) and (2 0  0)  (Czaja  et al., 2004). Here, we calculated

crystallite sizes from an average of the (1 −1 0)  and  (2 0 0)  peaks,

obtaining good consistency from cellulose produced in  the  different

media. It has previously been reported that neverdried cellulose

and cellulose that has  been airdried exhibit differences in  crystal

lite sizes (Fink, Purz, Bohn, &  Kunze, 1997).  This was  not  considered

here  as all cellulose sheets were airdried under the same condi

tions  and demonstrated similar crystallite sizes, indicating that the

growth media does not impact this  factor.

Bacterial cellulose  is formed via a multistep process involving

production and crystallization (Ross et  al., 1991). Microfibrils are

extruded through pores in the bacterial cell membrane, where they

entwine and  form ribbon structures (Cannon &  Anderson, 1991).

Additives have been included in  the media for  the production of

bacterial cellulose and  have been shown to  interfere with aggrega

tion of microfibrils (Benziman, Haigler, Brown, White, &  Cooper,

1980) leading to lower crystallinity, however it  is unlikely  that

this  is the cause of the  low crystallinity in  the Yamanaka media

seen here, as this media does not  contain any components  that

should do  this.  It is more likely that the  increased  rate  at which the

Yamanaka media produces the bacterial cellulose causes a less per

fect crystallization process,  and thus whilst  it is  desirable to use  a

media in order to achieve high  levels of cellulose, lowering the crys

tallinity of the product may nullify the Yamanaka media usefulness.

Zhoumannitol medium, a high cellulose producing medium, also

gave slightly lower crystallinity, however this does not explain the

extremely high  crystallinity obtained from HSmannitol medium.

In  considering  these variations, it  is important to  select a  medium

for production of cellulose and to  provide consistency for compos

ites.

3.2. Cellulose production under shaking  conditions

When G. xylinus is produced  under agitated conditions, the

cellulose has been found  not to form as a  pellicle  but instead accu

mulates as  irregular spherical pellets within the medium (Schramm

&  Hestrin, 1954). This was confirmed in this work,  and  it  supported

the findings  that under agitated conditions, a  significant decrease

is also  observed in cellulose yield  (Schramm & Hestrin, 1954).

When G. xylinus was grown  under static  and agitated  conditions

in  the high  celluloseproducing media Yamanakamannitol, Zhou

sucrose and  Zhoumannitol media, the difference in  yield between

the two conditions was not  observed. It appeared that cellulose

initially  grew as  spherical pellets  in  agitated culture, however once

sufficient cellulose had  been produced, an uneven  pellicle devel

oped with the  pellets connected to it. It was  also noted that  the

cellulose produced under agitated conditions provided a compara

ble  yield to that produced under static conditions as  can be  seen

in  Fig. 4.  The apparent difference in  the yields  between the two

conditions in the Yamanakamannitol medium was  due to a  single

agitated culture in  which cellulose production was slightly slower

than  in the other cultures, and  as  a  result the cellulose had  not fully

formed a  pellicle from the pellets in  the incubation period allowed.

Regardless of  this,  the  difference  in  yields is not statistically signif

icant.

Previous studies have reported that  growing G. xylinus under

agitated conditions results  in increased cell growth but decreased
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Fig. 4.  Cellulose yields produced in different media under static and agitated con

ditions.

cellulose production over static cultures, and have hypothesized

that this is due to increased aeration in the cultures that allows the

cells to  thrive, but decreases the need for cellulose to anchor the

cells at the top of the media in order to be exposed to sufficient lev

els of  oxygen (Czaja et al., 2004; Schramm & Hestrin, 1954). Based

on the observation that pellicles did form in the agitated media

once sufficient pellets were produced, we hypothesize that it is not

the access to oxygen that limit the pellets formation, but rather

the agitated nature of the cultures that does not allow the binding

of cellulose to the edge of  the flask. When cellulose is  formed in

static culture, its  formation begins as a biofilm around the edge of

the flask and spreads across the surface toward the centre. In  agi

tated cultures, it  may be that this biofilm cannot form due to the

shaking, but once enough pellets are produced, binding of cellulose

can occur on top of the pellets, and a  pellicle is produced. Further

consideration of  access to oxygen as a limiting factor is discussed

below.

SEM images of  the cellulose produced under agitated condi

tions revealed different characteristics from the standard fibrillar

structures usually produced in the Zhou media (Fig. 5).

The width of the fibrils in HSglucose media were approximately

24 nm, indicating that the agitated conditions resulted in thinner

fibrils. This is consistent with previous results (Czaja et al.,  2004;

Krystynowicz et al., 2002), however the cellulose produced under

agitated conditions in  Yamanakamannitol medium maintained

fibrils widths of approximately 38  nm,  similar to  fibrils produced

under static conditions. Zhousucrose and Zhoumannitol media

cellulose also did not show a decrease in fibril width, but rather an

increase – with fibrils ranging from 38 to 55  nm. These widths are

probably due to the higher production of  cellulose and the resulting

ability to bind and produce pellicle structures. It appears that bac

terial cellulose produced in Zhou media under agitated conditions,

whilst retaining some fibrillar structure, has  a  differing morphol

ogy from the cellulose produced in static culture or in HSglucose

and Yamanakamannitol media. It is likely that this morphology is

caused by the corn steep liquor included in this media as a  cheap,

nutrientrich alternative to  yeast extract.

In  order to use this cellulose material as a reinforcing agent

and to  maximize its fibrillar surface area, it is  likely that the

Zhou media under agitated conditions be  avoided, in  favor of

Yamanakamannitol media, produced under either static or  agi

tated conditions. Agitated conditions are also likely less favorable

due to the reported loss of  mechanical strength in bacterial cellu

lose of  this nature (Czaja et al., 2004; Krystynowicz et al., 2002),

Fig. 5. SEM micrographs of cellulose produced in HSglucose (a), Yamanakamannitol (b), Zhousucrose (c) and Zhoumannitol (d) medium under agitated conditions.
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Fig. 6. Cellulose yields produced over  time in high cellulose producing media.

as mechanical strength is  one of the main reasons  why  bacte

rial cellulose has so much potential, though  it may be  necessary

to use agitation if the production of bacterial cellulose is  to  be

increased to  an industrial scale. Mechanical strength of cellulose

produced in  Yamanakamannitol medium under both static and

agitated conditions is to be  further investigated with  the formation

of biocomposites.

3.3. Temporal  aspects of cellulose production

Together with Hestrin–Schrammglucose, cultures in  the high

producing cellulose media, Yamanakamannitol, Zhousucrose and

Zhoumannitol were grown  over a  range of time points to  examine

when the most cellulose is  produced. It was found that  the  cellu

lose  yield typically increased  up  to 14 days incubation, and  then

reached a  plateau, with much of this growth occurring in  the  first

seven days  (Fig. 6). The yield  was affected by  the  media, with both

Yamanaka and Zhou media which  contain a higher  concentration of

carbon source than HS  medium, achieving greater cellulose yields.

All media show  similar cellulose production curves, but as the yield

reaches a  maximal level  at  approximately 14 days, the rate  of  cel

lulose production is invariant to the concentration or composition

of the media. The  Yamanaka medium resulted  in  approximately

three to  four fold increase  in  cellulose yield than  HS,  but contains

only  two and a half  times more carbon source, indicating it is  a good

source of nutrients in  order to  achieve high levels of cellulose.

There were  some differences in the amounts of  cellulose pro

duced between the cultures presented here,  and those completed

as part of  the  carbon  source experiments described above. These

differences may have been due to  other subtle variations, such

as the makeup  of  the  media, the temperature of  the  incuba

tor  or other extraneous variables. Regardless, these cultures  still

produced extremely high amounts of  cellulose compared to the

traditionally used HSglucose medium, and should be  further con

sidered in  order to  maximize bacterial cellulose yield.

3.4. Limitations to cellulose growth

As  described above, no significant cellulose formation occurred

after 14 days of  incubation. The  current  wisdom  is that the  pellicle

forms across the surface of  the media in  static culture in order

to anchor the  bacterial cells  to  the surface to allow for  sufficient

oxygen exposure (Cook  &  Colvin, 1980;  Valla &  Kjosbakken, 1982).

However, based on  the observed lack of  cellulose production

after fourteen days, we  propose  that after this time, the cellulose

pellicle may be  sufficiently thick  that  the bacterial cells are starved

Fig. 7.  Cellulose yields obtained from cultures in various media when flasks were

shaken or had  pellicles removed every five  days.

of  oxygen, and  thus  are  unable to actively grow after this time,

resulting in  the  apparent  plateau that  is observed in  Fig.  6.  In order

to test this theory, bacterial cellulose was  produced in  HSglucose,

Yamanakamannitol, Zhousucrose and  Zhoumannitol media

under different conditions. The first condition involved  the pellicle

being produced statically, as  normal.  The second condition had  the

flasks gently  shaken every five days in  order  to sink  the  pellicle  to

allow the cells  more access  to oxygen. Finally, the cultures  were

shaken every five days and  the pellicles were  removed. Cultures

were  grown  for a total of 14 days. This was  to  allow the static

cultures to reach the previously observed plateau.

It  was found  that  removing the pellicles from the cultures every

five days did not increase the cellulose yield  over the pellicles that

were  produced statically over 14  days, and similar yields  were

obtained from these two conditions in all media examined (Fig. 7).

However in  all media, a slightly greater yield  of cellulose was

obtained when the flasks were gently shaken in  order to dislodge

and sink the pellicle, however this was not statistically significant

in  all media.

There  have been conflicting reports  when  it  comes to oxygen

ation and cellulose production, however it has been reported that

oxygen is  a limiting factor  when it  comes to  bacterial cellulose

(Krystynowicz et al., 2002), but this was not  found  to be the case

here. Allowing  access to more  oxygen did not  result in  higher cel

lulose yields. As there was little or no cellulose production after 14

days  of  cell growth, it  is  likely that the plateau observed is  a result

of  limitations in nutrients. It is  interesting to note that  despite the

Yamanaka medium containing a  higher concentration of  carbon

source and producing high levels of cellulose, cellulose is not  pro

duced  for  a  longer period of time, but  instead the  rate  of production

is increased indicating that  the nutrients are  consumed faster, and

the yield plateau is  reached at approximately the same time as in

the other media.

3.5. Surface area

As seen previously, when  grown  under static conditions, bacte

rial cellulose forms as a  thick pellicle  at  the air–surface interface.

Therefore, it  seems likely that the greater the  surface area  of the

media for  the cellulose to spread across, the greater the amount

of  cellulose should be  produced. A range of different sized beakers

were  used  as  the containers for this experiment with HSglucose

medium in order to achieve  varying  surface areas, and cultured

were  incubated for  14  days in order  to maximize the cellulose yield.

Different volumes of  media were  investigated and different inocu

lum  volumes were used for the large cultures. However it  was found
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Fig. 8. Cellulose yield produced from varying volumes of media in beakers with

different surface areas.

that cellulose production was  not affected by inoculum volume as

differences in cellulose yield between cultures with different inocu

lum volumes were not statistically significant (data not shown).

This indicates that the number of cells introduced into  the culture

has little or  no impact on the amount of  cellulose produced. When

a small volume of  media was used (50 mL), the depth in the larger

beakers was so shallow that the cellulose was  only produced as

a very thin layer and was therefore limited in its yield. Greater

volumes of 100 mL and 200 mL allowed a relationship to be estab

lished between surface area and cellulose yield (Fig. 8). Provided

that enough media was used to  allow sufficient depth, the highest

yields of cellulose were obtained from the largest containers (with

the largest surface area).

Previous studies have examined the relationship between the

ratio of surface area to media volume in terms of optimizing the

yield of bacterial cellulose making the depth of the media for

focus for obtaining high amounts of  cellulose. It has been reported

that the optimal surface area/volume ratio was 2.2 cm−1, whereas

Krystynowicz et  al. (2002) found that a  ratio of  0.71 cm−1 gave

the highest yield. Using the largest surface area and 200 mL of

media from this experiment, the highest yield of  cellulose was

obtained with a  surface area/volume ratio of 0.39 cm−1. This is a

much smaller ratio  than those previously reported, but at smaller

volumes we found there was insufficient depth in  the media for the

cellulose to  move down as  it  was produced. A volume of 110 mL

would have given the ratio of approximately 0.71 cm−1, but this

was not investigated here. This  suggests that the depth provided

by 100 mL of  media was only slightly too small and that this is a

very complex relationship.

It  was unexpected, however, that no significant difference was

seen between the yields obtained in the smaller containers between

the three different volumes of  media. In the 200 mL and 600 mL

beakers (with surface areas of 33 and 54  cm2,  respectively) the

yield did not vary greatly with 50 mL, 100 mL and 200 mL of  media,

however the 100 mL beaker with a surface area of 16 cm2, actually

achieved a greater cellulose yield in 50  mL of  media, compared to

100 mL of  media. It  appears that the greatest surface area had an

increase in cellulose yield when the media volume increased, how

ever it is likely that this was due to  the limitations in growth caused

by the shallow media. Therefore, if no increase is  seen in cellulose

yield when the volume of  the media is  increased and the volume of

media used to obtain the cellulose is taken into account for determi

nation of the cost effectiveness of  the method, then more cellulose

is  produced per liter with lower volumes of  media, provided that

the media has sufficient depth for the cellulose to be  produced in

it.

3.6. Different volumes of media

In  order to  confirm the previous observation that there was no

increase in cellulose yield with larger volumes of  media in contain

ers with the same surface area, a variety of media volumes were

tested while maintaining a  constant surface area. Cultures of  HS

glucose medium of  100, 200 and 400 mL in 600 mL beakers were

incubated for 14 days before the cellulose was removed, extracted

and quantified. Cultures were allowed to grow after this time point

to determine if any more cellulose would be produced, and pro

duced cellulose was removed every seven days. The results are

shown in Fig. 9a and b.

No  difference was observed in the cellulose yield using different

volumes of  media in the previous surface area experiments, but a

difference was observed here between the 100 mL cultures, and the

200 and 400 mL cultures after 14 days with more cellulose being

obtained in  the 200 mL  and 400  mL cultures than in 100 mL (but

no statistical significance between the 200 and 400 mL cultures).

Despite twice (and four times) as  much media being used in the

larger cultures, the yield obtained was  less than a two fold increase

over a  14day period. However, the 200 and 400 mL cultures were

observed to continue to produce cellulose after this time.

From the cellulose yields obtained after 42 days of incubation,

more cellulose was produced in the media with the greater volume,

and therefore the greater amount of  nutrients. It is also clear that

increasing the volume of the media increased the time that cellu

lose could be produced, supporting the previous observations that it

is  the nutrients that limit the production of cellulose rather than the

availability of oxygen. However, even after an extended incubation

Fig. 9.  Cellulose yields produced in different volumes of media with cellulose yield presented in mg (a) and g/L (b).
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period, the  increase in the cellulose yield in  the larger cultures was

not as productive once the actual  volume of the media is  taken into

consideration by converting the yield  into g/L.  Fig. 9b shows that

despite the amount of cellulose obtained increasing in the larger

cultures, using  larger volumes of  media is  not costeffective as more

cellulose is  produced per liter when smaller volumes of media are

used.

The surface area/volume ratio of  the  100 mL culture was

0.57 cm−1, larger than the ratio  in the  surface area experiment, and

closer to that  of Krystynowicz et al.  (2002).  A volume of 80  mL  in

this sized beaker would  give a  ratio  of  approximately 0.71  cm−1

and would likely still  provide a sufficient depth to produce high

amounts of  cellulose. Ratios of  between 0.57 and  0.71 cm−1, pro

viding depths of 1.75 and  1.4  cm  respectively  would most likely

give the most  cost efficient amounts of  media to obtain  maximum

bacterial cellulose. However, these ratios  are also likely to depend

on the  media used, as HS media produces a  much thinner  pellicle

than those produced in  Yamanaka media.  When 50 mL of Yamanaka

media was used in the flasks, the  pellicles often took up most of  the

space of the media, leaving very little liquid behind. This would

therefore affect the optimal ratio of  the surface area/volume  of

media relationship.

Determining a set of growth conditions must be, therefore,

carefully calculated before mass producing bacterial cellulose.

Increasing media volume does increase cellulose yield, but it also

increases production time and  cost, without significant gain.

4. Conclusions

Cellulose is  an abundant polymer due to  its production in plants,

some bacterial and  algae species. Examining the different ways to

achieve the maximum amount of cellulose from the  microorganism

G. xylinus has  indicated that the process of  production is  extremely

complex. Cellulose production increases with the use of  particu

lar carbon sources in some media, but  not in others, and  yield is

greatly affected by the selection of  the media. Cellulose production

increases with the surface area  of static media, and with increases

in media volume, but  this  also increases cost and production time.

Many considerations need  to be taken into account when determin

ing a set  of base conditions by  which to  produce  bacterial cellulose.

Cost effectiveness of the  media in  terms  of  the yield of  cellulose

produced is an important factor, and therefore  the media composi

tion, surface area  and media volume should all be considered. Using

a large surface  area and high  celluloseproducing media, up  to 10  g

of bacterial cellulose has been produced  in  14 days. This  cellulose

will be used for  further work as  reinforcement material in  order to

achieve biodegradable composites with superior properties over

the matrix  alone.
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3.3 Cost Analysis of Bacterial Cellulose Production 

It was found that Yamanaka-mannitol medium produced the highest level of cellulose under the 

selected conditions. Yamanaka-mannitol medium contains high concentrations of mannitol and yeast 

extract. Yeast extract has been included in several different media and has been shown to produce 

high levels of cellulose (Jung et al., 2010a), however this component is expensive. The individual 

components that make up the different media will be a factor in the price of production of bacterial 

cellulose. To this end, corn steep liquor, a low cost, high-nutrient source material that has been 

reported as producing high amounts of bacterial cellulose (El-Saied et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2010b; 

Nguyen et al., 2008; Son et al., 2001; Toyosaki et al., 1995; Yang et al., 1998), was included in various 

media, however Yamanaka-mannitol still produced higher amounts of cellulose than the CSL-

containing media examined here. If the cost of the media is taken into account and related to the 

amount of cellulose produced, Yamanaka-mannitol can actually be considered a cost-effective 

medium. Figure 3.1 shows the approximate cost of the various media examined here, along with the 

 

Figure 3.1: The cost of producing 1 L of each of the media examined, and the cost of cellulose produced in 
these media in terms of $ (AUD) per gram of cellulose. 
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cost of these media in terms of the amount of cellulose produced in the 50 mL flasks used in the 

testing conditions. The information provided here is only an estimate, as prices depend on suppliers 

and size of reagents purchased, and the amount of cellulose achieved depends on different growth 

conditions and surface areas of the reaction vessels used. However, it can be seen that Yamanaka-

mannitol is one of the more expensive media to produce, but when the amount of cellulose produced 

is considered it actually provides the more cost effective output. In contrast, the HS medium, with its 

high cost and low productivity, is the least economically viable medium, producing cellulose at the 

highest cost (Figure 3.1). The other media vary in terms of their cost, but all produce cellulose at a 

similar price to that of the Yamanaka-mannitol medium. As Yamanaka-mannitol medium is cost-

effective and produces high amounts of cellulose, it can be used as a successful medium for bacterial 

cellulose production.  

3.4 Conclusions 

Based on the findings presented in the paper here, it is clear that there are ways to maximise the yield 

of bacterial cellulose, including using vessels with greater surface area, and by using media capable of 

producing high amounts of cellulose. However, it should also be noted that different media produce 

cellulose with different crystallinity, and thus properties may vary and choice of media cannot be 

made on a cost basis only. Likewise, agitating particular media can cause a loss of the fibrillar 

structures that are obtained from static culture, demonstrating static cultures are most suitable for 

further experimentation. HS and Yamanaka-mannitol media were found to be appropriate media for 

use as standard and high-cellulose producing media, respectively, and should be considered further 

for cellulose production.  
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4.1 Preface 

Growth conditions of Gluconacetobacter xylinus can impact the structure and properties of bacterial 

cellulose, as demonstrated in Chapter 3. The structure and properties of bacterial cellulose also can be 

altered by including additives not specifically required for bacterial cell growth in the media used to 

grow G. xylinus. In addition to altering the bacterial cellulose, some authors have successfully 

produced in situ nanocomposites by including a compatible host polymer into the media for 

incorporation into the bacterial cellulose during synthesis (Brown & Laborie, 2007; Gea et al., 2010; 

Grande et al., 2009). Understanding the changes that additives can make to bacterial cellulose could 

provide the ability to “tailor-design” cellulose with specific traits and properties. This could provide 

benefits if the cellulose is then to be incorporated into particular composites.  

A number of additives that were previously reported in the literature as causing in situ modifications 

to bacterial cellulose were initially investigated to determine appropriate methods and protocols to 

examine the cellulose produced. The results from these additives and cellulose characteristics are 

presented in the Appendix. In addition, novel additives were investigated and are presented here. This 

chapter includes the investigation of additives in the form of ionic liquids and poly-3-

hydroxybutyrate.  

Bacterial cellulose is extremely hydrophilic and insoluble in water and most organic solvents due to 

the extensive hydrogen bonding in and between the glucan chains that make up cellulose. Recently, 

ionic liquids such as 1-N-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (Schlufter et al., 2006) and 1-allyl-3-

methylimidazolium chloride (Chen et al., 2010) were reported to dissolve even the extremely high 

molecular weight bacterial cellulose. Therefore some ionic liquids have the ability to impact bacterial 

cellulose. As additives included in the media can affect the structure and morphology of the resulting 

cellulose, ionic liquids may therefore also affect bacterial cellulose if included in the culture media, but 

may also offer the potential to include otherwise insoluble materials in the growth media for 

additional modifications.  
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Documenting the changes that occur in the structure and morphology of bacterial cellulose as a result 

of the inclusion of additives in the media could produce methodologies for cellulose with specific 

characteristics to be obtained. This would provide a means of producing particular cellulose for 

certain purposes, achieving “tailor-designed” bacterial cellulose with particular, desired properties.  
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4.2 Bacterial Cellulose Growth from Media containing Ionic Liquids 

composed of Choline Salts 

A study was prepared and conducted to examine if nutrient-based ionic liquids could be included in 

cellulose-producing media as additives and still allow the production of bacterial cellulose. This paper 

presents five choline salts for this purposes, and the changes to the bacterial cellulose that occur as a 

result.  
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Abstract 

This work demonstrates the potential for bacterial cellulose to be grown in the presence of 

biocompatible choline ionic liquids as growth additives. It is shown that bacterial cellulose can be 

more effectively grown with choline dihydrogen phosphate, tartrate and formate, compared with 

choline stearate and gallate as additives. In addition, bacterial cellulose production was achieved with 

choline formate in the absence of glucose. Ionic liquids can therefore be included in the media and 

allow bacterial cellulose production to occur. It may be possible to design ionic liquids to be included 

in growth media that subsequently dissolve materials formed, to allow in situ modification of bacterial 

cellulose to be achieved, since it is known that ionic liquids are capable of dissolving otherwise 

difficult to dissolve organic materials such as those used for the surface modification of fibres for the 

purpose of enhancing the fibre-matrix interface in the resulting composite.   
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Chemical compounds studied in this article  

choline tartrate (PubChem CID: 6900); choline formate (PubChem CID: 115900); choline stearate 

(PubChem CID 90111); gallic acid (PubChem CID 370). 

 

Introduction 

Bacterial cellulose is a material that is becoming of much interest in areas such as material science and 

biomedical applications. It is a very pure form of cellulose, with high strength and crystallinity, along 

with biodegradability and biocompatibility (Czaja et al., 2007; Klemm et al., 2006), which are key 

characteristics for these areas of research. Bacterial cellulose is produced in liquid media by the 

bacterial species Gluconacetobacter xylinus, with the growth conditions used influencing the structure 

and properties (Czaja et al., 2004; Krystynowicz et al., 2002; Ruka et al., 2012; Watanabe et al., 

1998b). In addition to benefits such as improved cellulose yields, modification of the bacterial 

cellulose can occur depending on the composition of the media, with those components in the mix not 

specifically required for bacterial cellulose growth potentially leading to modifications of the cellulose 

(Benziman et al., 1980; Uhlin et al., 1995). These in situ modifications can often result in material 

within the media becoming incorporated on the surface of the bacterial cellulose fibrils as it is 

produced, an example could be compatibilising materials to enhance subsequent fibre matrix 

interactions when these materials are incorporated in a matrix.  

Ionic liquids consist entirely of ions, and are made up of at least two components, an anion and a 

cation, which can be varied, thereby creating an enormous number of potential combinations, and 

they are usually liquid at ambient or relatively low temperatures (Earle & Seddon, 2000). There are 

increasing numbers of uses for ionic liquids and they are often referred to as “green solvents” as they 

have the capability of dissolving many substances, including many organic molecules including 

polymers, and have good properties such as chemical stability, thermal stability, low vapor pressure 

and high ionic activity (Lu et al., 2009). Ionic liquids have also been used as catalysts in media that can 
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influence various kinds of polymerisation, and also in biotransformations (Dreyer & Kragl, 2008; 

Gangu et al., 2009; Shan et al., 2008).  

In addition to these uses, ionic liquids have previously been included in the growth media for some 

bacterial species (Matsumoto et al., 2004; Sekar et al., 2013; Sekar et al., 2012). Deive et al. (2011) 

described that the metabolic pathways of fungal species can be altered using biocompatible ionic 

liquids in aqueous media, and more recently Sudharshan et al. (2012) employed choline based 

biocompatible ionic liquids as cosubstrates with Staphylococcus lentus in the biodegradation of an azo 

dye in aqueous solution. In addition, the lactic acid-producing bacterium Lactobacillus rhamnosus has 

been grown in media containing imidazolium-based ionic liquids (Matsumoto et al., 2004). Based on 

the observations that bacterial growth and lactate production were able to occur in the presence of 

the ionic liquids, it was concluded that may be possible to use these ionic liquids to develop an in situ 

extractive fermentation process for the lactate. It has also been shown in the literature that bacterial 

cellulose production (from cotton-based waste textiles) is enhanced by an imidazolium based ionic 

liquid (Hong et al., 2012), and a comparison of methods for detoxification of spruce hydrolysate for 

bacterial cellulose production has also been reported (Guo et al., 2013). Furthermore, Staphylococcus 

lentus has been grown in mineral salt media with choline salts substituted for glucose as the carbon 

source (Sekar et al., 2013). Choline salts were selected for S. lentus as choline is a water-soluble, 

essential nutrient present in vitamin B complex and its salts usually have nutrient properties. In this 

instance, the choline salts were found to be capable of acting as a sole carbon source, and were also 

found to increase the bacterial cell growth rate (Sekar et al., 2013).  

It should be noted that, in this work, the choline ionic liquids are present as solutions in water; the 

liquid nature of the original choline salt increasing its solubility. In addition as water is removed 

throughout the drying process, the solubilising properties of ionic liquids have the potential to 

enhance the distribution of compatibilising materials across the surface of the fibres.  

Based on the observations of other bacterial growth in choline salt-containing solutions, it may be 

possible for bacterial cellulose to be produced in these mixtures. We hypothesised in this study that 
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low levels of biocompatible choline salts included as additives would allow bacterial cellulose 

production, and may also enable modification of the final structure and surface. In addition to their 

use as modifying additives, the choline salts were also investigated as potential carbon sources in 

their own right, in place of the glucose.  

Bacterial cellulose should not be soluble in these ionic liquids due the presence of water and the low 

concentration of ionic liquids. It is possible that cellulose dissolution may occur with other ionic 

liquids, but not the choline salts examined here, which were examined for BC growth rather than 

dissolution, and were selected for their nutrient value. 

Material and Methods 

Synthesis of Choline Salts 

The synthesis of choline salts for this work followed the methods described previously 

(Vijayaraghavan et al., 2010b; Winther-Jensen et al., 2009). Specifically, choline dihydrogen phosphate 

(DHP), choline tartrate, and choline formate were synthesised by neutralising the corresponding acids 

with choline hydroxide. For instance, choline tartrate is made by a slow addition of aqueous tartaric 

acid (5.9 g, 39.5 mmol) to 20% aqueous solution of choline hydroxide (23.9 g, 197.5 mmol) in an ice 

bath and stirring the reaction mixture for about 2 hours at room temperature and then distilling 

water from the reaction mixture at reduced pressure to give a crystalline solid (9.8 g, 98% yield). 

Electrospray mass spectroscopy analysis (cone ± 35 V) showed the following: Choline formate, m/z 

(relative intensity, %), ES+, 103.7 (Me3N CH2CH2OH, 100); ES-, 44.8 (formate, 100); choline dihydrogen 

phosphate m/z (relative intensity, %), ES+, 103.7 (Me3N CH2CH2OH, 100); ES-, 96.7 (dihydrogen 

phosphate, 100). 

Choline gallate and choline stearate have not been described previously. These syntheses are 

described in more detail below: 

Choline gallate was made by a slow addition of 1 mole of aqueous solution of gallic acid (36.6 mmol, 

6.2 g) to 1 mole of 20% aqueous choline hydroxide solution (183.1 mmol, 22.2 g) in an ice bath and 
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stirring the reaction mixture for about 2 hours at room temperature (Figure 4.1). The reaction 

mixture was then roto-evaporated at reduced pressures to obtain crude choline gallate. To this 

product, activated charcoal (approx. 2 g) was added, stirred with water and filtered. The filtrate was 

again evaporated to obtain a pure pale yellow crystalline solid 9.7 g (97% yield) and had a melting 

point of 153° C. The crystal structure of the compound has also obtained and will be reported 

elsewhere. 

Electrospray mass spectroscopy analysis of this material (cone ± 35 V) was: Choline gallate, m/z 

(relative intensity, %): ES+, 103.9 (Me3N+CH2CH2OH, 100); ES–, 169.2 ((HO)3C6H2COO-, 100).  

Choline stearate was made by the slow addition of 1 mole of methanoic solution of stearic acid (51.6 

mmol, 14.7 g) to 1 mole of 45% methanoic choline hydroxide solution (114.7 mmol, 13.6 g) in an ice 

bath, and stirring the reaction mixture for about 2 hours at room temperature. The reaction mixture 

was roto-evaporated at reduced pressures to obtain crude choline stearate. To this crude compound, 

activated charcoal (approx. 2 g) was added, stirred with water and filtered. The filtrate was again 

evaporated to obtain a pure pale yellow crystalline solid 19.3 g (96% yield) and had a melting point of 

60° C. 

Electrospray mass spectroscopy analysis (cone ± 35 V) was: Choline stearate, m/z (relative intensity, 

%): ES+, 103.9 (Me3N+CH2CH2OH, 100); ES–, 283.2 (CH3(CH2)16COO-, 100). 

The melting points and the purity of all the choline salts used in this study are given in Table 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1: Chemical reaction to obtain choline gallate. 
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Bacterial Strain 

A culture of cellulose-producing Gluconacetobacter xylinus ATCC 53524 was kindly provided by Gary 

Dykes from the School of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Monash University.  

Media 

HS media (Schramm & Hestrin, 1954) with various concentrations of choline salts were used to grow 

G. xylinus. The details of the media are given in Table 4.2. The media were also produced in which 

glucose was fully omitted (using the choline salts as the carbon source). The pH was adjusted to 5.0 

with HCl or NaOH and autoclaved at 121° C for 20 minutes. The choline salts used were choline DHP, 

choline tartrate, choline stearate, choline gallate and choline formate. 

Table 4.1: The formula and amount of choline salts included in HS media to produce bacterial cellulose. 

Choline salt Formula Melting 
Point (ºC) 

 

Purity (based on Mass Spectrometry) 
m/z (ES+), RI           m/z (ES-), RI 

Amount 
(g/L) 

Choline 
DHP 

C5H14NO+ 
H2PO4

- 
185 103.7, 100                96.7, 100 2 

Choline 
Tartrate 

C5H14NO+ 

C4H5O6
- 

151 103.7, 100                149.3, 100 2 

Choline 
Stearate 

C5H14NO+ 
C18H35O2

- 
153 103.7, 100                283.2, 100 0.2 

Choline 
gallate 

C5H14NO+ 
C7H5O5

- 
60 103.7, 100                169.2, 100 0.2 

*Choline 
formate 

C5H14NO+ 
HCO2

- 
_  103.7, 100                45.3, 100 2 

     *liquid at room temperature 

Table 4.2: The composition of HS medium. 

Chemical Amount 

(g/L) 

Glucose 20 

Yeast extract 5 

Peptone 5 

Disodium hydrogen phosphate 2.7 

Citric acid monohydrate 1.15 
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Growth Conditions 

Seed cultures were prepared by selecting a single colony from a working plate of HS agar (Schramm & 

Hestrin, 1954) and inoculating 10 mL of HS broth. These cultures were incubated for 7 days at 28° C 

under static conditions. Following growth, seed cultures were shaken vigorously to remove the 

bacterial cells from the cellulose pellicle. Pellicles were removed and the resulting cell suspension 

used for inoculations. Cultures were grown in 200 mL conical flasks containing 50 mL of media and 

were inoculated at a concentration of 1% with the cell suspension. Cultures were incubated for 7 days 

at 28° C under static conditions, and all cultures were grown in triplicate.  

Treatment of Cellulose and Yield Determination 

Following incubation periods, the cultures were shaken vigorously to remove the attached bacterial 

cells. Pellicles were then taken from the cultures and rinsed to remove any residual media. Pellicles 

were washed with 0.1 M NaOH at 80° C for 1 hour, and then washed repeatedly in tap water for 

several days until a neutral pH was obtained, and finally washed in distilled water for 1 day. Following 

washing, the pellicles were dried at room temperature for several days. Pellicles were weighed once 

dry. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using a field-emission Nova NanoSEM 450. Air-

dried film samples were mounted onto stubs, coated with a platinum coating, and examined at 2 kV. 

The widths of the fibrils were determined from images taken at a magnification of 100,000 and were 

measured using the xT microscope Control v4.7.7 software. At least ten fibrils were measured and the 

average determined.  

X-Ray Diffractometry 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to monitor the d1-10 spacing corresponding to the interlayer spacing 

of the crystalline structure of the bacterial celluloses. The XRD measurements were performed on the 

cellulose sheet samples using a Bruker D8 Diffractometer operating at 40 kV, 40 mA, CuK radiation 

monochromatised with a graphite sample monochromator. A diffractogram was recorded between 2θ 
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angles of 2° and 40°. Crystallite size was calculated using TOPASTM. The FWHM (full width at half 

maximum height) for the two major peaks was used for this calculation, as the third peak could not 

provide reliable FWHM values due to its low intensity. Calculations were conducted using the 

Scherrer equation with a shape factor constant of 1, and an instrument FWHM of 0.068° 2θ. 

Crystallinity was also calculated using TOPASTM based on the method of Hindeleh and Johnson (1971). 

The amorphous area was determined using ICDD PDF card 00-060-1501, amorphous cellulose. The 

crystalline peak positions were selected based on positions given in Czaja et al. (2004). A pseudo Voigt 

Function was used to profile the peak shape and area for both the amorphous and crystalline 

components.

Fourier Transform – Infra Red  

Fourier transform – infra red (FTIR) spectroscopy was completed on air-dried cellulose films using a 

Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 Spectrometer. Scans were taken between 4000 and 450 cm-1 with 16 

convolutions. The baselines for each sample spectrum were normalised using the Spectrum software. 

Iα content was calculated using the peak heights at 750 and 710 cm-1 by the method determined by 

Yamamoto et al. (1996). 

Results and Discussion 

Cellulose Yield 

A range of concentrations of each of the choline salts were investigated in order to determine a 

concentration that would allow bacterial cellulose production to occur. From this, the sample of the 

highest concentration of each choline salt that allowed cellulose production to occur was further 

examined (Table 4.1). Using these concentrations, choline salts were included in media as additives 

(with glucose also included). The amount of cellulose produced under each of these conditions was 

determined. 

The presence of choline salts as additives in the media led to some changes to the bacterial cellulose 

yield (Figure 4.2a). Choline tartrate led to an increased bacterial cellulose yield with an increase of 

approximately 63% in pellicle weight. Choline DHP and formate had no impact on the yield, both 
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achieving yields within the range expected in the absence of media additives. The presence of choline 

stearate and gallate in the media led to a lower amount of cellulose being produced, with pellicle 

weights of approximately 114 and 131 mg, respectively, whereas 204 mg of cellulose was produced in 

the absence of choline salts. 

Despite the low concentrations of choline stearate and gallate included in the media, these salts 

reduced the bacterial cellulose yields, demonstrating that choline stearate and gallate may have 

inhibitory effects on the growth of bacterial cellulose. The apparent toxicity demonstrated by choline 

gallate and stearate at higher concentrations can probably be explained by their structure and 

resulting characteristics. Gallates are known anti-oxidants, which suggests that choline gallate would 

also have such properties. Stearates are commonly used as detergents and perhaps may possess 

properties similar to those of gallates, requiring lower concentrations to allow bacterial growth and 

cellulose production to occur. 

Of the salts examined, only choline formate allowed bacterial cellulose production to occur in the 

absence of glucose, though the amount of bacterial cellulose was lower than when glucose was 

included as the carbon source (Figure 4.2a). Under normal conditions, glucose is included in the media 

at 20 g/L, whereas choline formate was only included at 2 g/L. In order to examine if the difference in 

bacterial cellulose yield was due to the difference in the amounts of these carbon sources, media was 

 

Figure 4.2: Cellulose yields obtained from media containing choline ionic salts (a) and high and low 
concentrations of glucose and choline formate (b). Means and standard deviations for each are given. 
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made up with 2 and 20 g/L of each. When both glucose and choline formate were included at 2 g/L, 

similar (though low) bacterial cellulose production occurred (Figure 4.2b), both conditions achieving 

less than 30 mg of cellulose. However, no bacterial cellulose growth was observed at 20 g/L choline 

formate, whereas bacterial cellulose yields were high with 20 g/L glucose, with pellicle weights 

ranging from approximately 140 – 215 mg. Though the ionic liquids examined here may not be 

appropriate as sole carbon sources for bacterial cellulose production, there may be other ionic liquids 

that could be developed that could act as alternate carbon source to produce bacterial cellulose.   

Bacterial Cellulose Morphology and Crystal Structure 

The structure and morphology of bacterial cellulose conditions were examined by SEM, XRD, and 

FTIR. In general, the bacterial cellulose produced in the presence of choline salts retained the same 

properties observed when no choline material was used, however some small differences were 

observed.  

SEM of the bacterial cellulose grown with each choline salt demonstrated that the cellulose mainly 

consisted of nanosized fibrils in the normal size range of 40±5 nm (Figure 4.3), however some 

differences in morphology and fibril width were noted. When bacterial cellulose was produced with 

choline gallate, the cellulose pellicle consisted of fibrils both on and under the surface (Figure 4.3c and 

4.3d), however the surface of the pellicle appeared to be covered in a layer of material with a smooth 

morphology. There are two possible explanations for this; firstly this is possibly the result of the ionic 

liquid (present at a higher concentration on the surface) modifying the morphology of the cellulose at 

the surface (it is known that various ionic liquids can dissolve or swell cellulose (Zhu et al., 2006)); 

secondly choline gallate has been shown to crystallise (unpublished data), and it is possible that the 

layer of material with smooth morphology is in fact crystallised choline gallate. This appearance is not 

an artifact of the SEM preparation method, as when the sample was re-made, a similar structure was 

visible. In addition, the fibrillar structure was still present on and under the surface (Figure 4.3c and 

4.3d). 
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Figure 4.3: SEM morphology of bacterial cellulose grown with the absence of choline salts (a), choline 
stearate (b), choline gallate (c and d), choline formate in the presence and absence of glucose (e and f). 
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SEM also revealed that there were some very thin fibrils observed in the choline stearate and formate 

samples (Figure 4.3b and 4.3e). Some clumping of the bacterial cellulose was also observed when it 

was grown with choline formate in the absence glucose (Figure 4.3f), further suggesting that the salts 

interfere with bacterial cellulose production to some degree. 

XRD revealed no significant differences between the bacterial cellulose samples with regards to 

crystallite size, with all samples ranging from 6.8 – 7.6 nm (Table 4.3). The crystallinity of the bacterial 

cellulose grown in the presence of all choline salts did experience a small decrease from the control 

(Table 4.3), with the crystallinity of the cellulose grown with choline salts ranging from 52 – 60%, and 

the control having 68% crystallinity. The exception to this is bacterial cellulose produced with choline 

formate in the absence of glucose. Under these conditions, crystallinity was calculated to be extremely 

high at 94%. We hypothesise that this high crystallinity is due to the low yield. We have previously 

noted that crystallinity is seen to decrease in media where high yields of cellulose are obtained (Ruka 

et al., 2012). It has been reported that cellulose is produced initially as an amorphous material and is 

gradually crystallised to cellulose I (Haigler et al., 1980) and it is likely that when high amounts of 

cellulose are rapidly produced, it cannot all be converted to the crystalline form and therefore only 

 

Table 4.3: Structural characteristics of bacterial cellulose obtained from media containing choline ionic salts. 

Choline Salt 

Crystallite 

size 

(nm) 

Crystallinity 

 

(%) 

Iα 

content 

(%) 

Control (no choline salt) 7.2 68 71 

Choline DHP 7.6 55 69 

Choline Tartrate 6.8 52 68 

Choline Stearate 6.8 59 71 

Choline Gallate 6.8 60 71 

Choline Formate 7.2 56 72 

Choline Formate (no glucose) 7.6 94 64 
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achieves moderate crystallinity. However, as choline formate only allowed small amounts of cellulose 

to be produced, it is possible that most crystallised, resulting in a higher level of crystallinity. 

There were some differences seen in the FTIR scans between different materials (Figure 4.4). Bands 

characteristic of bacterial cellulose were seen in the control sample, as well as the other samples from 

the choline salt media. A large peak was present in the 3200 – 3400 cm-1 range, which is 

representative of the O-H bonds (Grande et al., 2009). Peaks at 1317 and 1426 cm-1 correspond to CH2, 

with a band at 1160 cm-1 representative of C-O-C bonds (Kačuráková et al., 2002). Multiple peaks 

between 984 and 1106 cm-1 correspond to the C-O bonds (Maréchal & Chanzy, 2000). Small changes 

were seen in the peak heights in some of the samples grown in the presence of choline salts.  

An increase in the FTIR peaks at approximately 1650 cm-1 was seen in the presence of choline salts 

DHP, tartrate and formate. This band likely corresponds to the amide group of the choline, and it may 

be that it is present in these spectra due to the higher concentration of these salts (2 g/L as compared 

to 0.2 g/L) included in the media, compared to choline stearate and gallate. Based on the formula of 

 

Figure 4.4: FTIR scans of bacterial cellulose in the presence of various choline salts 
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the choline salts (Table 4.1), it is possible that these differences are due to the presence of the choline 

salts becoming incorporated amongst the bacterial cellulose fibrils. This further supports the 

hypothesis that other chemicals could be dissolved using the ionic liquids within the bacterial 

cellulose growth media, such as those used for the surface modification of fibres for the purpose of 

enhancing the fibre-matrix interface in a resulting composite. 

Calculations completed from FTIR data on the ratio of the two allomorphs of cellulose, Iα and Iβ (Atalla 

& Vanderhart, 1984) revealed that there was very little or no impact seen on the ratio of cellulose Iα 

due to the inclusion of the choline salts. All media obtained Iα contents of 64 – 72% (Table 4.3), with 

the cellulose remaining high in the Iα allomorph, which is consistent with the ratio of the Iα cellulose 

produced in this organism. 

Conclusions 

A range of choline salts, when included in the growth media of bacterial cellulose, still allowed this 

nanostructured material to be produced, with only minimal changes to its structure and morphology 

although changes were noted in the yield of the cellulose produced. Various biocompatible choline 

salts allowed bacterial cellulose production when included in the media at concentrations from 0.2 – 2 

g/L. This indicates that bacterial cellulose can withstand the salt conditions caused by the ionic liquid 

additives being included in the growth media. Based on the huge potential to create new ionic liquids 

with various combinations of anions and cations, it may be possible to develop ionic liquids that 

would not only allow for bacterial cellulose production to occur, but could also fully- or partially-

dissolve otherwise insoluble bacterial cellulose and dissolve chemicals used for the surface 

modification of fibres, resulting in an enhanced fibre-matrix interface in the resulting composite.  
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4.3 In situ Modifications to Bacterial Cellulose with the Water 

Insoluble Polymer Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate 

A number of water-soluble polymers have been previously used as additives in cellulose-producing 

media (Chao et al., 2001; Seifert et al., 2004), however insoluble materials have not been extensively 

reported. As PHB was selected as a matrix material, this polymer was dispersed in media for bacterial 

cellulose production to determine if its inclusion could result in the formation of an in situ composite 

of these two materials. Tween 80 and hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose were also included as additives 

for comparison, and are presented in the paper here.  

This paper was published in Carbohydrate Polymers in 2013 and presented here in its published 

format. It is reproduced here with permission from Elsevier. 
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a b s t r a  c t

Bacterial  cellulose  is a pure, highly  crystalline  form  of cellulose  produced from  the  bacteria  Gluconaceto-

bacter  xylinus that  has  become  of  increasing  interest  in  materials  science  due to its  nanofibrillar  structure,

ideal  for  incorporation  into  other  materials  as  a reinforcing  material. The morphology  and properties of

bacterial  cellulose  can  be  altered  by  including  additives  not  specifically  required  for  growth  of  the  bacteria

in  liquid  media. The  bioplastic  poly-3-hydroxybutyrate  (PHB),  along with hydroxypropylmethyl  cellu-

lose  (HPMC)  and  Tween 80  were  selected and  added to the growth  media  at different  concentrations  to

examine  their  impact  on  the  resulting cellulose, leading  to  changes  in  yield,  crystallinity  and morphology.

The  crystallinity  index  of  the  nanofibrils  was  found  to vary greatly  when  using  these  different  methods

to  calculate  it from  XRD  data,  indicating  that particular  care  must  be taken  when  comparing  crystallinity

results  reported  in the literature.  PHB was able  to  be  incorporated  into  the bacterial  cellulose  fibrils  dur-

ing  production,  increasing  the  potential  for  favourable  interactions  of  the  bacterial  cellulose  microfibrils

with  a  neat  PHB matrix  with the aim of making  a fully degradable  nanocomposite  system.

Crown Copyright ©  2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.  Introduction

Cellulose is the most  abundant polymer  on earth, and is  becom-

ing of  increasing interest  because of  its fibrillar nature and potential

as a reinforcing material in composites, being  biodegradable, sus-

tainable and renewable.  Cellulose has  long been produced  from

plant sources, however bacterial cellulose (BC), produced in  high

amounts by  Gluconacetobacter xylinus, is particularly appealing

due to  its purity and  highly crystalline nanostructure. There have

recently been several  reports on the  amount of  cellulose produced

by Gluconacetobacter grown  in  different media,  often  by simply  sub-

stituting the carbon and/or nitrogen  components. A wide range of

carbon  and nitrogen sources have been investigated in this way, as

has  the  inclusion of additional supplements.

The  inclusion of  additives in the growth media, that  is  compo-

nents in  the media that are not  specifically  required for bacterial

cell  growth, can affect cellulose production in  different ways,

as the assembly of cellulose is  susceptible to chemical and

physical  influences by the compounds present  during synthesis

and aggregation (Uhlin, Atalla, &  Thompson, 1995),  by  binding

directly to  the cellulose during  production and  interfering  with the

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: 

E-mail addresses:

1 http://www.csiro.au.

crystallization, or co-crystallizing with the cellulose. It is  also

possible that  the additive may interfere with the bacterial cells

themselves, thereby altering the cellulose production indirectly.

Regardless of  the method, the yield, structure, morphology and

physical  properties can all be affected by the  presence of an

additive in  the media, effectively creating in situ modifications.

Water soluble polymers have been included in  the culture

media  of cellulose producing bacteria with conflicting results.

Some researchers note that  the inclusion of such  additives simply

results in  altered cellulose structure (Cheng,  Catchmark, & Demirci,

2009;  Tokoh, Takabe, Sugiyama,  &  Fujita,  2002b), whereas  oth-

ers  find the creation  of composites  as the additive is  incorporated

into  the  growing cellulose fibrils,  leading to in  situ composites

(Hessler &  Klemm, 2009; Seifert, Hesse,  Kabrelian, &  Klemm,  2004).

Water soluble polymers carboxymethyl cellulose and  methylcellu-

lose  have been added to the media with claims that the  inclusion

of  additives such as  these directly affects  the cellulose, causing

decreased crystallinity and crystal  size, as  well as greater ther-

mal stability and pore size  (Cheng  et al., 2009). It  has also been

reported that the  additives become incorporated into the  cel-

lulose, creating  a composite-type material (Seifert et al.,  2004).

Other polymers such as Tween 80  (Huang,  Chen, Lin,  Hsu, & Chen,

2010)  and  hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose (HPMC) (Huang,  Chen,

Lin, & Chen,  2011)  have also  been incorporated into the growth

media  of  cellulose-producing bacteria, with differences observed

in pore size,  degree of  polymerization, crystallinity, fibre widths

and mechanical strength.

0144-8617/$ – see front matter. Crown Copyright ©  2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Similarly, including additives of  poly(ethylene oxide) (Brown

& Laborie, 2007), poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) (Gea, Bilotti, Reynolds,

Soykeabkeaw, & Peijs, 2010) and starch (Grande et  al.,  2009) in

the growth media have resulted in these additives being incorpo-

rated into the bacterial cellulose resulting in in  situ composites,

however PVA levels were only achieved up to 1.3%. Composites

with poly(ethylene oxide) and starch were achieved with much

higher levels of the additives, indicating that it may be possible to

make nanocomposites with bacterial cellulose from this method.

Results from these  works showed that the cellulose was well dis-

persed, and the nanocomposites typically had good mechanical

properties.

In this work, we use poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) as the key

material used for modifying the cellulosic nanofibres during the

culture stage. Composites have been reported using bacterial cel-

lulose and the water insoluble polymer PHB by an impregnation

method. In  these cases, the cellulose pellicle was soaked in a sol-

vent containing dissolved PHB and, as the solvent evaporated, the

PHB was incorporated into the spaces between the cellulose fib-

rils cellulose (Barud et  al., 2011; Cai &  Yang, 2011; Cai, Yang, &

Kim, 2011). While water soluble polymers have been well  docu-

mented as additives in the culture media for cellulose producing

bacteria, the effects of water insoluble polymers in the media is

unknown. However in  this work, a non water soluble polymer, PHB,

was directly dispersed in bacterial cellulose culture medium. HPMC

and Tween 80 were selected as  water soluble polymers that have

previously been investigated in the media for  a variety of  cellulose-

producing bacteria, and were examined for  comparison. Alterations

in the structure of bacterial cellulose may be  desirable for the cre-

ation of composites in that if the fibrils become more “PHB-like”,

they may improve interaction if incorporated into a PHB matrix to

form a  reinforced, fully degradable nanocomposite.

2. Experimental

2.1. Bacterial strain

A culture of  cellulose-producing G. xylinus ATCC 53524 was

kindly provided by  Gary Dykes from the School of Science, Monash

University, Malaysia.

2.2. Media

The media used to  cultivate G. xylinus was Hestrin–Schramm

(HS) (Schramm & Hestrin, 1954), with different concentrations

(described below) of  additives added. Media were adjusted to pH

5.0 with HCl or NaOH and autoclaved at 121 ◦C for  20  min. The addi-

tives used were HPMC, Tween 80  and PHB. HPMC was obtained

from Dow Chemical, and Tween 80  and PHB were obtained from

Sigma–Aldrich.

2.3. Growth conditions

Seed cultures were prepared by selecting a  single colony from

a working plate of Hestrin–Schramm agar and inoculating 10 mL

of HS  broth. These cultures were incubated for seven days  at

28 ◦C under static conditions. Following growth, seed cultures were

shaken vigorously to remove the bacterial cells  from the cellulose

pellicle. Pellicles were removed and the resulting cell suspension

was used for inoculations. Cultures were grown in  200 mL conical

flasks containing 50  mL of media and were inoculated at a con-

centration of 1% of  the cell suspension. Cultures were incubated

for seven days at 28 ◦C under static conditions. All cultures were

grown in triplicate. Additional pellicles were produced in HS media

containing 1 wt% PHB for tensile tests.

2.4. Treatment of cellulose films

Following incubation periods, cultures were shaken vigorously

to remove the attached bacterial cells. Pellicle films were removed

from cultures and rinsed to  remove any residual media. Pellicles

were washed with 0.1 M NaOH at 80 ◦C for 1  h,  and then washed

repeatedly until a  neutral pH was obtained and dried at room tem-

perature. Pellicle films were weighed once dry.

2.5. Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using the

field-emission SEM JEOL 7001F. Samples were coated with a

gold/palladium coating, and were examined at 5 kV.

2.6. Fourier-transform infra-red

Fourier transform-infra red (FTIR) spectroscopy was completed

using Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 Spectrometer. Scans were com-

pleted between 4000 and 450 cm−1 with 16 convolutions. Baselines

for each sample spectrum were normalized using the Spectrum

software. I˛ content was calculated using the peak heights at 750

and 710 cm−1 by the equation determined by Yamamoto, Horii, and

Hirai (1996). In addition, cellulose pellicles from HS media and HS

media containing 1 wt% PHB were ground into  a  fine powder and

mixed with potassium bromide (KBr) powder, dried under vacuum

and pressed into small discs for examination by FTIR according to

the protocol described above. Neat PHB powder was  also examined

in this way.

2.7. X-ray diffractometry

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to monitor the d1–10 spacing

corresponding to the interlayer spacing of  the crystalline structure

of  the bacterial celluloses. The XRD measurements were performed

on the cellulose sheet samples using a Bruker D8 Diffractome-

ter operating at 40 kV, 40 mA,  Cu Ka radiation monochromatised

with a  graphite sample monochromator with a diffractogram

recorded between 2� angles of  2◦ and 40◦. Crystallite size was

calculated using the software TOPASTM.  The FWHM (full width at

half maximum height) for the two major peaks was used for this

calculation, as the third peak could  not provide reliable FWHM val-

ues due to its low intensity. Calculations were conducted using

the Scherrer equation with a  shape factor constant of 1,  and an

instrument FWHM of  0.068◦ 2�. Crystallinity was also calculated

using TOPASTM based on  the  method of Hindeleh and Johnson

(1971). The  amorphous area was determined using International

Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) PDF card 00-060-1501, amor-

phous cellulose. The crystalline peak positions were selected based

on positions given in Czaja, Romanovicz, and Brown (2004). A

pseudo Voigt Function was used to  profile the peak shape and area

for both the amorphous and crystalline components.

2.8. Solvent casting PHB films

A  neat PHB film was prepared by dissolving 5  wt% PHB in chlo-

roform under mechanical stirring at 80 ◦C for 3 h. The  films were

cast in glass petri dishes and the solvent was allowed to evapo-

rate at room temperature. These films were examined for tensile

properties for comparative purposes only.

2.9. Tensile properties

Tensile strength, elongation at break and modulus were deter-

mined for cellulose produced in standard HS media and media
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containing 1 wt% PHB, and a solvent cast PHB film on an Instron uni-

versal testing machine (model 3366) and tested in accordance with

ASTM D882 (using a type IV specimen as described in ASTM D638).

The Instron was fitted with a 100  N static load cell, pneumatic grips,

and the speed of extension was set  to  2 mm/min. A minimum of ten

specimens per each formulation were tested until fracture, from

which a  mean and standard deviation were calculated.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Film weight

Each additive was added to  the culture at  four different concen-

trations (Table 1). The weight of the film from each culture was

examined. The percentage increase in weight of each film from the

cellulose produced in the absence of the additive is  shown in Fig. 1.

Various additives have been reported to interfere with the pro-

duction of cellulose by interfering with aggregation of  microfibrils

during production (Benziman, Haigler, Brown, White, & Cooper,

1980), which can result in decreased cellulose yield. An increase

in the weight of the cellulose pellicle can indicate an increase in

cellulose production, likely due to  an increase in cell growth rate,

or an increase in weight may be the  result of  the incorporation

of the additive into the pellicle film. Differences observed in the

structure and morphology, specifically in the fibril appearance and

width, and crystallite sizes and crystallinity, are discussed below.

However, even though an additive may provide beneficial char-

acteristics for bacterial cellulose, and allow tailored design of the

cellulose for specific purposes, if an additive results in significant

decreases in yield of cellulose, the cost of production of  the cellulose

would increase, making the production undesirable for large-scale

operations. Consideration should thus be given to all factors, includ-

ing yield, when seeking to  obtain specific characteristics in bacterial

cellulose.

The inclusion of  HPMC as an additive in  the media decreased the

weight of the film at low concentrations, but increased the weight at

Table 1

Concentrations added to HS media for each additive.

Additive Concentration point (wt%)

1  2 3 4

Hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose  0.25  0.5 1.0  2.0

Tween  80  0.05 0.1 0.2  0.4

Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate 0.125 0.25 0.5  1.0

Fig. 1.  Cellulose  yields obtained from cultures with different concentrations of addi-

tives  in  the  media.

higher concentrations, though no difference was observed between

the weight at high concentrations of HPMC and the control. It  is

believed that the increase observed was not due to a stimulation in

the cell growth rate, but rather an  indication that HPMC was incor-

porated into the pellicle film, thus causing the increase in weight

at higher concentrations. The opposite is true, however, for Tween

80  that caused a  fairly consistent decrease in the weight of the film,

indicating that this additive negatively impacts cellulose produc-

tion. These two additives were selected for use as  comparison to

PHB as they have previously been shown to have an affect on the

structure of  bacterial cellulose. HPMC is  a water-soluble polysac-

charide that can  be used as an emulsifier, whereas Tween 80 is a

water soluble polyethylene sorbitol ester that has a range of  uses

such as solubilizing proteins.

The inclusion of  PHB, ranging from 0.25 to 1.0 wt% PHB in the

media, resulted in a  significant increase in weight of  the pellicle film

produced. PHB was present on the surface of the pellicle though

attempts were made to remove the PHB powder from the pellicle

surface during the washing steps. Based on the increase in film

weight, it is  likely that the product formed is  a BC–PHB material.

Further testing of this material by FTIR, SEM and tensile testing was

completed to confirm the presence of PHB in the  film.

3.2. Bacterial cellulose morphology and crystal structure

Bacterial cellulose is produced in  the cell’s cytoplasmic mem-

brane, and is extruded as microfibrils of approximately 1.5 nm in

width, and the microfibrils aggregate into a  ribbon-shaped fibril

approximately 40 nm in width (Ross, Mayer, & Benziman, 1991).

Various additives included in the media can act as co-polymers

becoming incorporated into the bacterial cellulose as it is produced,

or can bind to the cellulose, affecting the morphology and struc-

ture of the cellulose (Huang et al., 2010; Klemm et al., 2006; Tokoh,

Takabe, Sugiyama, & Fujita, 2002a; Yamamoto et al., 1996). By con-

trast, other additives, antibiotics for example, directly affect the

bacterial cell and therefore the production of the cellulose as a

result (Yamanaka, Ishihara, & Sugiyama, 2000).

In the work described below, one concentration of each additive

was  selected and the morphology of the film was examined. This

involved examination by SEM for fibril morphology and width, by

XRD for crystallite size and crystallinity and also by FTIR for its

crystalline cellulose I
˛

content.

When viewed by SEM, bacterial cellulose typically presented as

an interwoven mesh of  fibrils of approximately 40 nm in  width,

although the widths of fibrils were subject to variance due to

their biological nature. The inclusion of some additives resulted

in  some changes to the  morphology of  the cellulose (Fig. 2). The

addition of HPMC resulted in slightly thinner fibrils, however the

difference was not statistically significant, the HPMC fibrils also

appeared straighter (Fig. 2b). Tween 80 as an additive resulted

in  slightly wider fibrils at 56 nm, over the 40 nm fibrils present

without an additive (Table 2). It is  possible that this additive

impacted bacterial synthesis, since Tween 80 has been shown to

stimulate glucan production, a glucose polysaccharide, in Strepto-

coccus mutans, however no effect on bacterial cells was observed

(Umesaki, Kawai, & Mutai, 1977), whereas it has been shown to

decrease mechanical strength of bacterial cellulose (Huang et al.,

2010).

PHB is of particular interest, its incorporation in the growth

medium of bacterial cellulose not having been reported previously.

PHB is water insoluble and is  produced intracellularly by particular

bacterial species, such as Azotobacter, Bacillus and Pseudomonas

species (Byrom, 1987). PHB  was dispersed in the media used to

produce bacterial cellulose. Based on the weight of the pellicles

as described above, as well as the SEM of  this cellulose, it appears

that PHB was integrated into the  cellulose during the synthetic
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Fig. 2. SEM images of cellulose produced in media with no additives (a), HPMC (b),  Tween 80 (c) and PHB (d).

process. PHB can be seen on the surface of  the cellulose fibrils in

Fig. 2d and was examined in further detail in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 shows

the appearance of  PHB powder before its inclusion in the media,

and the similar appearance on the cellulose. In addition to the

PHB on the surface of  the pellicle (Fig  3b), PHB was also observed

to be interwoven amongst the cellulose fibrils on the underside

of the pellicle (Fig. 3c and d). There have been several papers

published involving the inclusion of  water soluble polymers in the

media for cellulose producing bacteria (Chao, Mitarai, Sugano, &

Shoda, 2001; Hessler &  Klemm, 2009; Seifert et al., 2004; Tokoh

et al., 2002a; Yamamoto et al., 1996). Some have been reported

as altering the structure of the cellulose, whereas others were

actually incorporated into  the cellulose fibrils during synthesis.

To the best of our knowledge, insoluble polymers have not been

examined. Since bacterial cellulose is  formed as  a pellicle on the

surface of the media, if an  insoluble polymer is  present at the

air/surface interface, it is  likely that it  too can be incorporated into

the mesh of  cellulose fibrils. This was  not the case with PHB as it

accumulated at the bottom of the flask. It may  be that some PHB

remained dispersed in the medium, or  that the bacterial cells were

able to access the PHB from the bottom of the flask  as  it appeared

that the PHB at the bottom of the flask become attached to the

pellicle. Regardless, the PHB was incorporated in amongst the

cellulose fibrils, indicating that this may represent a  more general

pathway for insoluble polymers be incorporated, and may provide

bacterial cellulose with improved in situ modifications.

From Fig. 3, it is difficult to tell exactly how much PHB was incor-

porated into the cellulose. From the top view of the pellicle (Fig. 3b),

it appears as  though the PHB has largely coated the surface, as the

fibrils are packed too tightly to observe any incorporated PHB, how-

ever from the bottom of  the film (Fig. 3c and d), it is possible to

visualize the mesh of cellulose fibrils and PHB.

As  previously described, additional substrates acting as a host

polymer have been added to the media used to produce bacte-

rial cellulose in order to produce in situ composites with starch

(Grande et al., 2009) and poly(ethylene oxide) (Brown &  Laborie,

2007), the amount of matrix in  those composites was not achieved

with PHB, as  most of the pellicle consisted of cellulose. We  hypoth-

esize that the cellulose produced in the presence of  PHB will have

a  higher affinity to  this material over cellulose produced in tradi-

tional media, and could be used as  reinforcement material in  a PHB

matrix.

Cellulose I  is the form of cellulose found in nature, it  is  composed

of  parallel chains (Delmer, 1987) and exists in  two distinct allo-

morphs, I
˛

and I
ˇ

(Atalla & Vanderhart, 1984). The ratio of cellulose

I
˛

and I
ˇ

produced in nature depends on  the organism producing

it.  Changing the media composition has been shown to affect the

amount of  cellulose I
˛

produced by  G. xylinus (Klemm et al., 2006).

Table 2

Structural values obtained from bacterial cellulose produced in the presence of  additives.

Additive Concentration Fibril width

(nm)

Cellulose I
˛

content (%)

Crystallinity (%)

(calculated from one

amorphous peak)

Crystallinity (%)

(calculated from four

amorphous peaks)

Crystallite

size (nm)

No additive – 40 68  86 79 6.9

Hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose 1% 38 70 65 60 5.8

Tween 80 0.1% 56 68  87 35 6.8

Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate 0.5% 46 69  69 52 6.8
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Fig.  3. SEM images of PHB  powder (a) and bacterial cellulose grown  with PHB in the media (b–d).

The amount of  cellulose I
˛

can be  calculated from FTIR peaks at

750 and 710 cm−1 (Fig. 4a). The additives included here showed no

impact on I
˛

content, all ranging from 68  to 70% (Table 2). These

results all remain very high, indicating that these additives cer-

tainly do not have a significant negative effect on the  ratio of I
˛

/I
ˇ

content, and that the  bacterial cellulose remains high in I
˛

content.

From the FTIR of the two pellicle films obtained from standard

HS media and HS media with PHB as an additive (Fig. 4a), an

additional peak was seen in  the BC-PHB film at approximately

1724 cm−1.  This was confirmed by grinding up cellulose and cel-

lulose grown in the  presence of PHB (BC–PHB) and made into KBr

discs. PHB was also examined in this way and can be seen in Fig. 4b.

The peak at 1724 cm−1 which is seen both in  the PHB and BC–PHB

curves, but not in the BC curve, can be thus  attributed to the C O

group which is  present only in PHB, supporting the hypothesis that

the pellicle produced in  the  presence of  PHB is  not simply cellulose

alone, but a combination of bacterial cellulose and PHB.

If  we assume that the increase in cellulose weight is due entirely

to the addition of PHB then we  could predict that with 1  wt% PHB

in  the media, we obtain a combined BC–PHB pellicle of approxi-

mately 40 wt% PHB. However it  is likely that much of this PHB is

superficially attached to  the surface rather than being integrated

amongst the fibrils. From the general appearance of the pellicle, it

would not appear that it consists of such a large amount of PHB.

It is  also possible that PHB was used as a carbon source for the

bacterial cells and led to  the increased production of cellulose this

way, as PHB is  itself naturally an intracellular storage molecule that

can be broken down by  bacterial cells for cell metabolism. Based

on the presence of an additional peak in  the BC-PHB material at

approximately 1724 cm−1 due to  the carbonyl group in PHB, we

can conclude that the pellicle film must contain some PHB.

Bacterial cellulose exists as a  highly crystalline material with

small crystallite sizes and XRD data was used to look at  the size

aspect of these crystallites from the XRD peaks (Fig. 5).

Fig.  4. FTIR  obtained  from BC  grown  in media with and  without PHB as a film (a) and from KBr  discs  (b).
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Fig. 5. XRD pattern of bacterial cellulose with peaks for the calculation of crystallite size and crystallinity.

The degree of crystallinity can  be calculated using XRD data

comparing a single defined amorphous peak to  the crystalline peaks

obtained from cellulose produced here, with the  crystallinity val-

ues also typically very high. However, when these results were

repeated using four peaks to define the amorphous area, the

crystallinity values  were very different (Table 2). Increasing the

amorphous peaks  from one to four caused a decrease in the cal-

culated value for crystallinity for the cellulose produced in the

absence of any additives, however this decrease was  very small,

indicating that bacterial cellulose is highly crystalline and that

these results are generally quite robust to analysis techniques.

The inclusion of the additives caused a decrease in the crys-

tallinity for the cellulose as  demonstrated by the calculations

completed using four amorphous peaks. HPMC and PHB only

decreased the crystallinity to 60  and 52%, respectively, but Tween

80 caused a large decrease in the crystallinity, reducing it to 35%.

This is further evidence that these additives all have an impact on

the production of  the cellulose. Similar to bacterial cellulose, PHB

is a  semi-crystalline material, however it appears that its incor-

poration into the cellulose pellicle interferes with the cellulose

crystallization. This is  not unusual as it is known that polymeriza-

tion and crystallization are coupled processes in  bacterial cellulose

production (Benziman et al., 1980). The inclusion of additives in the

media can interfere with these processes, leading to changes in the

bacterial cellulose produced. Based on observations made in  this

work, it appears that the inclusion of  many additives to the media

used  to produce bacterial cellulose causes undesirable changes to

the cellulose.

Here, we used four amorphous peaks based on the cellulose

diffraction pattern provided by the ICDD,  however there are dif-

ferent methods that can be  used to determine crystallinity (Segal,

Creely, Martin, & Conrad, 1959). Based  on the differences we

observed between the crystallinity data  calculated with one amor-

phous peak and four amorphous peaks, extreme caution should be

taken not to over interpret the data presented in literature.

Crystallite sizes remained small, even the presence of  addi-

tives, ranging from 5.8 to 7.0 nm, however these differences were

not statistically significant. The addition of HPMC resulted in

smaller crystallite sizes being produced of dimension 5.8 nm,  fur-

ther demonstrating its interference in  the polymerization and

crystallization process.

3.3. Tensile properties

Preliminary investigations of tensile strength in bacterial cellu-

lose films grown in HS media with and without PHB as an additive

were completed, as well as  a solvent cast PHB film for comparison,

in order to provide further evidence of the incorporation of PHB

into the BC film. Sections were cut from the dried pellicle films and

examined for the tensile properties. A decrease in tensile strength

and modulus was observed from the BC to the BC–PHB film, how-

ever the elongation at yield appeared a little higher (albeit with

questionable statistical significance), however the BC–PHB film

exhibited better mechanical properties across all three parameters

as  compared to the neat PHB (Table 3).

The BC  and BC–PHB films exhibited similar  values for stress and

strain at break (Fig. 6), however both the BC and BC–PHB films

exhibited much better properties than the  PHB alone.

These results are similar to mechanical properties achieved by

others in the literature. Barud et al. (2011) and Cai et al.  (2011)  both

soaked a  BC pellicle in a solvent with dissolved PHB and allowed

the solvent to evaporate so the PHB would be incorporated into  the

BC fibrils. Barud et al. (2011) reported an increase in both tensile

strength and Young’s modulus in a  BC–PHB composite over the BC

alone, but only at a low concentration of PHB. As the  PHB content

increased, the mechanical properties decreased. Cai  et  al. (2011)

however reported an increase in  tensile strength from the BC film

to the 50:50 BC–PHB composite, but a decrease in modulus.

As  there have been changes in the mechanical properties from

the BC to the BC–PHB film, this further supports that the inclusion

of PHB in  the media results in the  incorporation of this water insol-

uble polymer into the BC film. If the cellulose produced with this

or other additives is to be considered further as a reinforcing agent,

then other properties should also be  considered. However based on

the typical decrease in both cellulose weight and crystallinity upon

Table 3

Tensile properties of BC, PHB and BC–PHB films.

Film Tensile strength (MPa) Elongation at yield (%) Modulus (MPa)

BC 105.66 ± 9.44 6.57 ± 1.73 1866 ± 451

PHB 21.30 ± 4.24 3.64 ± 0.91 852 ± 171

BC–PHB 67.41 ± 18.22 7.74 ± 1.97 1098 ± 105
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Fig.  6.  Stress/strain values for BC,  PHB and  BC–PHB films.

inclusion of additives, and the  observed decrease in tensile strength

between neat cellulose and cellulose grown with PHB as  an addi-

tive in the media here, a high cellulose-producing media without

additional components may end up  being most appropriate as an

additive in nanocomposites. It is  also apparent that water insoluble

polymers can affect the  cellulose as it  is produced, creating in situ

modifications.

4. Conclusions

Incorporation of additives not specifically required for the

growth of  G. xylinus cells or the production of  bacterial cellulose can

alter the yield, structure and morphology of the cellulose produced.

The inclusion of PHB in the media appears to fortuitously result in

a  composite BC–PHB material. Such compatibilised structures may

be a source of reinforcement particularly suited for incorporation

in a composite, where the matrix is itself PHB.
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4.4 Conclusions 

This chapter examined the structure and morphological changes that could occur to bacterial cellulose 

from the inclusion of additives in the media. Additives including a range of organic salts and PHB were 

added to standard HS media to investigate the impact these components had on bacterial cellulose 

production.  

It was observed that bacterial cellulose retained its typically fibrillar structure in the presence of 

organic salts, however under some conditions, the fibrils were seen to be coated with a material that 

was likely to be the salt. Small changes were also observed in the cellulose crystallinity, crystallite size 

and Iα content due to the presence of the salts. Cellulose production was only able to be achieved with 

low concentrations of organic salts, as high concentrations appeared to confer a toxic effect, with 

bacterial cellulose not produced above particular levels of each organic salt. Therefore, production of 

bacterial cellulose in ionic liquids was not pursued further, but could be a potential source of 

achieving specific alterations to this material in the future.  

In contrast, the inclusion of PHB in the media caused greater changes to the produced cellulose. PHB 

particles were seen to be physically attached to cellulose fibrils when cellulose was produced in HS-

PHB media. Tensile properties of the resulting cellulose were also seen to be decreased when the 

cellulose was produced in HS-PHB rather than HS. Despite the decrease in tensile properties, the 

presence of PHB on the surface may result in an increased affinity of the cellulose to PHB. This may 

provide PHB-modified-bacterial cellulose an advantage for use as reinforcement in a PHB/BC 

composite. Therefore, the effects of this in situ modification on bacterial cellulose is to be examined 

further.  
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5.1 Introduction 

Bacterial cellulose has the potential to be used as a reinforcing phase in composites, and if a polymer 

such as poly-3-hydroxybutyrate is the matrix material, the composite obtained should be fully 

degradable due to the biodegradable nature of both components. Bacterial cellulose has been 

reported as being used in many different composites, often developed by way of impregnation (Ashori 

et al., 2012; Barud et al., 2011; Cai & Kim, 2010; Cai & Yang, 2011; Cai et al., 2011; Gea et al., 2010; Kim 

et al., 2011; Shah et al., 2013; Ul-Islam et al., 2012a; Wan et al., 2006; Yoon et al., 2006). In the 

impregnation method, the bacterial cellulose pellicle is soaked in a solvent containing another 

polymer, and as the solvent evaporates that polymer becomes part of the three-dimensional fibrous 

cellulose network. This method is advantageous because it does not require the dispersion of the 

cellulose fibrils, which are subject to extensive hydrogen bonding and thus problematic to disperse. 

However it also does not take full advantage of the nanosized fibrils that comprise bacterial cellulose, 

rather making use of its natural three-dimensional network structure. For bacterial cellulose to be 

used as a reinforcing phase, a different blending technique would need to be used. Though other 

blending techniques are not commonly reported as being used with bacterial cellulose, there are a 

number of successful plant cellulose composites that have been reported in the literature. It may be 

possible to adapt these techniques for use with bacterial cellulose to create PHB composites 

reinforced with a bacterial cellulose filler phase that have improved mechanical properties than those 

of the matrix alone.  

Solution blending and melt blending are two techniques that can be used. Solution blending is a 

technique that has the potential to achieve intimate mixing, provided dispersion of the phases is good, 

and can readily be undertaken on a smaller (such as laboratory) scale. Melt blending is a technique 

that can be easily upscaled, and it can be used to develop small (if using a mini-extruder) or large 

blend quantities. While both techniques can be used to develop mixtures that consist of a PHB/BC 

composite with a high content of matrix and low content of filler material, there may be difficulties in 

achieving well dispersed bacterial cellulose, as cellulose is a hydrophilic material whereas PHB is 
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hydrophobic. Achieving a fine dispersion of cellulose is known to be a problem in the development of 

composites as cellulose nanofibres tend to aggregate, particularly in hydrophobic matrices, and 

because of their high surface area (Jipa et al., 2012; Martínez-Sanz et al., 2014; Nakagaito et al., 2009). 

It is therefore necessary to investigate these two blending techniques to determine a set of protocols 

to produce PHB/BC composites with well dispersed bacterial cellulose. Such a well dispersed 

reinforcing phase is necessary if improved mechanical properties are to be achieved.  

Solution blending and melt blending have previously been used to produce plant cellulose/PHB and 

PHB-poly-3-hydroxyvalerate copolymer composites (Jiang et al., 2008; Rapa et al., 2010). Jiang et al. 

(2008) used PHBV with cellulose nanowhiskers and determined that cellulose improved the PHBV 

properties when the composite was made by solution blending, but found that melt blending resulted 

in poor dispersion and weak interfacial adhesion between the matrix and reinforcement material. 

Rapa et al. (2010) modified cellulose fibres with maleic acid and succinic anhydride before melt 

blending fibres with PHB, and found good mixing between the two materials and improved 

mechanical properties over PHB alone. These results suggest that either solution or melt blending 

could be adapted to PHB/BC blends.  

There have been a small number of reports in the past few years that have described the production 

of bacterial cellulose composites using solution blending and melt blending with a range of matrix 

materials (Grunert & Winter, 2002; Jipa et al., 2012; Kibédi-Szabó et al., 2012; Martínez-Sanz et al., 

2012a, 2013a, 2013b; Martínez-Sanz et al., 2014; Millon et al., 2009; Stoica-Guzun et al., 2011; Tomé et 

al., 2011; Woehl et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012). The bacterial cellulose in these reports has been used 

in various forms, such as nanowhiskers or in a ground powder form. A number of methods to achieve 

even dispersion of cellulose in blends have also been investigated.  

Melt blending is a technique that has been used to blend bacterial cellulose with poly(vinyl alcohol) 

(Martínez-Sanz et al., 2012a; Tomé et al., 2011) and ethylene vinyl alcohol (Martínez-Sanz et al., 

2013a, 2013b; Martínez-Sanz et al., 2012b). The resultant composites showed limited cellulose 

dispersion, with some agglomeration of the cellulose observed. In addition, the materials showed 
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degradation from melt blending (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2012b; Tomé et al., 2011). However, some 

methods of melt blending resulted in composites with a well-dispersed cellulose phase. These well-

dispersed composites were shown to possess improved mechanical properties (Martínez-Sanz et al., 

2012a, 2013a, 2013b; Tomé et al., 2011). The results from these research outcomes indicate that melt 

blending may be a viable technique for producing composites with a well dispersed filler phase, 

provided that an even dispersion can be achieved.  

Solution blending with bacterial cellulose with various matrix materials has been reported in the 

literature, including PVA (Jipa et al., 2012; Kibédi-Szabó et al., 2012; Millon et al., 2009; Stoica-Guzun 

et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2012), cellulose acetate butyrate (Grunert & Winter, 2002), poly-

hydroxyalkanoates (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2014) and thermoplastic starch (Woehl et al., 2010). In these 

studies, dispersion of the cellulose was achieved using a range of methods such as homogenisation 

(Millon et al., 2009; Woehl et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012), mixing acid-treated nanowhiskers (Grunert 

& Winter, 2002; Martínez-Sanz et al., 2014), vigorously stirring wet cellulose produced in a bioreactor 

(Kibédi-Szabó et al., 2012; Stoica-Guzun et al., 2011), and using cellulose in a ground form (Jipa et al., 

2012). Composites achieved by homogenising bacterial cellulose in solution blends have shown good 

dispersion of cellulose. Homogenised bacterial cellulose solution blends have also been shown to have 

some improvements in mechanical properties (Millon et al., 2009; Woehl et al., 2010; Yang et al., 

2012). Solution blended PHBV/BC blends (using PHBV with differing valerate contents), possessed 

well dispersed cellulose when cellulose was used in the form of nanowhiskers at 1 wt%, however the 

cellulose aggregated at 3 wt%. Despite the good dispersion, the PHBV/BC blends were found to have 

no significant differences in mechanical properties when cellulose nanowhiskers were incorporated, 

although a decrease in elongation at break was observed with one PHBV matrix with 3 wt% 

nanowhiskers (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2014). Reports such as these indicate that solution blending may 

also provide a technique to produce bacterial cellulose composites.  

Several dispersion methods have been used in conjunction with solution blending to produce 

bacterial cellulose composites, but the mechanical properties of the composites obtained have not 
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been reported, with the exception of homogenised blends. Jipa et al. (2012) used bacterial cellulose in 

a ground powder form and blended it with PVA, with cellulose aggregation observed in these blends. 

Despite the limited aggregation achieved with this method in the study by Jipa et al. (2012), the use of 

ground bacterial cellulose provides many advantages for blending. Ground bacterial cellulose can be 

easily weighed for blending, ensuring accurate concentrations of the added cellulose. In addition, it 

may be possible that vigorously stirring the cellulose as part of the solution blend can result in a good 

dispersion, however based on the previous aggregation evident in PVA, additional dispersion methods 

may be required. One possible dispersion technique is sonication, and this technique was used as part 

of the solution blending process in the current research.  

The possibility of “tailor-designing” bacterial cellulose with specific properties for blending was 

mentioned in Chapter 4, with the production of PHB-modified-BC. It was originally hypothesised that, 

when used in a blend, this Mod-BC may disperse well and show a greater affinity to a PHB matrix, and 

therefore would achieve PHB/Mod-BC composites with greater interfacial adhesions and mechanical 

properties than achieved from composites with traditional bacterial cellulose. Thus, in this research, 

the use of this Mod-BC in blends was investigated. The effects of in situ and post modifications, such as 

grinding and sonication, on bacterial cellulose prior to its inclusion in composites were also studied.  

This chapter presents the investigation of different blending methods and dispersion techniques in 

order to determine a set of protocols to develop PHB/BC composites with finely dispersed cellulose. A 

comparison PHB/BC composites produced by solution and melt blending is provided, together with 

the use of stirring and sonicating bacterial cellulose in a ground form to achieve highly dispersed 

cellulose in a solution blend. The mechanical properties of PHB/BC composites with cellulose from 

different media, including HS-PHB media to achieve PHB-modified-BC, were also examined and the 

results reported here.  
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5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Bacterial Strain 

A culture of bacterial cellulose-producing Gluconacetobacter xylinus ATCC 53524 was kindly provided 

by Mike Gidley, University of Queensland, Australia. 

5.2.2 Materials 

PHB was kindly provided by Metabolix. Bacterial cellulose was produced in HS media (Schramm & 

Hestrin, 1954), with 2 wt% glucose, 0.5 wt% yeast extract, 0.5 wt% peptone, 0.27 wt% Na2HPO4 and 

0.115 wt% citric acid monohydrate, and Yamanaka-mannitol media (Ruka et al., 2012), with 5 wt% 

mannitol, 0.5 wt% yeast extract, 0.5 wt% (NH4)2SO4, 0.3 wt% KH2PO4 and 0.005 wt% MgSO4.7H2O. 

The pH of media was adjusted to 5.0 with HCl or NaOH and autoclaved at 121° C for 20 minutes. PHB 

was used as an additive in HS media at 1 wt% in some cultures in order to produce surface modified-

bacterial cellulose pellicles (referred to henceforth as Mod-BC) (Ruka et al., 2013). Cultures were 

grown in 600 mL media and were incubated for 7 days at 28° C under static conditions. Following 

incubation periods, cultures were shaken vigorously to remove the attached bacterial cells. Pellicles 

were removed and rinsed to remove any residual media. Pellicles were washed with 0.1 M NaOH at 

80° C for 1 hour to remove bacterial cells, and then washed repeatedly until a neutral pH was 

achieved. Pellicles dried at room temperature.  

5.2.3 Grinding of Bacterial Cellulose 

Bacterial cellulose was ground to a fine powder using a SPEX SamplePrep Freezer/mill 6870. The 

cellulose was ground with a 4 minute pre-cool, and 12 cycles involving 2 minutes cooling, and 2 

minutes grinding, at a frequency of 10 cps. Bacterial cellulose in various forms was examined by 

scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffractometry. 

5.2.4 Solution Blending for Production of PHB/BC Composites 

To make solution blends, ground bacterial cellulose was added to chloroform and mixed with PHB. 

Dispersion was achieved by mechanical stirring alone or by sonicating the cellulose prior to PHB 
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dissolution. Sonication of bacterial cellulose pellicles was completed with a Branson Sonifier 250 with 

an 80 % duty cycle and an output of 4, with the sonicator probe kept at a consistent height for all 

samples. When the sonication method was used, bacterial cellulose was sonicated in chloroform at 

room temperature for 60 minutes. PHB was added to the cellulose-chloroform solution up to 5 wt% 

and was dissolved by mechanical stirring at 80° C for 3 hours. The blend was cast in glass petri dishes 

and stored at room temperature to allow solvent evaporation, leaving films with thicknesses of 

approximately 20 μm. Neat PHB and solution blends were examined by SEM and FTIR, and their 

swelling and tensile properties were also determined. 

5.2.5 Melt Blending and Extrusion for Production of PHB/BC Composites 

PHB pellets with ground bacterial cellulose at 1, 2, and 5 wt% were added to a twin screw extruder 

DSM Micro 15 at 180° C and were mixed at 50 rpm for 4 – 6 minutes. Melt blends were then injection 

moulded into tensile bars using a DSM injection-moulding machine.  

5.2.6 Examination of Bacterial Cellulose, PHB and PHB/BC Composites 

5.2.6.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy for Morphological Examinations 

SEM was performed using a field-emission Nova NanoSEM 450. Samples were coated with platinum, 

and were examined at 2 kV. SEM was used to examine the surface of bacterial cellulose films, PHB and 

PHB/BC solution blended films, and the surface and cryo-cracked cross-section of PHB and PHB/BC 

melt blends.  

5.2.6.2 X-ray Diffractometry and Crystallinity Calculations 

XRD was used to monitor the d1-10 spacing corresponding to the interlayer spacing of the crystalline 

structure of the bacterial celluloses. The XRD measurements were performed on the cellulose sheet 

and powder samples using a Bruker D8 Diffractometer operating at 40 kV, 40 mA, CuK radiation 

monochromatised with a graphite sample monochromator with a diffractogram recorded between 2θ 

angles of 2° and 40°. Crystallinity was calculated using TOPASTM based on the method of Hindeleh and 

Johnson (1971). The amorphous area was determined using International Centre for Diffraction Data 
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(ICDD) PDF card 00-060-1501, amorphous cellulose. The crystalline peak positions were selected 

based on positions given in Cazja et al. (2004). A fundamental parameters function was used to profile 

the peak shape and area for both the amorphous and crystalline components. 

5.2.6.3 Tensile Properties  

Tensile properties of bacterial cellulose pellicles were determined using an Instron universal testing 

machine (Model 3366), tested in accordance with ASTM D882 (using a type IV specimen as described 

in ASTM D638), fitted with a 100 N static load cell, with the rate of extension being 2 mm/min. Tensile 

properties for solution cast PHB and composite films were examined on an Instron universal testing 

machine (Model 5566) fitted with a 2.5 N static load cell, with the rate of extension being 2 mm/min. 

At least ten specimens per each formulation were tested until failure, where ultimate tensile strength, 

Young’s modulus and elongation at break had mean values and standard deviations calculated. 

5.2.6.4 Fourier Transform – Infra Red Spectra for Composite Characteristics 

FTIR spectra were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 Spectrometer. Scans were taken 

between 4000 and 450 cm-1, with 16 convolutions. Baselines for each sample spectrum were 

normalised using the Spectrum software. 

5.2.6.5 Swelling Capacities for Composite Characterisation 

PHB and PHB/BC solution blends were cut into 2 × 2 cm pieces and were immersed in distilled water. 

The weight of the films was determined before and after immersion. Swelling was determined by the 

following equation (Jipa et al., 2012): 

𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = [
𝑚𝑤𝑒𝑡 −𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦

𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦
] × 100% 

5.2.6.6 Three Point Bend Tests 

Flexural strength and the 1% secant modulus were determined for all PHB and PHB/BC melt blended 

composites on an Instron universal testing machine (model 5566) and tested in accordance with 

ASTM D790. The Instron was fitted with a 10 kN static load cell, a custom-built 3-point cantilever test 
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apparatus with a 64 mm total span, with the speed of elongation set to 1.7 mm/min (to comply with 

Equation 1 of ASTM D790). At least five specimens for each formulation were tested until failure or a 

5% strain was achieved, from which mean values and standard deviations were calculated. 

5.2.6.7 Impact Testing 

Impact testing was conducted on PHB and PHB/BC melt blended composites according to ASTM 6100 

using a POE Instron impact tester. A range of conditions were tested, but consistent results could not 

be obtained.  

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Effects of in situ Modifications and Post Modifications on Bacterial 

Cellulose 

In Chapters 3 and 4, a range of different media were used to produce bacterial cellulose. These 

included the standard HS medium, high cellulose producing Yamanaka-mannitol medium, and HS-PHB 

medium which was found to produce PHB-modified-bacterial cellulose (Mod-BC) where PHB particles 

are physically bound to cellulose fibrils. Cellulose from these media was produced for use in blends 

with PHB. The structure, morphology and mechanical properties of each cellulose, referred to as HS-

BC, Yam-BC and Mod-BC, respectively, was examined prior to use in composites, as it was 

demonstrated previously in Chapters 3 and 4 that different media can affect the structure, 

morphology and properties of produced cellulose, causing in situ modifications. The effects of post 

modifications on bacterial cellulose, such as grinding and sonication, were also examined in order to 

determine if selected post modifications had any detrimental impact on the properties of the cellulose.  

The pure cellulose films, HS-BC and Yam-BC, exhibited similar morphological features when examined 

under SEM, however Mod-BC was found to exhibit the bound PHB on the surface of the fibrils (Figure 

5.1). Similarly, the mechanical properties of the cellulose grown in the different media were similar 

for HS-BC and Yam-BC, with decreased ultimate tensile strength, elongation at break and Young’s 

modulus for the Mod-BC (Table 5.1).  
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To achieve a homogenous dispersion of bacterial cellulose in the solution blends with specific dry 

weights of cellulose, bacterial cellulose was ground to a fine powder. SEM examination of the cellulose 

in the different states revealed that the interwoven mesh of nanosized fibrils that exist as part of the 

pellicle (Figures 5.2a and b) were lost when the material was subjected to grinding (Figure 5.2c and 

d). Similarly, Jipa et al. (2012) noted the presence of irregular particles after milling bacterial cellulose 

to a powder. Examination of the powder showed no fibrils of cellulose, even at very high 

magnifications. The nanosized fibrils potentially provide cellulose with a high aspect ratio that can be 

used to produce composites that are effectively reinforced with low concentrations of filler; therefore 

the loss of the fibrillar structure is not advantageous.  

 

 

Table 5.1: Mechanical properties of bacterial cellulose produced with and without PHB in the media. 

Bacterial Cellulose 
Ultimate Tensile Strength 

(MPa) 

Elongation at Break 

(%) 

Young’s Modulus 

(MPa) 

HS-BC 123.94 ± 29.40 8.19 ± 0.72 1711 ± 320 

Yam-BC 143.49 ± 34.41 9.49 ± 2.53 2167 ± 336 

Mod-BC 41.60 ± 16.86 3.65 ± 1.50 1260 ± 248 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: SEM images of bacterial cellulose fibrils grown in standard HS (a), Yamanaka-mannitol (b) and 
HS-PHB (c) media. 
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In order to examine the characteristics of the cellulose before and after post modifications of grinding 

and sonication, XRD was undertaken to determine crystallinity. The examination of the bacterial 

cellulose after it was ground to a fine powder revealed a change in crystallinity after the grinding; 

however the scans revealed similarities in peaks and peak heights between the ground cellulose 

before and after sonication (Figure 5.3). Crystallinity calculations revealed a decrease in crystallinity 

of the bacterial cellulose following grinding, with an additional (albeit smaller) decrease after the 

sonication of the ground bacterial cellulose powder (Table 5.2). 

 

Figure 5.2: Morphology of bacterial cellulose in a pellicle (a and b) and in a ground state (c and d) from 
cellulose grown in HS medium. 
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These results indicate that both in situ treatment of bacterial cellulose, by including an additive in the 

growth medium, and post-production treatment, such as grinding and/or sonication, lead to changes 

in the structure and morphology of the cellulose. However, homogenisation has previously been 

shown to cause a small decrease in the crystallinity of bacterial cellulose (Kose et al., 2011), but also 

produce composites with bacterial cellulose with good mechanical properties, suggesting that the 

 

Figure 5.3: XRD of bacterial cellulose from various treatment conditions. 

Table 5.2: Crystallinity of bacterial cellulose from various treatment conditions. 

Bacterial Cellulose 

Conditions 

Crystallinity 

(%) 

BC Pellicle 80 

Ground BC 71 

Sonicated Ground BC 66 
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crystallinity decrease from sonication may too allow composites with good mechanical properties to 

be produced. Grinding bacterial cellulose to a fine powder may allow for the addition of specific dry 

weights to be added to blends to allow careful production of composites, however the grinding may 

also lead to changes in the cellulose that cause a loss of its desirable properties. This suggests that 

treatment processes must be carefully selected. 

5.3.2 Solution Blending as a Technique for Producing PHB/BC Composites 

5.3.2.1 Dispersion of Bacterial Cellulose in Solution Blended PHB Composites 

To optimise the production of PHB/BC films, different solvents (dimethyl formamide and chloroform) 

and drying conditions were used. It was determined that the optimum conditions to produce PHB/BC 

films were achieved by using chloroform as the solvent to dissolve PHB at 5 wt%, and to use 

dispersion methods to incorporate ground bacterial cellulose. It was then possible to cast films of 

approximately 10 – 20 m thickness.  

PHB/BC composites containing 5 wt% bacterial cellulose were initially produced by dispersing the 

bacterial cellulose solely by mechanical stirring. In this case, the bacterial cellulose was seen to 

aggregate, both to the naked eye, and under SEM as shown in Figure 5.4. Similarly, Jipa et al. (2012) 

reported that even dispersion of bacterial cellulose was not achieved with mechanical stirring of 

bacterial cellulose powder in a solution containing dissolved PVA.  

 

Figure 5.4: Images of aggregated bacterial cellulose in a PHB/BC solution blend. 
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To better disperse the bacterial cellulose powder in the solvent, a sonication step was introduced 

prior to the addition of PHB for dissolution. The sonication of cellulose before blending led to 

composites with no apparent aggregations of cellulose, with the SEM micrograph demonstrating an 

appearance similar to that seen with neat PHB. Using this processing protocol, PHB/BC blends were 

produced with cellulose contents of 1, 2 and 5 wt%. 

Examination of PHB and PHB/BC composites by SEM demonstrated evenly-dispersed bacterial 

cellulose. Figure 5.5 demonstrates the surface and cross-section of PHB and PHB/BC with 5 wt% 

cellulose, with no aggregated cellulose observed. Thus the sonication step is required to disperse 

ground bacterial cellulose in a PHB matrix. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: SEM of the surface (a and c) and cross-sections (b and d) of neat PHB (a and b) and PHB/5% BC 
solution blend (b and d) with cellulose produced from HS medium. 
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5.3.2.2 Mechanical Properties of PHB/BC Solution Blends 

The mechanical properties of the PHB/BC composites, with up to 5 wt% cellulose, were examined to 

determine if the growth media for the cellulose or the cellulose content affected these mechanical 

properties.  

The ultimate tensile strengths of neat PHB and PHB/BC blends were similar (Figure 5.6). PHB/HS-BC 

showed a lower tensile strength at 1 wt% BC, however the strength varied significantly. The tensile 

strength of PHB/HS-BC, with 5 wt% BC, was found to increase to similar levels as for the neat PHB. 

The ultimate tensile strength of PHB/Yam-BC blends was similar to that of the HS-BC blends. Tensile 

strengths of PHB/Mod-BC blends were slightly lower than that of PHB and PHB/Yam-BC at 2 and 5 

wt% cellulose contents.  

Figure 5.6: Ultimate tensile strength of PHB and PHB/BC blends. 
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Elongation at break of the PHB/BC composites was lower than that of PHB at all cellulose contents 

(Figure 5.7), however some results were not significant. The decreased values obtained indicate that 

the inclusion of bacterial cellulose in the PHB led to problems with interfacial adhesion, resulting in 

lower elongation at break values. This suggests that the Mod-BC did not improve the interfacial 

adhesions between the hydrophobic PHB matrix and hydrophilic cellulose.  

Young’s modulus values improved in some of the composites containing bacterial cellulose (Figure 

5.8). The Young’s modulus of the PHB/HS-BC composite at 5 wt% cellulose was greater than that of 

PHB alone. Young’s modulus of PHB/Yam-BC showed a slight increase up to 5 wt%, however these 

results varied, resulting in large standard deviations. Young’s modulus of PHB/Mod-BC was lower 

than that of PHB/HS-BC and PHB/Yam-BC, although these results were not statistically significant. 

The general trend of all the PHB/BC modulus values improved for the composites as the cellulose 

content increased from 1 wt% to 5 wt%. 

 

Figure 5.7: Elongation at break of PHB and PHB/BC blends. 
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The results from the investigation indicate that there were no significant improvements in the 

mechanical properties of the PHB/BC solution blends, despite a good dispersion of the cellulose phase 

being achieved due to sonication. It is likely that solution blending could be used to successfully blend 

PHB and bacterial cellulose, however the ground form of cellulose does not appear to confer improved 

mechanical properties. Alternate dispersion methods could be considered further to produce PHB/BC 

solution blends, however it is not clear if this would lead to better properties. 

5.3.2.3 Comparison of Characteristics and Mechanical Properties of PHB/BC Composites with 

Bacterial Cellulose from Standard HS and HS-PHB Media 

In Chapter 4, it was originally hypothesised that surface-modified bacterial cellulose would show a 

greater affinity to a PHB matrix and therefore have better mechanical properties, however it was 

found that the PHB/Mod-BC composites had poorer mechanical properties. There are two possible 

reasons for this result; firstly the lower mechanical properties in the PHB/Mod-BC blends could have 

Figure 5.8: Young’s modulus of PHB and PHB/BC blends. 
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been due to the mechanical properties of the cellulose itself, as it was demonstrated that the inclusion 

of the PHB in the media causes a loss of tensile strength, elongation and modulus (Table 5.1). A second 

possibility is that the actual dry weight of the included cellulose in each of the blends is lower in the 

PHB/Mod-BC composites than in the PHB/HS-BC or PHB/Yam-BC composites. To determine the cause 

of the lower mechanical properties in the PHB/Mod-BC composites, 10 wt% blends using HS-BC and 

Mod-BC were produced. FTIR and swelling capabilities were determined to demonstrate how much 

cellulose was actually included in the PHB/Mod-BC blend compared to the PHB/HS-BC blend. Tensile 

properties of the two different blends were also examined.  

FTIR revealed small changes in peak heights between PHB, and the PHB/HS-BC and PHB/Mod-BC 

solution blends (Figure 5.9a). Only small increases in peaks relating to bacterial cellulose at 

approximately 3200 – 3400 cm-1 were observed in the PHB/HS-BC and PHB/Mod-BC films due to the 

low concentration of bacterial cellulose compared to PHB. A large peak in this area corresponds to the 

O-H moiety of cellulose (Grande et al., 2009). Small peaks at 750 and 710 cm-1 were also present in the 

blends, corresponding to the cellulose Iα and Iβ fractions (Yamamoto et al., 1996). The changes are 

present in both the PHB/HS-BC and PHB/Mod-BC composites, confirming the presence of bacterial 

cellulose, although these observations were not as apparent in the Mod-BC composite. These results 

indicate that there was a lower cellulose content in the PHB/Mod-BC composites than in the PHB/HS-

BC composites. This is likely to be due to the fact that the Mod-BC powder contains the PHB that was 

attached to the cellulose fibrils, whereas the HS-BC sample is pure bacterial cellulose.  

 

 

Figure 5.9: FTIR and swelling capabilities of PHB and solution blends. 
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The degree of swelling was found to increase for PHB/HS-BC and PHB/Mod-BC, compared to neat 

PHB alone, with a smaller increase in swelling found with PHB/Mod-BC (Figure 5.9b). Since PHB is a 

hydrophobic material, it was not expected to absorb water, whereas cellulose is extremely hydrophilic 

and can absorb high amounts of water (Seifert et al., 2004; Shah et al., 2013). The act of combining 

materials with bacterial cellulose is known to alter the swelling capacity of composites (Jipa et al., 

2012; Ul-Islam et al., 2012b). Based on the hydrophobic nature of PHB and hydrophilic nature of 

bacterial cellulose, it is not unexpected that the inclusion of bacterial cellulose in a PHB matrix caused 

an increase in swelling. The lower swelling in the films containing the Mod-BC than those containing 

HS-BC is further evidence of a lower amount of bacterial cellulose in the Mod-BC blend, supporting the 

findings of the FTIR. 

The 10 wt% PHB/HS-BC and PHB/Mod-BC films had similar ultimate tensile strength, elongation at 

break and Young’s modulus (Table 5.3). This result indicates that including a higher content of Mod-

BC in the 10 wt% blend accommodates for some of the Mod-BC weight being due to attached PHB, as 

the 10 wt% Mod-BC composite had similar mechanical properties to the PHB/HS-BC with lower 

cellulose contents.  

The Mod-BC did not improve the mechanical properties in a PHB/BC composite by comparison to HS-

BC or PHB alone. In addition, similar mechanical properties were obtained from cellulose produced in 

all media examined. Thus it appears that the mechanical properties of a PHB/BC blend are not 

impacted by the medium selected for cellulose production from the conditions tested. Because of this, 

and because of the ability to obtain much higher amounts of cellulose, Yamanaka-mannitol medium 

was selected as the production medium for future work in this research.  

Table 5.3: Mechanical properties of PHB/BC blends with 10 wt% cellulose content using HS-BC and Mod-BC 

Blend 
Ultimate Tensile Strength 

(MPa) 

Elongation at Break 

(%) 

Young’s Modulus 

(MPa) 

PHB/HS-BC 27.03 ± 8.78 2.21 ± 0.47 1740 ± 405 

PHB/Mod-BC 24.62 ± 4.71 2.29 ± 0.65 1790 ± 179 
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5.3.3 Melt Blending as a Technique for Producing PHB/BC Composites 

5.3.3.1 Dispersion of Bacterial Cellulose in Melt Blended PHB Composites 

Melt blending is an effective method to use to create various composites as it can be easily upscaled. 

Using melt blending, bacterial cellulose powder was successfully blended with PHB to obtain 

composites with 1, 2, and 5 wt% cellulose.  

Examination of the morphology of the melt blends revealed a similar morphology between the PHB 

and PHB/BC cross-section (Figure 5.10). There were no apparent aggregates of cellulose, suggesting 

that the cellulose was well dispersed. However, examination of the blends without magnification 

revealed some agglomeration of cellulose in the form of the occasional dark spot, but the morphology 

of the melt blends was generally consistent. It was also observed that, with increasing concentrations 

of bacterial cellulose, the colour of the composites became darker, indicating degraded samples. 

Figure 5.11 shows the darkening colours of the blends. The colours observed appear to be consistent 

throughout the blend, further supporting cellulose dispersion.  

The degradation of these samples was not unexpected as it has also been observed in EVOH/BC melt 

blends, where the EVOH/BC melt blends resulted in composites with black spots, indicating that the 

cellulose had degraded at the melt temperature of 190° C (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2012b). Here, the neat 

PHB blend (0% BC) remained a very light colour, only darkening with increasing bacterial cellulose 

contents up to 5 wt%. Martínez-Sanz et al. (2012b) also demonstrated a number of methods to treat 

bacterial cellulose, involving acid hydrolysis and electrospinning the fibres prior to melting.. They 

 

 

Figure 5.10: SEM microscopy of PHB and PHB/BC melt blends. 

. 
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concluded that it is possible for bacterial cellulose to be evenly distributed by melt blending but that 

using untreated cellulose nanowhiskers may result in high degradation, and that the fibres may need 

to be treated prior to melting. Their findings are supported by the current findings as the bacterial 

cellulose and PHB were not dry mixed prior to melting, but only mixed in the mini-extruder, indicating 

that melt blending can be used as an effective dispersion method (perhaps even more effectively if the 

materials are mixed prior to melting), if steps are taken to minimise bacterial cellulose degradation. 

5.3.3.2 Mechanical Properties of PHB/BC Melt Blends 

Three point bend tests were completed on PHB and PHB/HS-BC melt blends with 1, 2 and 5 wt% 

cellulose. Despite the degradation, no differences were observed in mechanical properties between 

the samples with and without bacterial cellulose included (data not shown). Impact testing was 

attempted, however there was difficulty in obtaining consistent data, so these results were discarded.  

The findings from melt blending here indicate that this technique of blending could potentially be 

used to form PHB/BC blends. However due to the aggregation and degradation observed, it was 

 

Figure 5.11: The darkening colours of PHB/BC melt blends with increasing concentration of bacterial 
cellulose. 
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determined that this technique was not as appropriate for blending PHB and bacterial cellulose as 

solution blending.  

5.4 Conclusions 

An investigation of two methods for producing PHB/BC composites has been presented in this 

chapter. A fine dispersion of the cellulose phase and improved mechanical properties in the blended 

composite obtained over a PHB matrix were both desirable. Through the investigations of the 

achieved dispersion and mechanical properties, it was found that solution blending was a more 

appropriate technique for producing PHB/BC composites than melt blending.  

Solution blending provided a technique for achieving PHB blended with bacterial cellulose at a range 

of concentrations where the cellulose was well dispersed if the cellulose was sonicated in the solvent 

prior to the dissolution of PHB. An investigation of composites produced with cellulose grown in 

different media revealed that composites with 5 wt% cellulose, with cellulose produced in HS and 

Yamanaka-mannitol media, exhibited improved Young’s modulus values, but no differences in 

ultimate tensile strength and decreases in elongation. The improvement in Young’s modulus was not 

as great for the PHB/Mod-BC composites. It was determined by FTIR and swelling capabilities that the 

Mod-BC composites contained lower amounts of cellulose in the blend, due to a proportion of the 

ground material being made up of bound PHB. A smaller cellulose content in the PHB/Mod-BC 

composites also explains the differences observed in mechanical properties between the blends 

containing HS-BC and Mod-BC. 

By contrast, melt blending of PHB and bacterial cellulose powder did not result in any improvement in 

mechanical properties, and this technique was found to lead to degradation of the materials due to the 

higher processing temperatures required. It may be possible that melt blending could be used to 

develop bacterial cellulose composites, for example, if a higher shear stress and lower temperature 

were used (though care to avoid mechanical degradation must also be considered), but based on the 

outcomes and the investigation presented in this chapter, solution blending was chosen as the best 

method for achieving PHB/BC composites.  
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Examination of the nanostructure of ground bacterial cellulose indicated a loss of nanosized fibrils, 

together with decreased crystallinity. Thus, it appears that ground bacterial cellulose is not the best 

form of bacterial cellulose to use. This is supported by the finding that, even when sonication was 

incorporated in the solution blending process to achieve good dispersion in the composite, no 

substantial increase in mechanical properties was observed in composites containing cellulose 

powder.   

In summary, the solution blending technique which achieves well-blended composites with 

reasonable mechanical properties was selected as the blending technique for further investigation. An 

alternative method for producing solution blends involving cellulose in its fibrillar form dispersed by 

sonication will be presented in the following chapter. The medium Yamanaka-mannitol was chosen to 

be used for further work.  
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6.1 Preface 

Sonication is a method that is commonly used to disperse material in liquid, and has also been 

reported in the literature as dispersing both plant (Cheng et al., 2007; Cheng et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 

2009c; Wang & Cheng, 2009) and bacterial cellulose (Guhados et al., 2005; Saito et al., 2006; Wang & 

Cheng, 2009). Based on the findings in Chapter 5 involving the loss of fibrillar bacterial cellulose 

structures by cryo-grinding, sonication was considered as an alternate method of dispersion. 

Sonication is often carried out in water, however other solvents can also be used. Poly-3-

hydroxybutyrate is not water-soluble; therefore, it would be of benefit to achieve a suspension of 

cellulose fibrils in a solvent capable of dissolving PHB to allow for subsequent blending to take place. 

Sonication was investigated as a process of scissioning fibrils from bacterial cellulose pellicles to 

achieve a suspension of dispersed fibrils that could be then blended with a matrix material.  

Using different solvents for sonication can impact how much material is dispersed as the composition 

of the solvent has an impact on the effectiveness of the sonication process, with volatile solvents being 

less effective (Price et al., 1994). However, based on the advantages of achieving dispersed bacterial 

cellulose in chloroform (the ability to directly dissolve PHB), this solvent is of interest. Using 

sonication as a method of scissioning fibrils directly from cellulose pellicles to obtain a solution of 

dispersed fibrils for blending provides difficulty as the precise weight of dispersed cellulose will be 

unknown. Therefore it is also necessary to consider the weight of the fibrils that can be dispersed by 

such a method. 

The treatment of cellulose prior to its inclusion in composites can cause changes to the material. For 

example, how cellulose is dried can cause changes to the properties of the composite in which it is 

finally blended. This has been seen in different mechanical properties obtained from composites 

where bacterial cellulose was treated differently prior to blending (Juntaro et al., 2012), where the 

cellulose was left in water or subject to a solvent exchange with ethanol before blending. Therefore 

this chapter also aims to examine composites produced using bacterial cellulose from never-dried 

(hydrated), air-dried and swelled (rewetted) states.    
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6.2 Harvesting Fibrils from Bacterial Cellulose Pellicles and 

Subsequent Formation of Biodegradable Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate 

Nanocomposites 

A study was prepared that examined the dry weights of fibrils dispersed in solution achieved by 

sonicating pellicles in different solvents. Following the determination of the weights of the fibrils, 

dispersed fibrils in a chloroform solution were blended with PHB to produce PHB/BC composites, 

which were examined for mechanical properties.  

This paper has been published online in Cellulose and is presented here in its published form. It is 

reproduced here with permission from Springer. 
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Abstract Bacterial cellulose has the potential to be

used as a biodegradable, reinforcing component in

composites due to its high strength and crystallinity.

However it is often problematic to use in this context

as it is difficult to separate its extensively bonded fibril

network. This means it can be difficult for it to be

incorporated as a fine dispersion into a composite and

for the true benefits of the nanofibres to be realised in

terms of physical property improvement in a conven-

tional polymer format such as injection moulding. The

method of sonication (using a range of experimental

conditions) was utilised to harvest fibrils from the

interwoven mesh of the cellulose pellicle, and then

disperse them in different solvents to allow blending

and subsequent casting. The novel step identified in

this process was the sonication harvesting of the

nanofibres undertaken on the highly hydrated as-

received pellicle fresh from the reaction media (not the

dried pellicle which could not be easily separated in

the selected solvent). This unique step of harvesting

directly from the fresh pellicle together with conven-

tional sonication for dispersion in chloroform pro-

duced a bacterial cellulose/poly-3-hydroxybutyrate

nanocomposite which showed excellent nanofibre

dispersion and significant improvement in mechanical

properties.

Keywords Fibres � Nanocomposites � Mechanical

properties � Scanning electron microscopy

Introduction

Bacterial cellulose (BC) is a form of cellulose

produced by the bacterial species Gluconacetobacter

xylinus. It grows as a thick mat, called a pellicle, on the

surface of liquid media (Schramm and Hestrin 1954).

It is made up of an interwoven web of nanosized fibrils

with extensive inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen

bonds, and is very chemically pure (Ross et al. 1991).

Bacterial cellulose is rarely used as a dispersible,

reinforcement material as it is difficult to process due to

its insolubility and low thermal stability. However it has

often been used to develop composites using an

impregnation method (Ashori et al. 2012; Barud et al.

2011; Cai and Kim 2010; Cai and Yang 2011; Cai et al.

2011; Gea et al. 2010; Shah et al. 2013; Ul-Islam et al.

2012; Wan et al. 2006; Yoon et al. 2006), where the

bacterial cellulose pellicle that is grown in static culture

is soaked in a solution containing another material. As

the solution dries, the material coats the surface of the
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bacterial cellulose fibrils or becomes lodged in the

spaces in the three dimensional fibrillar network. Some

composites developed using this method have shown

goodmechanical properties (Barudet al. 2011;Ul-Islam

et al. 2012). This method is advantageous as bacterial

cellulose is difficult to dissolve or process by other

techniques as the web produced is intrinsically inter-

connected (as opposed to a non-woven mesh, such as is

obtained by electro spinning). For bacterial cellulose to

be used as a reinforcing filler material in composites, it

would be necessary to separate and scission the fibrils, to

achieve a homogenous dispersion in order to develop a

composite with good mechanical properties. In the past

few years, there have been a few reports in the literature

on blends produced by dispersing bacterial cellulose for

solution casting, typically with a poly(vinyl alcohol)

(PVA) matrix (Jipa et al. 2012; Kibedi-Szabo et al.

2012;Millon et al. 2009;Stoica-Guzunet al. 2011;Yang

et al. 2012), though there have also reports of solution

blends produced using thermoplastic starch (Woehl

et al. 2010), cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) (Grunert

and Winter 2002) and poly-hydroxyalkanoates (PHA)

(Martı́nez-Sanz et al. 2014). These reports have used a

variety of different methods to disperse the bacterial

cellulose in the matrices. Bacterial cellulose dispersion

in the PVA matrices was achieved by milling the

cellulose to a fine powder and stirring it in solution (Jipa

et al. 2012), by dispersing fibrils grown in a shaking

bioreactor by vigorous stirring (Kibedi-Szabo et al.

2012; Stoica-Guzun et al. 2011) and by homogenizing

the cellulose (Millon et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2012).

These reports focused on the biodegradation of the

composites (Kibedi-Szabo et al. 2012; Stoica-Guzun

et al. 2011) or the antimicrobial properties (Jipa et al.

2012), however there have been reports of improved

mechanical properties in PVA/BC composites over

PVA alone (Millon et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2012).

Homogenizing has been used for dispersing bacterial

cellulose to develop thermoplastic starch/BC compos-

ites by solution blending, and also achieved improved

mechanical properties (Woehl et al. 2010). PHA

composites have been produced by treating the bacterial

cellulose with sulphuric acid to obtain individual

nanowhiskers as the reinforcing material, however no

significant improvements were obtained in the compos-

ites compared to the matrices alone (Martı́nez-Sanz

et al. 2014). Sulfuric acid-treated bacterial cellulosewas

also used as reinforcement in a CAB matrix, and

increased glass transition temperature andmoduluswith

bacterial cellulose nanowhisker contents of up to

10 wt% (Grunert and Winter 2002).

When producing bacterial cellulose composites, it is

necessary to consider not only how to blend the

materials, but also how to treat the cellulose prior to

blending, and the form that the cellulose should be used

in, as different forms can have different properties. For

example, bacterial cellulose can be used in freeze-

dried, air-dried, heat-dried forms, or in a highly

hydrated as-received state where it is retained in

distilled water. It has been demonstrated that bacterial

cellulose dried using different methods exhibits dif-

ferent fibre structures (Juntaro et al. 2012) and it has

also been shown that crystallite sizes differ between

dried and never-dried bacterial cellulose (Fink et al.

1997). The use of different forms of cellulose may

affect the properties of resulting composites.

Sonication has been reported as a technique that can

achieve fibrillation and isolation of cellulose from

various plant sources (Cheng et al. 2007, 2010, 2011a,

b; Wang and Cheng 2009). However, there are very

few reports on using sonication as a method for

separating individual bacterial cellulose fibrils (Gu-

hados et al. 2005). Guhados et al. (2005) was able to

draw out individual fibrils of bacterial cellulose using

sonication, however the individual fibres still

remained attached to the bulk of the original bundles.

To our knowledge sonication of bacterial cellulose in

solvents (without the use of pre or in situ chemical

modification) to harvest individual bacterial cellulose

fibres has not been reported in the literature to date.

In this work we sonicated three types of bacterial

cellulose pellicles in various solvents, in order to

harvest the individual fibrils. As part of the sonication

process, the detached fibres were dispersed in solvents,

including chloroform (capable of dissolving poly-3-

hydroxybutyrate (PHB)), with the aim to develop

biodegradable solution blends using PHB as thematrix

material. The bacterial cellulose pellicles were used in

the highly hydrated, air-dried and rehydrated forms.

Materials and methods

Bacterial strain

A culture of cellulose-producing Gluconacetobacter

xylinus ATCC 53524 was kindly provided by Mike

Gidley, University of Queensland, Australia.
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Materials

PHB was kindly provided by Metabolix. Bacterial

cellulose was produced in Yamanaka-mannitol media

(Ruka et al. 2012) consisting of wt 5 % mannitol,

0.5 % yeast extract, 0.5 % (NH4)2SO4, 0.3 %KH2PO4

and 0.005 % MgSO4�7H2O, with the pH adjusted to

5.0 with HCl or NaOH and autoclaved at 121 °C for

20 min. Cultures were grown in 50 mL media and

were incubated for 7 days at 28 °C under static

conditions. Following incubation periods, the cultures

were shaken vigorously to remove the attached

bacterial cells. Pellicles were removed and rinsed to

remove any residual media. Pellicles were washed

with 0.1 M NaOH at 80 °C for 1 h to remove bacterial

cells, and then washed repeatedly until a neutral pH

was reached. Pellicle films were stored in distilled

water (highly hydrated as-received) until required, or

air dried at room temperature until a constant weight

was achieved.

Swelling

Air-dried pellicle films were weighed to obtain the

initial weight (mdry). Films were then dispersed in

ethanol, distilled water or chloroform for 1 h at room

temperature, and were weighed again to achieve a wet

weight (mwet). Swelling was calculated by the equa-

tion, Swelling ¼
mwetÿmdry

mwet

h i

� 100 (Seifert et al. 2004).

Sonication

Highly hydrated as-received bacterial cellulose films

were removed from distilled water and immersed in

selected solvents, ethanol, distilled water or chloro-

form, for a minimum of 7 days prior to sonication.

Air-dried pellicles were immersed in the selected

solvents for 1 h prior to sonication bacterial cellulose

pellicle films were sonicated in their respective

solvents for 60 min at room temperature with a

Branson Sonifier 250 with an 80 % duty cycle and

an output of 4, with the sonicator probe kept at a

consistent height for all samples. Following this, the

remaining pellicle was removed and the solvent

allowed to completely evaporate in order to determine

the dry weight of the bacterial cellulose harvested

from the pellicle.

Solution blending

Bacterial cellulose pellicles, from both the air-dried

and highly hydrated as-received conditions, were

sonicated in chloroform. The fibrils that were

harvested from the pellicles and remained in the

chloroform were subsequently used in the solution

blending process. The bacterial cellulose content

within the solutions was calculated (from drying

sonicated solutions, five repeats were undertaken and

an average taken). PHB was added to the chloroform

solution containing sonicated fibrils at 2 wt% and

dissolved by mechanical stirring at 80 °C for 3 h

before the blend was sonicated to disperse the

material. The blends were then cast in glass petri

dishes and stored at room temperature to allow the

solvent to evaporate. Neat PHB films were also

produced for comparison.

Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed

using a field-emission Nova NanoSEM 450. Samples

were coated with a platinum coating, and were

examined at 2 kV.

Fourier transform-infra red (FTIR) spectroscopy

Fourier transform-infra red (FTIR) spectroscopy was

performed using a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 Spec-

trometer with an Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR)

cell. Film samples were used for the FTIR measure-

ments. Film samples were either PHB, PHB/BC or BC

Scans ranged between 4,000 and 450 cm-1 wave-

numbers with 64 convolutions. Baselines for each

sample spectrum were normalized using the Spectrum

software.

Tensile properties

Tensile properties were measured on an Instron

universal testing machine (models 5566 and 3366)

and tested in accordance with ASTM D882 (using a

type IV specimen as described in ASTM D638), fitted

with 2.5 and 100 N static load cells, respectively, with

the rate of extension was set to 2 mm/min.
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Results and discussion

Structure of sonicated bacterial cellulose

SEM was used to examine cellulose fibrils after

various treatments. Native (air-dried) pellicles and

pellicles that had been subject to sonication were

mounted on SEM stubs for this purpose. In addition,

solvents in which pellicles were sonicated (and thus

nanofibres detached) were dropped onto silicon chips,

and the solvent was allowed to evaporate (images from

chloroform shown in Fig. 1). SEM of the sonicated

pellicle revealed changes to the cellulose (Fig. 1). The

pellicle itself experienced a change in appearance with

the fibrils appearing to have a more open weave

structure (Fig. 1b). Examination of the solid residue

obtained by evaporating the solvent in which sonica-

tion was performed revealed that fibrils had been

separated from the interwovenmesh of the pellicle and

become dispersed, resulting in a suspension of fibrils

that could be readily imaged in the dried state

(Fig. 1c).

Tischer et al. (2010) previously completed a study

in which they examined the surface of bacterial

cellulose pellicles that were subjected to sonication

in water for different periods of time. They found that

sonication caused changes to the width and height of

the bacterial cellulose fibrils, as well as increases in

surface roughness, crystallite size and crystallinity.

However they did not report the examination of the

water after sonication, and thus it is not clear if any

fibrils were harvested and dispersed. Our findings

support the conclusion that sonication leads to changes

to the surface morphology of the fibrils, but that in

addition fibrils become separated from the pellicle

itself and remain dispersed in the solution. This is

therefore an effective method to cause the separation

of fibrils from the bacterial cellulose network for

further use.

Sonication is also a technique that is widely used to

achieve an even dispersion of materials in solution and

has previously been demonstrated as a method of

obtaining individual cellulose fibres from sources such

as wood, as well as bacteria (Cheng et al. 2007, 2010,

2011a, b; Guhados et al. 2005; Wang and Cheng 2009;

Wong et al. 2009). It is thus worth considering the

efficacy of this technique as a means of dispersing the

bacterial cellulose fibrils in a solution, to allow

subsequent blending with other polymers to take

Fig. 1 SEM images of a bacterial cellulose pellicle before

sonication (a), after sonication (b) and fibrils harvested from a

pellicle by sonication with individual fibrils shown with arrows

(c)
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place. It would also be beneficial for bacterial

cellulose fibrils to be harvested from the pellicle and

suspended in solvents other than water, such as

chloroform. Achieving bacterial cellulose fibrils in

chloroform by completing a solvent exchange on a

hydrated as-received pellicle, and then sonicating that

pellicle to achieve harvested and dispersed fibrils, for

example, would allow the direct, subsequent dissolu-

tion of other polymers such as PHB into that same

solution, and thus assist in the production of fully

biodegradable PHB-cellulose nanocomposites.

Based on the observation that it was possible to

directly harvest fibrils from bacterial cellulose pelli-

cles, we then determined the amount of bacterial

cellulose that could be harvested and dispersed in

solution from the cellulose pellicle, using different

conditions.

Determining the amount of harvested fibrils

in different solvents

Sonication was carried out with pellicles from highly

hydrated as-received and air-dried conditions, which

were sonicated in distilled water, ethanol and chloro-

form to determine the dry weight of the bacterial

cellulose fibrils that could be harvested. The initial wet

weights (highly hydrated as-received), dry weights

and the swelling capabilities of the pellicles were also

considered.

Pellicles were weighed in their initial highly

hydrated as-received state, and their air-dried stated.

It was found that 99 % of their initial highly hydrated

as-received state was due to absorbed water (Table 1).

Air-dried pellicles were then resubmerged in water to

determine when a constant swollen weight could be

achieved.

The air-dried cellulose was found to absorb water

and increase its weight, however it was not able to

subsequently reach the same level of saturation when

re-exposed to water after it had been dried, swelling to

an average of 80 % of its dry weight upon submersion

(Table 1). This finding is supported by Seifert et al.

(2004) who also found that once bacterial cellulose is

dried, it loses its three dimensional porous structure,

its properties differ, and the original water content

cannot be reached (Seifert et al. 2004). The air-dried

pellicles were found to have a smaller increase in

weight when the pellicles were immersed in ethanol

and chloroform over the increase in weight obtained in

water. The air-dried bacterial cellulose fibrils did not

swell when soaked in chloroform, only achieving a ca.

5 % increase in weight, whereas swelling in ethanol

and water caused approximately increases in weight of

16 and 80 %, respectively (Table 1).

Following immersion in the solvents and sonica-

tion, pellicles were removed and the solvent was

allowed to evaporate to measure the dry weight of the

remaining fibrils (Fig. 2). It was found that there were

differences obtained in the weight of harvested fibrils

between the highly hydrated as-received and air-dried

pellicles. Similar amounts of harvested fibrils were

achieved in all solvents from the highly hydrated as-

received pellicles. This is likely due to the undisturbed

three dimensional structure of the highly hydrated as-

received samples. Despite being immersed in their

respective sonication solvents for 7 days prior to

sonication, it is likely that the cellulose remained

swollen with water. Chloroform has a greater density

than water (1.48 over 1.00 g/cm3, respectively), and

Table 1 The weight of pellicles achieved in their original wet

never-dried, air-dried, and swollen states resulting from

immersion in various solvents

Immersion

solvent

Initial wet

weight (g)

Dry weight (g) Swelled

weight (g)

Water 29.77 ± 2.68 0.384 ± 0.048 2.013 ± 0.262

Ethanol 28.64 ± 1.73 0.314 ± 0.016 0.376 ± 0.024

Chloroform 28.44 ± 1.31 0.358 ± 0.024 0.377 ± 0.033

Fig. 2 Weight of dispersed fibrils harvested from hydrated as-

received and air-dried pellicles in a range of solvents by

sonication
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thus water floats on the surface of chloroform. We

have previously noted that when pellicles are grown,

they remain on the surface of the media but can be

easily dislodged and submerged in a solution primarily

composed of water (Ruka et al. 2012), whereas the

highly hydrated as-received pellicles floated on chlo-

roform, and air-dried pellicles can be suspended. The

hypothesis that the highly hydrated as-received pelli-

cles remained swollen with water is supported by both

the observation of small water bubbles on the surface

on the chloroform following sonication, and also of the

tendency of the buoyant, water-filled pellicle to float in

the chloroform solution. Regardless, fibrils became

dispersed from the bacterial cellulose pellicle network

at approximately the same level when sonicated in

ethanol, water and chloroform from these highly

hydrated as-received pellicles.

Differences were observed in the weights of

harvested fibrils achieved from air-dried pellicles

when sonicated in different solvents. Sonication in

ethanol and water gave higher amounts of dispersed

fibrils than the never-dried pellicles, however small

weights of fibrils were dispersed when air-dried

pellicles were sonicated in chloroform.

Based on the differences observed between the

highly hydrated as-received and air-dried pellicles in

chloroform, swelling was considered as a factor

capable of influencing the amount of dispersed fibrils.

As the air-dried pellicle suspended in chloroform only

experienced a small increase in weight, it is likely that

the fibrils remained in a compacted network, rather

than becoming swollen and separated from each other,

whereas the hydrated as-received fibrils retain their

original three-dimensional swollen structure. There-

fore, it was hypothesized that a greater degree of

swelling was necessary to cause fibrils to be separated

from the fibril mesh. In order to investigate this, air-

dried pellicles were swollen in distilled water for 1 h,

and then sonicated in chloroform. However, it was

found that despite the attempt to reintroduce a three

dimensional network to the pellicle by swelling, with

only an average weight of 3.38 ± 2.3 mg dry weight

of fibrils could be harvested, similar to that achieved

from the air-dried pellicles (3.3 ± 1.9 mg). It is likely

that the low weights of harvested fibrils achieved in

chloroform from air-dried pellicles are due to the

chloroform itself, as it has been demonstrated that the

volatility of a solvent can decrease the effectiveness of

the sonication process (Price et al. 1994). As the

weight of the fibrils achieved from sonication in

chloroform from the hydrated as-received cellulose

was comparable to that in water and ethanol, it may be

perhaps that this is due to the inclusion of the high

water content in the cellulose fibrils in this form.

Sonication is an appropriate method to separate

individual bacterial cellulose fibrils from the pellicle

and, although only small amounts of fibrils were

harvested and dispersed by sonication, the amounts

reported here are higher than any other which have

been reported, for example Guhados et al. (2005) who

dispersed only a 3.6 mg piece of bacterial cellulose in

1 mL of water to achieve single fibres for mechanical

testing.

PHB/BC blends and properties

Based on the dry weights of the harvested fibrils

achieved by sonicating highly hydrated as-received

cellulose, PHB/BC blends were produced with the

bacterial cellulose content of 2 wt% (±0.6).

Tensile stress–strain curves illustrate the greatest

improvement in modulus and ultimate tensile strength

occurred from the highly hydrated as-received bacte-

rial cellulose nanocomposites over neat PHB (Fig. 3).

More specifically the PHB nanocomposites which

incorporated 2 wt% highly hydrated as-received bac-

terial cellulose revealed a 43 % increase in tensile

strength, and a 59 % increase in modulus, increasing

Fig. 3 Stress–strain curves obtained from neat PHB and PHB/

BC blends
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from 23 ± 4 to 33 ± 4 MPa, and 1,240 ± 180 to

1,970 ± 30 MPa, respectively (Fig. 4). No significant

detrimental effects were observed in elongation under

these conditions despite the increases in tensile

strength and modulus. These increases in tensile

strength and modulus were not observed, however,

in composites with the air-dried and swollen fibrils,

with decreases in mechanical properties with tensile

strength observed with values of 9 ± 2 and

15 ± 4 MPa, and modulus values of 530 ± 40 and

850 ± 130 MPa, respectively. SEM examination of

the cross-sections of fractured PHB and PHB/BC

(with highly hydrated cellulose) is presented in Fig. 5.

This clearly demonstrates dispersed bacterial cellulose

nanofibres, with individual fibrils visible in the blend.

The interactions between cellulose fibres and the PHB

were also investigated using FTIR (see Fig. 6). PHB

has three major characteristic peaks due to crystallin-

ity at 1,185, 1,228 and 1,279 cm-1, in particular the

peak at 1,185 cm-1 has been used previously to

calculate the crystallinity index for PHBwhen taken as

a ratio with the peak at 1,385 cm-1, which is known to

be insensitive to the degree of crystallinity (Rand-

riamahefa et al. 2003). The crystallinity index was

found to increase moderately with the incorporation of

2 wt% BC for all three composites, indicating that the

BC fibres could act as nucleating sites within the PHB

matrix (see Table 2). However, due to the low

concentration of BC in the composites no major peak

shifts due to interaction between the PHB and the BC

have been observed in the spectra of the composites

with many of the more dominant peaks from the BC

occurring in similar peak positions to PHB. Perhaps

one of the more dominant series of peaks [due to the

carbonyl group of the bacterial cellulose (Ruka et al.

2012)] is observed as a large should on the broad peak

at 1,045 cm-1 between 1,000 and 1,030 cm-1 in all

three composites.

The mechanical properties observed here support

the use of sonication as a method of harvesting and

dispersion to achieve PHB/BC blends when the

cellulose is used in a highly hydrated as-received

state. Other authors such as Martı́nez-Sanz et al.

(2014) have shown good dispersion of cellulose fibres

Fig. 4 Tensile properties of

neat PHB and PHB/BC

blends

Fig. 5 SEM images of the cross-sections of fractured PHB (a) and PHB/BC blend (b)
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in PHA solution blends (using chloroform as a

solvent). However, Martı́nez-Sanz et al. (2014) did

not observe improvements in mechanical properties at

either 1 or 3 wt% fibre loading It must also be noted

that in the work by Martı́nez-Sanz et al. (2014)

bacterial cellulose nanowhiskers were used (rather

than native bacterial cellulose fibres as in our work).

The observation that bacterial cellulose fibrils are

unable to re-absorb the high levels of water originally

present following cultivation (Seifert et al. 2004)

indicates that drying this material leads to a change in

the fibrils. This is supported by the differences

previously determined between the fibrils in different

forms, for example, different crystallite sizes (Fink

et al. 1997). Therefore, it is also likely that fibrils in the

different forms exhibit different mechanical proper-

ties, and once dried the fibrils cannot reach the same

levels even following swelling, as demonstrated by the

superior mechanical properties of composites contain-

ing never-dried fibrils, but poor properties from air-

dried fibrils. It may also be possible that the adhesions

between the dried fibrils and the matrices were poor, as

the inclusion of air-dried fibrils in a PHB matrix

actually caused a decrease in mechanical properties.

Sonication has previously been reported as a

method used for dispersing plant cellulose (not

bacterial cellulose as shown in our work) in order to

produce PVA/cellulose composites (Cheng et al. 2007,

2009). Cheng et al. (2009) isolated cellulose fibrils by

sonication, obtaining micro and nanoscale fibrils, and

then separated the fibrils by size using centrifugation.

These authors produced composites using regenerated

cellulose consisting of a mixture of fibrils sizes (nano

and micro), as well as the small fibrils obtained by

centrifugation. They found increased mechanical

properties in composites with both reinforcements,

but that superior properties were obtained from

composites reinforced with the small fibrils, with

improved tensile strength and modulus (Cheng et al.

2009). Bacterial cellulose consists of naturally nano-

sized fibrils. As such, it may be that bacterial cellulose

confers improved mechanical properties with only a

small content due to the size of its fibrils, an advantage

in using bacterial cellulose compared to micro-sized

plant cellulose fibres.

These experiments indicate that it is possible to

harvest and disperse bacterial cellulose fibrils in

solution directly from the pellicle. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first report of achieving

dispersed bacterial cellulose fibrils in solvents (other

than water) for blending and casting. Developing a

method to achieve increased amounts of individual

never-dried fibrils in different solvents would thus be

of much benefit. Sonication in different solvents for

biodegradable solution blends should therefore be

further investigated with other potential matrices.

Conclusion

In this work it has been shown that individual bacterial

cellulose fibrils can be produced via the sonication of

bacterial cellulose pellicles under defined conditions

and in selected solvents. The yield of bacterial

cellulose fibrils harvested from the highly hydrated

as-received pellicle state was typically 2 wt% ± 0.6

in solution, the high aspect ratio of the individual

fibrils led to a significant improvement in yield

strength and modulus properties when they were

formed into a PHB composites (compared to the neat

PHB matrix). The yield strength increase by 43 %

Fig. 6 FTIR spectra of PHB, BC and the resulting composites

Table 2 Crystallinity index values for PHB and PHB com-

posites measured from FTIR data

Sample Crystallinity

Index

PHB 0.37

PHB/BC never dried 0.38

PHB/BC air dried 0.38

PHB/BC swollen 0.42
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(from 23 ± 4 to 33 ± 4 MPa) and the modulus

increased by 59 % (from 1,240 ± 180 to

1,970 ± 30 MPa). This supports the hypothesis that

bacterial cellulose fibrils could be an appropriate

reinforcement material, using sonication as a novel

method to achieve harvesting from the pellicle, as well

as solution blending and casting in different solvents,

leading to a good dispersion of the cellulose fibrils in

the matrix, resulting in improvement in mechanical

properties in the nanocomposite.
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6.3 Conclusions 

Sonicating bacterial cellulose in solvents allowed individual fibrils to be obtained with the fibrils 

suspended in liquid. Completing this dispersion in chloroform allowed PHB to be directed dissolved 

and blended with the suspended fibrils. PHB/BC solution blends produced in this way had improved 

mechanical properties compared with the PHB matrix alone when bacterial cellulose was in a 

hydrated never-dried state. In addition, these superior mechanical properties were observed in a 

composite with only a small cellulose content. This indicates that solution blending can be used to 

disperse and blend bacterial cellulose with biodegradable materials such as PHB to produce 

composites with improved properties.  
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7.1 Preface 

Traditional plastics may have good properties but they are also resistant to microbial attack, which 

means they do not break down after disposal. These types of materials can be disposed of in landfill, 

by incineration or by recycling. Incineration can cause problems with produced pollutants, and landfill 

space is limited. In addition, due to their persistence in the environment, disposal of these types of 

materials can cause problems with litter, which can cause dangers to wildlife. Therefore it would be of 

benefit to produce materials that could break down after disposal to replace these types of materials.  

Biodegradation is the process by which materials are broken down by microbes into carbon dioxide 

and water. Once broken down, these molecules can be utilised as nutrients by the degrading microbes 

(Lucas et al., 2008). This process is sustainable as it can be a cyclic process in which materials are 

produced and then broken down in order to be re-absorbed for the process to begin again. Poly-3-

hydroxybutyrate and bacterial cellulose are such materials, being produced naturally in the 

environment by microbes for the purposes of nutrient storage, and attachment, colonisation and 

protection, respectively (Braunegg et al., 1998; Williams & Cannon, 1989). These materials can be 

broken down in soil and used for microbial cell growth.  

PHB is known to be capable of breaking down in soil, and also in other environments such as seawater 

(Mergaert et al., 1992), but it is stable in air as it needs a microbial population to achieve degradation. 

However, there are conflicting reports on how long this material takes to degrade. There is even less 

information on the degradation rate of bacterial cellulose, which has only been reported to degrade as 

part of composites in a small number of publications (Kibédi-Szabó et al., 2012; Stoica-Guzun et al., 

2011; Wan et al., 2009). To the author’s knowledge, PHB and bacterial cellulose in a composite has not 

been investigated in terms of its degradation rate.  

There are a number of different ways that the degradation of materials can be investigated, and a 

number of different environments in which this can occur. For example, materials can have 

degradation measured by weight loss, or by carbon dioxide production, and can be placed in 

environments such as soil, compost, activated sludge (Shah et al., 2008). In addition, these types of 
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materials can be applied to biomedical applications, so environments that mimic the body in order to 

determine the rate of degradation of implants could also be investigated.  

Based on the focus of this work, a composting environment was selected as the biodegradation 

medium. Composting is a process that can be done by people in their own backyards (though 

backyard compost bins do not typically reach the temperatures, and therefore degradation rates, that 

commercial composting can), and as such, is a method that can easily be applied to real world 

applications. Other disposal situations may be of interest, such as in seawater, or even in landfill, 

however it is likely that composting will be the most efficient form of degradation for biodegradable 

materials in the near future.  
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7.2 Biodegradability of Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate/Bacterial Cellulose 

Composites Under Aerobic Conditions – Measured via Evolution of 

Carbon Dioxide, Spectroscopic and Diffraction Methods  

The paper presented here sought to produce large amounts of PHB/BC solution blend to examine the 

rate of biodegradation for the composite and neat materials. Though PHB/BC blends with ground 

cellulose did not show improved mechanical properties (Chapter 5), this form of composite was 

produced to allow the production of large amounts of composite to be achieved to examine the 

biodegradability of this material. 
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Abstract  

Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) and bacterial cellulose (BC) are both natural polymeric materials that 

have the potential to replace traditional, non-renewable polymers. In particular, the nanofibrillar form 

of bacterial cellulose makes it an effective reinforcement for PHB. Neat PHB, bacterial cellulose and a 

composite of PHB/BC produced with 10 wt% cellulose were composted under accelerated aerobic 

test conditions, with biodegradability measured by the carbon dioxide evolution method, in 

conjunction with spectroscopic and diffraction methods to assess crystallinity changes during the 

biodegradation process. It was found that the PHB/BC composite biodegraded at a greater rate and 

extent than that of PHB alone, reaching 80% degradation after 30 days, whereas PHB did not reach 

this level of degradation until close to 50 days of composting. The relative crystallinity of PHB and 

PHB in the PHB/BC composite was found to increase in the initial weeks of degradation, with 

degradation occurring primarily in the amorphous region of the material and some recrystallisation of 

the amorphous PHB fragments occurring contributing to a higher crystallinity index. Small angle X-ray 

scattering indicates that the change in PHB crystallinity is accompanied by a change in morphology of 
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semi-crystalline lamellae. The increased rate of biodegradability suggests that these materials could 

be applicable to single-use applications, and could rapidly biodegrade in compost on disposal. 

 

Keywords 

Bacterial cellulose, poly-3-hydroxybutyrate, biodegradability, solution blending 

 
Introduction 

An increasing awareness of environmental issues relating to the production and disposal of 

traditional polymers has brought natural materials into the spotlight. It may be possible that 

eventually natural polymers could replace traditional plastics in some markets. Natural materials are 

also often considered for biomedical applications for purposes such as implants or scaffolds that 

would degrade naturally in the body. Ideally, natural biodegradable materials may be developed for 

packaging material, as this comprises a significant proportion of the plastics market and degradability 

would be desirable as a waste-reduction option, as well as being advantageous if the packing becomes 

litter and is carried out to sea. These types of materials would be quite stable on the shelf, but could be 

degraded in compost or other environments after disposal. Based on this, it is important to investigate 

how long it would take these materials to degrade in conditions that are relevant to real world 

situations. 

Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) has been proposed as a material that could replace traditional plastics, 

as it has similar properties to polypropylene in terms of its melting temperature and tensile strength 

(Holmes, 1985; King, 1982). Typically the morphology PHB is organised hierarchically, with two 

important length-scales: alternating layers of crystalline and amorphous polymer organised in 

partially ordered lamellae (of the order nm), the lamellar are then organised into much larger 

spherulites. The size of both structures are highly dependent on the processing conditions (Owen & 

Bergmann, 2004; Xie et al., 2008). By comparison, bacterial cellulose possesses a high crystallinity and 

modulus (Eichhorn et al., 2010), and it is composed of nanosized fibrils. Given this morphology, it has 
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potential to be the reinforcing phase in composites, including those where the matrix is itself 

biodegradable. Since both these materials are produced by soil bacteria, they can be used by microbes 

present in the natural environments as nutrients and completely broken down into carbon dioxide 

and water. Therefore, blends of these materials are also expected to be completely mineralised when 

exposed to natural microbial flora, but this needs to be demonstrated experimentally. 

There are a number of different methods used to determine the degree and rate at which materials 

biodegrade (Shah et al., 2008). For example, samples can be exposed to degrading enzymes or 

microbes in laboratory culture, or biodegraded by being submerged in soil, activated sludge or 

compost. There are also a number of metrics that can be obtained from such experiments to quantify 

and assess the rate and extent of biodegradation. The loss of weight of materials is commonly used, 

however this method can be problematic, as degrading materials can absorb moisture which alters 

their weight, or the materials could disintegrate into smaller fragments, causing difficulty in 

recovering the materials to determine the weight loss. Materials can also be examined for visual 

changes; fragmentation, with an observed loss of material confirming that degradation has taken 

place, although this is only a qualitative measure. The materials can also be examined for mechanical 

properties before and after degradation, but this too does not give a direct measure of the 

biodegradation or the rate of biodegradation, but rather simply provides evidence that degradation 

has taken place. The measurement of carbon dioxide production or oxygen consumption under 

aerobic conditions, however, provides a quantitative measure of degradation. The use of such 

respirometric data can allow the calculation of the degree and rate of biodegradation during aerobic 

composting process itself, which is very convenient. 

There have been several reports of the biodegradation of composites that contained bacterial 

cellulose (Kibédi-Szabó et al., 2012; Stoica-Guzun et al., 2011; Wan et al., 2009). A starch/BC 

composite had degradation measured by determining the weight loss after soil burial and it was found 

that composites achieved 69% degradation within 3 weeks of burial (Wan et al., 2009). Bacterial 

cellulose contents and choice of culture medium were found to influence degradation of poly(vinyl 
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alcohol) (PVA)/BC composites when exposed to a single fungal strain in laboratory culture (Stoica-

Guzun et al., 2011). As demonstrated by the differences in changing degradation rates with the 

inclusion of bacterial cellulose in composites, the rate of degradation of composites will be dependent 

on the matrix material used. 

The degradation of PHB has been reported in the literature, with highly variable results. For example, 

0.3 – 0.4 mm films of PHB were found to degrade in compost in 30 days (Savenkova et al., 2000), 

whereas injection-moulded dogbones were found to retain 96% of its initial weight after 151 days in 

compost (Mergaert et al., 1992). It has been found that the degradation rate of PHB composites is 

dependent of the type of material in the blends (Savenkova et al., 2000). 

It must be noted that with all these previous studies weight loss has been the primary method for 

measuring biodegradation, but as discussed previously this method can be problematic due to 

moisture absorption and difficultly recovering the material to determine the weight loss. 

There are a number of factors that can affect the rate of degradation. For example, nutrient supply, 

temperature, pH and moisture level can all change the rate of degradation, as can the microbial 

population and the surface area of the polymer (Byrom, 1993), which need to be kept consistent when 

comparing the degradation rate between samples. When a composite degrades, the rate of 

degradation will initially be influenced by the most biodegradable phase, which will come under 

microbial attack first. As a result, the composite will break down, providing more exposed surface 

area for the remaining biodegradable component of the composite to come under microbial attack 

(Shah et al., 2008). 

Based on the potential for PHB and bacterial cellulose to be used to develop biodegradable 

composites, we produced composites of these two materials and measured the biodegradation using 

the precise method of evolution of carbon dioxide in conjunction with spectroscopic and diffraction 

methods to understand the changes in morphology occurring during the biodegradation process. 
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Experimental 

Bacterial Strain 

A culture of bacterial cellulose-producing Gluconacetobacter xylinus ATCC 53524 was kindly provided 

by Mike Gidley, University of Queensland, Australia. 

Materials 

PHB was purchased from Nango Tianan Biologic Material. We produced bacterial cellulose in 

Yamanaka-mannitol media (Ruka et al., 2012) consisting of 5 wt% mannitol, 0.5 wt% yeast extract, 0.5 

wt% (NH4)2SO4, 0.3 wt% KH2PO4 and 0.005 wt% MgSO4.7H2O, with the pH of media adjusted to 5.0 

with HCl or NaOH and autoclaved at 121° C for 20 minutes. Cultures were grown in 600 mL media and 

were incubated for 7 days at 28° C under static conditions. Following incubation periods, pellicles 

were removed, rinsed to remove any residual media, and washed with 0.1 M NaOH at 80° C for 1 hour 

to remove bacterial cells. They were further repeatedly washed until a neutral pH was achieved, and 

the pellicles were dried at room temperature to constant weight. The pellicles were subsequently 

cryogenically ground to a fine powder using a SPEX SamplePrep Freezer/mill 6870. 

Solution Blending and Casting 

Bacterial cellulose powder was sonicated in chloroform at room temperature for 60 minutes. PHB was 

added to the cellulose/chloroform solution at 5 wt% and dissolved by mechanical stirring at 80° C for 

3 hours. The blend was briefly sonicated, cast in glass petri dishes and stored at room temperature to 

allow the solvent to evaporate, producing films with thicknesses of approximately 20 μm.  

Biodegradation 

Films of neat PHB and PHB/BC with a bacterial cellulose content of 10 wt% were produced for 

biodegradation studies. Experiments were set up according to the Australian Standard AS 14855, 

using National Accredited Testing Authority (NATA) biodegradation facilities at CSIRO. The test 

specimens were cut into pieces no larger than 2 × 2 cm2, according to the standard, and were exposed 

to aerobic composting conditions with a continuous supply of airflow provided to each composting 

vessel, temperature of 58±2° C and moisture 50 – 55% using an in-house built respirometer unit. Each 
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3 L bioreactor vessel contained 300 g compost and 50 g of the respective material, both on a dry 

weight equivalent. Microcrystalline cellulose powder (MCC) (20 microns, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as 

a positive reference during the biodegradation tests, and blank compost was kept in the same 

conditions to determine the amount of carbon dioxide given off by the compost alone. Neat bacterial 

cellulose powder was also examined in this way. 

The theoretical amount of carbon dioxide (THCO2), in grams per bioreactor, was calculated by: 

THCO2 = MTOT × CTOT ×
44

12
 

where, MTOT is the total dry solids (in grams) in the test material at the start of the test; CTOT is the 

proportion of total organic carbon in the total dry solids of the test material (in grams per 100 grams); 

44 and 12 are the molecular mass of carbon dioxide and the atomic mass of carbon, respectively. 

Percentage biodegradation (Dt ) was determined by: 

𝐷𝑡 =
(CO2)T − (CO2)B

THCO2
× 100 

where, (CO2)T is the cumulative amount of carbon dioxide evolved in each bioreactor containing test 

material (in grams per bioreactor); (CO2)B is the mean cumulative amount of carbon dioxide evolved 

in the blank vessel (in grams per bioreactor). 

Following this, the cumulative amount of carbon dioxide evolved as a function of time was determined 

and graphed, with the test terminated after 60 days. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed under high vacuum using a field emission Philips 

XL30, with samples coated with iridium and viewed at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. 
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Fourier Transform – Infra Red 

Fourier transform – infra red (FTIR) spectroscopy was performed using a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 

Spectrometer with an Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) cell. Film samples were used for the FTIR 

measurements. Film samples were either the baseline PHB, PHB/BC or the fragments of the degraded 

samples removed from the compost (composted samples were washed is distilled water to remove 

compost materials and air-dried overnight prior scanning). Scans ranged between 4000 and 450 cm-1 

wavenumbers with 64 convolutions. Baselines for each sample spectrum were normalised using the 

Spectrum software. 

X-ray Diffractometry 

A Bruker D8 Advance X-ray Diffractometer with CuKα radiation (40 kV, 40 mA) equipped with a 

LynxEye silicon strip detector was employed to determine the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns. Each 

sample was scanned over the 2θ range 2 to 40 with a step size of 0.02 and a count time of 0.8 

seconds per step. 

Analyses were performed on the collected XRD data for each sample using the Bruker XRD search 

match program EVA™. The samples were washed in distilled water to remove compost materials and 

air-dried overnight. 

Small Angle X-ray Scattering 

Transmission small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) patterns were acquired on the two-dimensional 

detector of a Bruker Nanostar operating on a rotating anode CuK alpha source for an acquisition 

time of 2 hours. Operational details of the instrument are found at the website: 

(http://www.ansto.gov.au/ResearchHub/Bragg/Facilities/Instruments/SAXS/BrukerSAXS/index.ht

m). The resulting 2-D scattering patterns were radial symmetric. The patterns were converted to the 

1-d intensity versus q, the scattering vector defined by:  

 
2

sin
4 



q  
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where λ is the wavelength of the incident radiation (1.54 Å) and is the scattering angle using the 

program Fit2D (Hammersley, 1998). The transformation involves radial average around beam centre, 

using a scattering geometry which is defined by a distance of 72.35 cm from sample to the detector 

and a detector consisting of 2048 × 2048 pixels 68 μm2. Pixels around the beam stop and at the 

detector edges were masked out of the calculation to give an effective q-range of 0.01 to 0.45 Å-1. 

Results and Discussion 

Observations of Films Degraded Over Time 

Neat PHB films and bacterial cellulose powder, along with PHB/BC blends, were incubated in the 

compost to determine how long these materials take to biodegrade, and if the inclusion of the 

bacterial cellulose phase in this composite would increase or decrease degradation time. 

Biodegradation was determined by quantifying carbon dioxide produced during the experiment, 

compared to the total carbon content of materials and blank compost. 

After 1 week of composting, PHB and PHB/BC films were observed to still be intact, whereas the 

compost in the bioreactor containing the neat bacterial cellulose powder was covered with white 

mycelium indicating fungal growth (Figure 7.1). This indicates that bacterial cellulose is capable of 

biodegrading rapidly. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Samples in compost after 1 week: (a) neat PHB film (b) Neat BC powder covered with fungal 
growth. 
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After 2 weeks of biodegradation, it was apparent (by visual observation) that the PHB/BC films were 

breaking down more rapidly than the neat PHB films (Figure 7.2). At 3 weeks, much of the neat PHB 

films remained as large pieces; however there were only a few of the large pieces of the PHB/BC blend 

visible, as most of them had disintegrated into extremely small fragments. This was also apparent at 4 

weeks, when there was very little visible film of PHB/BC composite left, whereas relatively large PHB 

film pieces persisted, along with many smaller fragments. After 6 weeks, most of the PHB films had 

broken down, still leaving a few large, visible pieces (Figure 7.2). 

Film samples were removed each week from the compost for examination by SEM. It was observed 

that the films degraded over time showing distinct holes and cracks in the films (Figure 7.3). The 

PHB/BC showed degradation at 1 week, with many small holes and cracks, whereas this was not seen 

in the PHB film until the second week of degradation. Both films showed higher biodegradability after 

3 weeks of composting. 

At 4 weeks, the PHB/BC films had degraded to an extent that a sample could not be collected for SEM, 

and the PHB film continued to degrade further (data not shown). This further demonstrates the 

increased rate of biodegradation in the films containing the bacterial cellulose phase. 

Aerobic Biodegradation 

The amount of CO2 produced from the bioreactors containing blank compost and compost with test 

samples was determined and values were expressed as means with standard deviations (Figure 7.4). 

The biodegradation of bacterial cellulose alone was unable to be repeated due to a limited amount of 

sample and therefore does not contain any standard deviation values. The cumulative CO2 produced 

by the blank samples was relatively low and increased gradually during the test. In comparison, 

compost with test samples produced higher cumulative CO2 levels during the initial 10 – 20 days, 

although after this time the amount of CO2 being produced decreased and remained at low levels for 

the remainder of the test period (Figure 7.4). These results indicate that the test materials in the 

compost were actively metabolised by the microbes present, without a lag phase, producing high 

amounts of CO2 from the time that they were first exposed to the compost (Dean et al., 2013). 
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Figure 7.2: Degradation of PHB and PHB/BC films in compost over time. 
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Figure 7.3: SEM of PHB and PHB/BC films during aerobic composting. 
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Moreover, neat bacterial cellulose produced relatively lower cumulative CO2, when compared to the 

microcrystalline cellulose, however its rate of CO2 evolution was more rapid by comparison than MCC  

in the initial days of composting. The PHB/BC film produced similar amounts of CO2 as the neat 

microcrystalline cellulose during initial 10 days, thereafter the PHB/BC film produced significantly 

higher amounts of CO2 as compared to MCC. PHB films also produced higher cumulative CO2 overall as 

compared to MCC, however the values were relatively lower than PHB/BC (Figure 7.4). 

The percentage biodegradation determined from the cumulative carbon dioxide is shown in Figure 

7.5, with the gradient of each curve at a given time relating to the rate at which the samples degraded. 

As noted above, bacterial cellulose degraded at a very fast rate, indicating that its presence in 

biodegradable composites may encourage overall degradation to occur quickly. This was 

demonstrated by the rate of degradation shown by the PHB and PHB/BC films, with the PHB/BC films 

experiencing a faster degradation than PHB alone, as seen by an increase in the initial gradient, 

supporting the visual observations made of the films in the compost (Figure 7.2). In addition to their 

 

Figure 7.4: Cumulative levels of carbon dioxide evolved from bioreactors during composting. 
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rapid biodegradation, the inclusion of bacterial cellulose fibres within a PHB matrix could also act as 

nucleation sites for biodegradation of the PHB itself, in effect opening up the structure and exposing 

more PHB surface to the biodegradation process. 

When determining the degree of biodegradation, it is likely that full degradation will never be reached 

in this experiment, as a certain amount of carbon will be converted into microbial biomass and other 

natural products, as well as into the compost itself (Shah et al., 2008). However, it is apparent from 

the plateau in the production of CO2 (Figure 7.4) and the plateau in the degree of biodegradation 

shown here (Figure 7.5) that degradation, and subsequently CO2 production, was essentially complete. 

Due to the fast rate of degradation of neat bacterial cellulose and the potential for bacterial cellulose 

to act as a nucleation site for biodegradation, the PHB/BC films degraded faster than the PHB films, 

likely to be due to the cellulose phase being the first point of microbial attack and allowing greater 

 

Figure 7.5: Calculated degree of biodegradation of test materials during aerobic composting. 
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surface area for attack on PHB phase. PHB is stable in air, and is resistant to moisture, requiring 

exposure to specific environmental conditions and microbes for degradation (Luzier, 1992). As such, 

it has a potential to be used for packaging as it would remain stable for a period of application but 

degrade quickly in compost. Its degradation capability can be further enhanced if used in a blend with 

bacterial cellulose. 

Structural Examination of Films Degraded Over Time 

Samples were taken at weekly intervals and examined by FTIR. FTIR analysis (Table 7.1) revealed the 

usual peaks presented by FTIR of PHB, including peaks in the 1724 cm-1 region, representative on C=O 

bonding, and peaks from 1185 cm-1, representing C ̶ O ̶ C bonding (Figure 7.6) (Randriamahefa et al., 

2003). Peaks relating to bacterial cellulose could not be determined due similarities in peaks with 

PHB (Table 7.1), with most peaks relating to the matrix material due to its higher content in the blend. 

The 1185 cm-1 peak, representative of crystalline PHB, was found to increase as degradation occurred. 

Peaks present at 1185, 1228 and 1279 cm-1 are representative of crystallinity, with the 1185 cm-1 

peak previously used to determine the crystallinity index of PHB (Randriamahefa et al., 2003). The 

crystallinity index was therefore calculated as a result of the ratio of the peak at this position and the 

peak at 1385 cm-1, which is known to be insensitive to the degree of crystallinity (Randriamahefa et 

al., 2003). These crystallinity indexes are presented in Table 7.2. A crystallinity index of 0.40 and 0.39 

was determined for the PHB and PHB/BC, respectively, prior to degradation. 

Table 7.1: Positions of some peaks given by FTIR and XRD analysis for PHB and bacterial cellulose. 

 FTIR 

wavelength 

(cm-1) 

References 
XRD  

(2ϴ⁰) 
References 

 C=O C-O-C  020 1-10 110 021 121 200  

PHB 1724 1185 
(Randriamahefa 

et al., 2003) 
13.5 - 16.8 20.3 25.4 30.5 

(Owen et al., 

1992) 

           

BC 
984-

1106 
1160 

(Kačuráková et 

al., 2002; 

Maréchal & 

Chanzy, 2000) 

- 14.8 17.5 - - 22.6 
(Ruka et al., 

2012) 
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Following degradation, the crystallinity index increased up to 0.58 and 0.60 at 2 weeks 

biodegradation for the neat material and the composite, respectively. Beyond 2 weeks the samples 

continued to degrade, the PHB showing a decrease in crystallinity and no data being available for the 

PHB/BC as it was degraded beyond the point of sampling at this time. Some variability in sampling is 

inevitable using this method due to variation in compost coverage across the sample, to minimise this 

effect, large sample collection and multiple sampling was used. The crystallinity indexes obtained here 

suggest that PHB and PHB in the PHB/BC blend become more crystalline as they degrade. This 

indicates that the amorphous region of the material is degraded first, only achieving a loss in 

crystallinity after significant degradation has taken place. 

 
 

 

Table 7.2: Crystallinity index values given from FTIR data for degraded films. 

Film Composting 

Time  

(weeks) 

Crystallinity 

Index 

 Film Composting 

Time  

(weeks) 

Crystallinity 

Index 

PHB 0 0.40  PHB/BC 0 0.39 

 1 0.45   1 0.41 

 2 0.58   2 0.60 

 3 0.40   N/A - 

 

 

Figure 7.6: FTIR curves given by degrading PHB and PHB/BC films. 
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XRD patterns of semi-crystalline polymers are the linear sum of the contributions from amorphous 

and crystalline regions (Riello et al., 1995). Peak widths are indicative of crystallite dimensions in the 

direction normal to the crystallographic axis (Garvey et al., 2005). In this case, all patterns consist of 

relatively broad diffraction peaks superimposed on the much broader halo of the amorphous PHB 

(Figure 7.7). The XRD of the degrading films revealed a clear increase in crystallinity with degradation 

of the PHB film, demonstrated by the relative increase in the crystalline (020) peak (2 = 13.5°) 

(Figure 7.7, Table 7.2). Increases in relative intensity of all major crystalline peaks were observed up 

to 2 weeks composting time. It also appears that some of the diffraction peaks, particularly the (020) 

which is clearly resolved, become sharper. Given that the peak width is inversely proportional to the 

width of the peak at half height (Garvey et al., 2005), this change in shape is indicative of some 

recrystallization process. As the time of composting increases, the contribution of the amorphous 

phase to the scattering pattern again increases.  

For the PHB/BC film, a similar highly resolved peak was observed, at 2 = 13.5°, corresponding to the 

(020) peak of PHB. Other major peaks for PHB ((110), (021), (121) and (200)) were also observed 

and typically increased in relative intensity in the initial period of biodegradation. In the PHB/BC film 

at 2 = 23°, an additional peak was observed corresponding to the (200) peak of bacterial cellulose I. 

This peak also increased in intensity throughout the biodegradation process, this possibly reflective of 

 

 

Figure 7.7: XRD peaks given by PHB and PHB/BC films with varying times and degrees of degradation. 
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the relative resistance of the bacterial cellulose to degradation, or increased crystallinity in the 

reinforcing phase. As amorphous PHB is degraded, bacterial cellulose becomes a more crystalline 

fraction of the remaining material.  Bacterial cellulose is known to have three main crystalline peaks, 

the strongest being present at 2 = 22.6° (corresponding to the (200) peak) (Table 7.2) (Ruka et al., 

2012). Additional peaks that are typically observed in bacterial cellulose (Table 7.2) were not clearly 

visible due to the dominance of the PHB phase.   

Due to the nature of the samples in their degraded states, it was not possible to get an accurate 

quantitative measure of crystallinity from the XRD measurements, due in part to the crystalline peak 

width variation during biodegradation (increases of 0.13 and 0.08° 2 for the (002) peak were 

observed in PHB and PHB/BC respectively) and the inability to capture the low angle data accurately 

(due to low sample amounts extracted from the compost). Owen et al. (1992) have discussed peak 

broadening in crystallisation and melting behaviour studies of PHB where they observed increased 

crystalline peak resolution and peak broadening and suggested that this could be due to improved 

ordering in the crystalline domain and a larger crystallite size. We observe there appears to be a 

similar effect in the early stages of biodegradation of PHB and PHB/BC. Despite the issues with XRD 

measurements, a qualitative increase in crystallinity could be observed (see Figure 7.7). FTIR 

(quantitatively) and XRD (qualitatively) clearly show an increase in crystallinity; this is similar to 

increases in crystallinity previously observed during the biodegradation of poly(lactic acid) (PLA)-

lignocellulose composite films (Way et al., 2012), with increased crystallinity measured throughout 

biodegradation until the material loses most of its structural integrity. Way et al. (2012) determined 

that this increase and subsequent decrease in the crystallinity in PLA composites may not only be due 

to the preferential hydrolysis of amorphous regions, but also the ability of polymer chain alignment to 

occur from composting at high temperatures and loss in molecular weight caused by degradation. It 

was found that after 28 – 35 days, crystallinity decreased due to the breakdown of the PLA in the 

samples (Way et al., 2012). It is likely that after the initial increase in crystallinity observed here with 

PHB and PHB/BC composites, the crystallinity would decrease due to the disintegration of these films, 

however the films were unable to be examined further after disintegration. The increase in 
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crystallinity from degradation is inconsistent, however, with findings in the PHB-poly-3-

hydroxyvalerate copolymer, PHBV, which was found to have the same crystallinity before degradation 

and after degrading in soil for 15 days, concluding that degradation occurred in both the crystalline 

and amorphous regions (Gonçalves et al., 2009). However, crystallinity was only determined at 0 and 

15 days of degradation, so it is difficult to make a determination on which phase degraded first. It has 

previously been demonstrated that degradation can occur faster in soil than in compost (Dean et al., 

2013), so it may be that the PHBV samples degraded faster than the PHB degraded here in compost, as 

it was reported that the PHBV was completed degraded after 30 days (Gonçalves et al., 2009). Here, 

the PHB/BC composites were found to be degraded to 80% at 30 days, whereas this level of 

degradation was not achieved in the PHB films until 48 days of composting. 

Based on the findings here, it is likely that degradation initially occurs in the amorphous region of the 

PHB. The increased rate of biodegradation in the PHB/BC composite suggests that it is the bacterial 

cellulose phase degrading first, due to its high rate of degradation, with the PHB being quickly 

degraded after this time, having an increased surface area due to the cellulose degradation.  

SAXS measurements were made from within each sample from pieces of film selected from within the 

overall sample. There was not a significant difference in the scattering curves apart from a constant 

scattering factor which is consistent with samples of varying thickness but similar nano-structural 

structural attributes (Glatter & Kratky, 1982). Figure 7.8 shows the typical SAXS curves for the 

PHB/BC and PHB samples. All the curves consist of a decay with one or two small peaks 

superimposed. At the higher values of q the scattered intensity gradually increases again as the 

features associated with wide angle X-ray scattering (diffraction) are encountered. For the older 

samples, the peaks/features become less well defined and may contain several very broad peaks. This 

general form of a SAXS curve is typical of a semi-crystalline polymer such as PHB with the position of 

the peak being characteristic of a unit lamellar cell consisting of alternating crystalline and 

amorphous polymer layers (Ellar et al., 1968; Strobl & Schneider, 1980). A characteristic spacing, d, 

may be taken from the position of the peak, qmax: 
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Figure 7.8: SAXS curves as a function of composting time in weeks for PHB/BC film (left) and PHB. 
The inset of the left hand side shows the Lorentz plot for determining d-spacing for the time = 0 
sample. The position of the peak is shown with an arrow. 

 

𝑑 =
2𝜋

𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥
 

using a simple Lorentz transformation of data, plotting q2.I versus q (inset Figure 7.8) (Cser, 2001), to 

locate the position of the peak more precisely on the sloping baseline. 

In the case of the films at time 0, the morphology is quite simple. A single repeat spacing is observed 

for both samples. In the case of the PHB/BC sample, the repeat distance is approximately 52 Å, and for 

pure PHB it is at 49 Å. Generally in the case of pure semi-crystalline polymers, the repeat spacing is 

function of the processing used to form the film and the molecular weight of the polymers used 

(Strobl, 2007). 

In this case, where the method of forming the film is the same, the presence of the cellulose appears to 

have an effect on the nanostructure of the PHB. As the composting time increases, the feature moves 

to lower values of q/larger length-scales (cf equation) and becomes less pronounced. These peaks are 

not well defined and may, in some cases, contain more than one repeat spacing. This is not surprising 

in view of the heterogeneous nature of degradation in compost. 

Assuming that degradation does not occur within the crystalline phase since the crystalline packing 

excludes enzymes responsible for degradation (Jendrossek & Handrick, 2002) and a net increase in 
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crystallinity of PHB is initially observed, changes in the structure must arise in the amorphous region. 

The length-scale amorphous region between crystalline lamellae is small when compared to the 

length-scales associated with enzymes, and it would seem likely that changes in crystallinity and 

subsequent formation of lamellae occurs as the result of degradation of bulk amorphous materials 

outside the original lamellae as the backbone of the linear polymer is cleaved statistically along chain. 

This produces smaller fragments, which are able to crystallise into new lamellae. 

This study reports the comprehensive approach taken to measure and interpret the biodegradation of 

PHB and PHB/BC films in compost. CO2 evolution was used as an accurate in situ measure of 

biodegradation, in conjunction with other techniques of SEM, FTIR, XRD and SAXS also employed to 

understand the morphological changes that occurred during this process. Both PHB and bacterial 

cellulose were found to degrade rapidly, with bacterial cellulose having an extremely high rate of 

degradation. The ability of this material to quickly degrade caused a faster degradation rate in the 

PHB/BC composite over PHB alone. In addition, the relative levels of crystallinity of the materials 

were found to increase during degradation. These results demonstrate the ability for these natural 

materials to be quickly degraded in a composting environment. 
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7.3 Conclusions 

Bacterial cellulose was found to degrade even faster than the microcrystalline cellulose control when 

submerged in compost. In addition, the inclusion of bacterial cellulose in a PHB composite caused an 

increased rate of degradation over the PHB film alone. This indicates that these two materials could 

not only be used to produce biocomposites with good mechanical properties (likely using the 

sonication method described in Chapter 6), but could also degrade quickly in compost. Based on the 

ability for PHB to be degraded in other environment such as seawater, blends of these materials may, 

therefore, be able to be disposed of in a variety of ways, and degraded to molecules and minerals for 

uptake into the natural environment. The increased degradation rate seen here demonstrates a 

further advantage of blending bacterial cellulose with PHB, supporting the use of bacterial cellulose as 

a reinforcing material to produce biodegradable composites.  
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8.1 Conclusions 

This work has examined the potential of bacterial cellulose for its use in composites. The entire life 

cycle of bacterial cellulose, from its production to decomposition, has been studied. The aims of this 

work were: 

 to investigate the effects of cultivation conditions on the yield, structure and morphology of 

bacterial cellulose  

 to identify ways to modify bacterial cellulose to achieve materials with specific properties in 

an attempt to “tailor-design” the cellulose for purposes such as reinforcing selected matrix 

materials 

 to achieve and compare methods to obtain composites of poly-3-hydroxybutyrate and 

bacterial cellulose, and evaluate the viability of these methods to produce useful, 

biodegradable blends 

 to establish the biodegradation characteristics of selected biomaterials and blends. 

The conclusions of each part of the research are discussed separately in the following sections. 

8.1.1 Bacterial Cellulose Cultivation 

The aim of this part of the research was to investigate the effect of different cultivation conditions, 

such as media, physical conditions, time, vessel size and media volume, on the yield, structure and 

morphology of bacterial cellulose. Investigations into the use of different media considered five 

different media, each with a different carbon source, for the growth of cellulose. It was found that 

Yamanaka-mannitol medium produced the highest yield of cellulose under the selected conditions. 

Yamanaka-mannitol medium contains a high concentration of the carbon source, mannitol, as well as 

yeast extract, both of which are expensive. These components cause the price of Yamanaka-mannitol 

medium to be high compared to the other media. However, it was found that if the amount of cellulose 

produced is taken into account, Yamanaka-mannitol can actually be considered one of the most cost-

effective media. Hestrin-Schramm medium has been traditionally used to produce bacterial cellulose. 
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However the analysis here demonstrates that it is expensive to produce, second only to Yamanaka 

medium, and produces only small yields of bacterial cellulose, meaning it is not a cost-effective 

medium. Zhou medium was found to be the most cost effective, however as Yamanaka-mannitol 

produced the highest yield of cellulose, Yamanaka-mannitol was selected as the growth medium for 

further work when large amounts of material were required (such as for the production of PHB/BC 

composites). 

The mechanical properties of cellulose produced in Yamanaka-mannitol were compared to those of 

cellulose produced in HS medium. Bacterial cellulose pellicle films produced in Yamanaka-mannitol 

and HS media had tensile strengths of 143 and 124 MPa, elongations of 9.5 and 8.9%, and modulus 

values of 2.2 and 1.8 GPa, respectively. This demonstrates that the use of Yamanaka-mannitol instead 

of HS medium does not negatively impact the mechanical properties of the produced cellulose, and 

thus Yamanaka-mannitol can be used as a suitable medium to produce bacterial cellulose with good 

mechanical properties.  

Investigations into the physical conditions of cultures used to grow bacterial cellulose, with static and 

agitated cultures, as well as cultures in which pellicles were removed or sunk after 5 days of growth, 

were undertaken. It was determined that higher yields of cellulose were achieved in static cultures 

compared with agitated cultures, and that sinking the pellicle after 5 days of growth for the 

production of a new pellicle achieved slightly higher cellulose yields than in static cultures; however 

this was not significantly higher in most media tested, with similar yields achieved in static conditions 

and cultures where the pellicles were removed to allow new pellicles to form. It was found that using 

agitated cultures resulted in lower yields of cellulose, with the cellulose in the form of spherical pellets 

that had a change in morphology, with the appearance of clumps and a loss of the fibrillar structures 

observed in Zhou media.  

Investigations into other factors that could impact the yield of cellulose were also completed, 

including examination of the surface area of the growth vessel, the time allowed for growth, and the 

volume of media used. It was found larger surface areas of cultivation vessels allowed for larger 
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pellicles to be produced, and therefore achieved higher yields of cellulose. It was also found that most 

cellulose production occurred quickly, with cultures producing large amounts of cellulose within the 

first 7 – 14 days. In addition, it was found that larger volumes of media produced more cellulose than 

smaller volumes, and that the greater volumes of media required more time to produce higher 

amounts of cellulose. However, when the cost of the media was taken into account (with greater 

amounts of media being more expensive) it was found that it is actually more cost (and time) effective 

to produce cellulose in smaller volumes of media. Investigations revealed that the depth of the media 

is an important factor in growing static bacterial cellulose cultures, as it is necessary to have a 

sufficient depth of media so that the culture does not dry out and limit cellulose production. Based on 

all the findings presented here, it was determined that future cellulose would be produced under 

static conditions, using either 50 mL cultures in flasks produced for 7 days, or 600 mL cultures in 

beakers with a larger surface area for up to 14 days when larger amounts of cellulose needed to be 

produced. Yamanaka-mannitol and HS were used as the media for all further cellulose production. 

8.1.2 Bacterial Cellulose Modifications 

The aim of this part of the research was to identify ways to modify bacterial cellulose to achieve 

materials with specific properties in an attempt to “tailor-design” the cellulose. Ionic liquids have been 

shown to have a wide range of uses, including the ability to dissolve typically insoluble materials such 

as cellulose. Choline-based ionic liquids have previously been shown to act as the carbon source in 

other bacterial species, and thus were selected to use as additives in media to produce bacterial 

cellulose. The ionic liquids used included choline dihydrogen phosphate, choline tartrate, choline 

stearate, choline gallate and choline formate. It was found that bacterial cellulose could be successfully 

grown in media containing low levels of these ionic liquids, but not high levels. This indicates that the 

salinity of the media with high levels of ionic liquids creates a toxic environment for the bacteria. It 

was also found that the inclusion of these ionic liquids had little or no effect on the structure and 

morphology of the cellulose. It appeared that some of the ionic liquids became part of the cellulose 

pellicle as a type of hybrid material. Thus, since bacterial cellulose can be produced in the presence of 
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ionic liquids, it is possible that materials that would otherwise be insoluble could be dissolved in 

media containing ionic liquids, which could then be used to achieve surface modification of the 

cellulose. In addition, it was found that when glucose was excluded from the media, thus removing the 

carbon source, cellulose production was still achieved in media containing one of the ionic liquids, 

choline formate. Since cellulose was produced from media containing only choline formate as a carbon 

source, this demonstrates that there may be other materials that could be developed to act as the 

carbon source for cellulose production.  

Investigations into the use of polymers as additives were considered, as water-soluble polymers have 

been included in the growth media for cellulose production and have previously been shown to 

successfully modify the structure and properties of the produced cellulose, and lead to the 

incorporation of some polymers amongst the cellulose fibrils, creating composite materials. Since PHB 

had been selected as the material to be used as a matrix for production of PHB/BC composites, PHB 

was also selected for use as an additive. Due to its insolubility, PHB was dispersed throughout the 

media, rather than being dissolved as has been possible with other polymers previously used. This 

was done in order to determine if the presence of dispersed PHB could cause modifications to the 

cellulose itself, and thus if a PHB/BC composite could be produced by an in situ technique. The 

inclusion of dispersed PHB in HS media (HS-PHB) led to bacterial cellulose with PHB integrated in the 

cellulose fibril mesh. It was found that the surface-modified cellulose had lower mechanical 

properties, with a reduction in tensile strength, elongation at break and Young’s modulus to 42 MPa, 

3.7% and 1.3 GPa, respectively. The decreases in mechanical properties are likely to be due to a 

decrease in interfibrillar hydrogen bonding due to the presence of the PHB particles amongst the 

fibrils. This demonstrates that the addition of PHB in cellulose-producing media causes modifications 

to the cellulose, with decreases in mechanical properties and physical binding of PHB to the cellulose 

fibrils. It also demonstrates that additives can become incorporated into the bacterial cellulose by 

simply being dispersed in the media, rather than being fully dissolved.  
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8.1.3 Producing Bacterial Cellulose Composites with Improved Mechanical 

Properties 

The aim of this part of the research was to investigate whether bacterial cellulose could be used as a 

reinforcing material with a biodegradable matrix to achieve a biodegradable composite with 

properties better than those of the matrix alone. PHB was selected as the matrix material in an 

attempt to improve the mechanical properties of a biodegradable material that has potential to 

replace traditional plastics, but could benefit from improved mechanical properties. Different 

methods of producing these composites were considered, together with bacterial cellulose produced 

in different media (HS, HS-PHB and Yamanaka-mannitol). Melt blending and solution blending were 

selected as methods that could blend bacterial cellulose and PHB, using the cellulose as a reinforcing 

phase.  

Melt blending was used to produce PHB/BC composites with different cellulose contents ranging from 

1 – 5 wt%. The mechanical properties of the composites produced were the same as those of PHB 

alone. In addition, the composites demonstrated darkened colours with increasing cellulose contents. 

This indicates that degradation occurred when cellulose was added to the PHB melt blends, with 

increasing degradation occurring with increasing cellulose content. This colour change was consistent 

throughout the entire blend, indicating that the cellulose was well dispersed. However there were a 

small number of dark spots visible suggesting that some aggregation may have occurred and 

confirming thermal degradation of the cellulose phase. As PHB can also be subject to thermal 

degradation, it may be concluded that melt blending is not an effective way to make useful PHB/BC 

blends (particularly using bacterial cellulose in an unmodified, powder form), as the high 

temperatures necessary for melt blending result in degradation of the materials.  

Solution blending was used to produce PHB/BC composites firstly with ground cellulose powder 

contents of 1, 2, 5 and 10 wt% with the cellulose grown in HS, HS-PHB and Yamanaka-mannitol media. 

It was found that it was necessary to sonicate the cellulose powder in the solvent prior to dissolving 

PHB to achieve a fine dispersion of the cellulose. Despite the dispersion achieved, the mechanical 

properties showed only a slight improvement in tensile strength and modulus, and decreased 
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elongation at break was observed in all blends. These results indicate that the interfacial adhesion 

between the PHB and bacterial cellulose was not good, leading to poor properties. An examination of 

the microscopic features of the cellulose powder revealed that the grinding process causes a loss of 

the cellulose fibrils. The nanosized fibrils of bacterial cellulose give it a high surface area and therefore 

the potential to reinforce composites at a low concentration. Since a loss of these fibrils is not 

desirable, grinding the cellulose to a powder may not be the optimal methodology to achieve 

dispersion in a composite. Despite these limitations, the solution blending method did offer the 

potential of producing PHB/BC composites, and was therefore studied further with sonication 

investigated as a dispersion method.  

In order to produce solution blends with dispersed bacterial cellulose in its native fibrillar state, 

sonication was considered as a method of achieving individual fibrils. Cellulose pellicles were 

sonicated in different solvents for a period of time, after which the pellicles were removed and the 

solution was examined for the presence of dispersed fibrils. It was found that sonicating bacterial 

cellulose pellicles caused individual fibrils to become separated from the interwoven mesh of fibrils 

and suspended in solution. To determine how much cellulose could be dispersed in this way, pellicles 

were sonicated in different solvents, ethanol, water and chloroform, and the dry weights of the 

harvested fibrils were determined. Bacterial cellulose was also used in three different forms, 

specifically in the hydrated never-dried, air-dried, and air-dried and subsequently swelled (re-wetted) 

forms. It was found that similar weights of fibrils could be harvested from the pellicles in a never-

dried state in water, ethanol and chloroform. This was possibly due to the continued presence of 

water amongst the cellulose fibrils, which assisted the three-dimensional structure of this material to 

be maintained. By contrast, greater weights of fibrils could be harvested from the pellicles when 

sonication occurred in water and ethanol over chloroform when cellulose was in its air-dried form. 

This was possibly due to drying the cellulose, during which time the fibrils are compacted and dried 

onto each other, resulting in the loss of the three-dimensional structure. Greater weights of fibrils 

were achieved with air-dried pellicles in water and ethanol compared with the same process using 

never-dried pellicles, however pellicles sonicated in chloroform showed greater weights of fibrils 
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from never-dried pellicles over air-dried pellicles. The greatest weight of fibrils was achieved from 

air-dried pellicles in ethanol, however these conditions still only dispersed approximately 21 mg of 

fibrils in the solvent. Despite the low weights of cellulose fibrils harvested and suspended in solution, 

this work demonstrates that it is possible to use sonication to scission fibrils directly from cellulose 

pellicle films to achieve suspensions of these fibrils. Solutions of fibrils harvested from cellulose 

pellicles in chloroform were then used for blending with PHB to produce PHB/BC composites for 

further examination. 

Solution blending produced PHB/BC composites with cellulose contents of approximately 2 wt%, with 

cellulose in a fibrillar form obtained by sonication. It was found that a PHB/BC composite with 

cellulose from the never-dried state had better mechanical properties than PHB alone, with ultimate 

tensile strength and Young’s modulus values of 33±4 MPa and 1970±30 MPa, compared with neat 

PHB values of 23±4 MPa and 1240± 80 MPa, respectively. PHB/BC composites with cellulose from air-

dried and re-wetted states had lower mechanical properties than those of PHB alone. The swelled 

cellulose composite was found, however, to have better mechanical properties than the air-dried 

cellulose composite. Thus, the different mechanical properties of PHB/BC composites produced from 

cellulose in never-dried, air-dried and re-wetted states indicate that the drying of the cellulose causes 

changes to this material, and that using cellulose in the never-dried state is necessary to achieve a 

PHB/BC solution blended composite with improved mechanical properties. This demonstrates that 

solution blends can be produced with bacterial cellulose well dispersed in a fibrillar form, achieved by 

sonicating pellicles in a solvent and subsequently dissolving a matrix material in the solution. It is an 

important finding since it demonstrates that this biodegradable nanofiller, bacterial cellulose, can 

successfully improve the mechanical properties of a biodegradable material such as PHB. 

8.1.4 Biodegradation Characteristics of Bacterial Cellulose Composite 

The aim of this part of the research was to examine the biodegradability of a PHB/BC composite 

compared to the neat materials. PHB/BC, PHB and bacterial cellulose were all exposed to compost, 

with the biodegradability determined from the evolution of carbon dioxide as the materials degraded. 
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It was found that the PHB/BC composite degraded faster than the neat PHB film, achieving 60% 

degradation at 14 days, and 80% degradation at 30 days, compared to the neat material achieving the 

same levels of degradation at 24 and 48 days. The increased rate of biodegradation can be attributed 

to the inclusion of bacterial cellulose, which was shown to be a material with a high rate of 

biodegradation. Bacterial cellulose degraded at an extremely high rate in the initial degradation 

period, achieving 60% degradation after only 7 days, while the microcrystalline cellulose control 

reached this level of degradation after 10 days.  

As PHB/BC degraded, it was found that the crystallinity increased in the initial weeks of degradation, 

as shown by FTIR and SAXS measurements, suggesting that degradation first occurs in the amorphous 

regions of the materials. These results demonstrate that PHB/BC breaks down very quickly in 

compost. Products developed from these materials would be stable in the air, but would biodegrade in 

compost, therefore avoiding the problems of litter and landfill clutter that occur with the persistence 

of traditional plastic material.  

8.1.5 Contributions of this Research 

The findings of this work indicate that bacterial cellulose can be used as an effective reinforcement 

material in biodegradable composites. A PHB/BC solution blend can be produced, which has improved 

tensile strength and Young’s modulus over PHB alone. A method for producing improved PHB/BC 

composites was developed in which bacterial cellulose is to first have fibrils harvested and dispersed 

from hydrated never-dried pellicles by sonicating pellicles in chloroform. Solutions of chloroform 

containing suspended fibrils are then blended with PHB to dissolve the PHB, creating a blended 

PHB/BC material which is cast to form a film. In addition, a PHB/BC composite produced has an 

increased biodegradation rate over PHB. These results indicate that bacterial cellulose can be blended 

with an appropriate material, and can confer improved mechanical properties as well as an increased 

degradation rate. With the current pressing need for sustainable materials to replace traditional 

plastics, bacterial cellulose could provide an important reinforcement material and should be 

investigated further in the development of fully biodegradable composites.  
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8.2 Future Work 

While this research has made significant steps forward in the development of biodegradable 

composites reinforced with bacterial cellulose, there are still areas where more work is to be done. 

This work established a method by which to produce PHB/BC, dispersing bacterial cellulose in its 

native fibrillar form. It established that improved mechanical properties can be achieved when using 

these fibrils in a composite from a hydrated never-dried form. However, the use of sonication only 

allows for small weights of fibrils to be separated from the fibril mesh and suspended in solution. It 

would be necessary to develop ways to achieve greater weights of dispersed fibrils in solution to 

produce greater amounts of fibrillar reinforcement for composites.  

Investigating different factors involved in sonication, or combining sonication with an additional 

method to disperse bacterial cellulose in solution to increase the weight of fibrils dispersed in 

solution, would be of benefit. For example, never-dried bacterial cellulose pellicles could be first 

homogenised to a slurry, and then sonicated in order to achieve dispersed individual fibrils in 

solution. This process may allow for greater weights of individual fibrils to be successfully isolated 

and blended with PHB.  

Following the establishment of a method by which high weights of individual fibrils can be dispersed 

in order to produce greater amounts of composite, matrices other than PHB could be investigated, 

together with surface-modified cellulose fibrils. For example, materials such as poly(lactic acid) or 

poly(vinyl alcohol), which are biodegradable materials, could be reinforced with bacterial cellulose 

fibrils to improve mechanical properties. It is likely that individual bacterial cellulose fibrils would be 

able to confer improved mechanical properties to other biodegradable matrices, particularly 

hydrophilic matrices due to the hydrophilic nature of the cellulose. It is also likely that chemical 

modifications to bacterial cellulose could improve the mechanical properties when this material is 

used to reinforce a hydrophobic matrix, such as PHB.  
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Living Polymers: in situ Modifications of Bacterial Cellulose 

A large number of additives were originally selected from the literature to include in the base media 

for the growth of Gluconacetobacter xylinus in order to confirm the modifications that occur in the 

produced cellulose as reported by others. The additives were added to the media at various 

concentrations and the weight of the cellulose pellicles produced was recorded (Figure A.1). From this, 

one concentration of each additive was selected for further examination by SEM, XRD and FTIR. SEM 

micrographs for each additive are presented in Figure A.2.  

This work was not published as a paper due to its lack of novelty, but it was completed as a poster and 

presented at the 32nd Australasian Polymer Symposium in 2011. The remaining findings are 

presented in the abstract and poster here.  
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Figure A.1: The weights of bacterial cellulose pellicles grown with varying concentrations of additives in the 
media. 
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Figure A.2: SEM micrographs of bacterial cellulose fibrils produced with different additives in the 
media. 
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Bacterial cellulose is a good candidate for use as a reinforcing agent in biodegradable polymers. Bacterial cellulose, 

produced by Gluconacetobacter xylinus exists as a network of randomly assembled ribbon-shaped fibrils as shown in 

Figure 1. Bacterial cellulose can be easily manipulated by changing the culture conditions
1, 2

, and altering the 

composition of the growth medium can lead to changes in yield, structure and morphology of the bacterial cellulose 

produced
3
, resulting in in situ modifications.  

In this work we report the inclusion of additives to Hestrin-Schramm
4
 media such as hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose 

(HPMC), Tween 80 and xylan, and show that they led to increased fibril widths (Figure 2), whereas if dithiothreitol and 

chloramphenicol were incorporated in the medium, thinner fibrils resulted (Figure 3). The general appearance of the 

cellulose was also affected by the inclusion of additives in the medium. HPMC as an additive resulted in particularly 

straight fibrils (Figure 2), whereas chloramphenicol caused an unusual appearance, with spherical shaped bodies on the 

fibrils (Figure 3). The inclusion of poly(3-hydroxybutyric acid) (PHB) in the growth medium at a range of 

concentrations led to thick and tough pellicles at higher concentrations of PHB. SEM micrographs (Figure 4) of this 

cellulose revealed a less porous surface when compared to cellulose grown in the absence of PHB. It is hypothesized 

that this material will have an increased compatibility to PHB for further composite work. Crystallite size and relative 

crystallinity were also examined.  

Using cellulose produced from the determined media, PHB/bacterial cellulose composites were produced using 

solvent cast methods and characterized.  

 
Figure 1. SEM micrograph of bacterial cellulose. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. SEM micrograph of bacterial cellulose 

grown in a medium containing chloramphenicol. 

 
Figure 2. SEM micrograph of bacterial cellulose 

grown in a medium containing HPMC. 

 

 
Figure 4. SEM micrograph of bacterial cellulose 

grown in a medium containing dissolved PHB. 
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Introduction 
 
Bacterial cellulose is a good candidate for use as a 
reinforcing agent in biodegradable polymers. It is 
produced by Gluconacetobacter xylinus and exists as a 
network of randomly assembled ribbon-shaped fibrils as 
shown in Figure 1. Bacterial cellulose can be easily 
manipulated by changing the culture conditions1, 2. 
Altering the composition of the growth medium can lead 
to changes in yield, structure and morphology of the 
bacterial cellulose produced3, resulting in in situ 
modifications.  
 
Materials & Methods 
 
Bacterial cellulose was produced from G. xylinus ATCC53524 in 
Hestrin-Schramm media4 with different additives included at a 
variety of concentrations. Cellulose pellicles were harvested after 
seven days and were washed and boiled in 0.1M NaOH to 
remove bacterial cells. Air-dried films were examined by SEM, 
FTIR and XRD.  
 
 
Results & Discussion 
 
Morphology 
• SEM of the cellulose pellicles revealed that the cellulose 

maintained its nanofibrillar structure regardless of the additives 
included in the media, however differences were observed in 
the width of the fibrils (see Table 1) and in the general 
morphology. 

• The inclusion of additives to Hestrin-Schramm4 media such as 
hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose (HPMC), Tween 80 and xylan 
led to increased fibril widths. HPMC as an additive resulted in 
particularly straight fibrils (Figure 2). 

• The inclusion of additives dithiothreitol or chloramphenicol 
resulted in thinner fibrils. Chloramphenicol as an additive 
caused an unusual appearance, with spherical shaped bodies 
on the fibrils (Figure 3). 

• The inclusion of poly(3-hydroxybutyric acid) (PHB) in the 
growth medium at a range of concentrations led to thick and 
tough pellicles at higher concentrations of PHB. SEM 
micrographs (Figure 4) of this cellulose revealed a less porous 
surface when compared to cellulose grown in the absence of 
PHB, and PHB granules on the surface. It is hypothesized that 
this material will have an increased compatibility to PHB for 
further composite work.  

Structural Characteristics 
• Crystallite sizes and cellulose Iα content did not vary greatly 

between the different conditions. 
• Crystallinity varied from 50 to 87% (with the inclusion of 

additives ethanol, and chloramphenicol and sodium alginate 
respectively) indicating that additives in the media affect the 
crystallinity of the resulting bacterial cellulose pellicle. 

• Fibril widths varied from 26 to 65 nm with additives 
chloramphenicol and HPMC respectively, however fibril widths 
were extremely variable. 

Additive Concentra-
tion 

Crystallite 
size** 
(nm) 

Crystallinity
*** 
(%) 

Cellulose 
Iα content 
(%) 

Fibril 
width  
(nm) 

Control - 6.9 83 68 40 

Agar 0.4% 6.5 80 68 40
Chloramphenicol 25 μg/mL 6.7 87 66 26
Congo Red 0.005% 7.1 76 70 50
Coomassie 
Brilliant Blue

0.00125% * * 67 30

Dithiothreitol 0.01% * * 67 28
Ethanol 0.5 % 7.0 50 78 43
Fluorescent 
Brightener 28

0.00125% 7.1 84 68 42

HPMC 1% 6.0 65 70 65
Iron Chloride 100 μM 7.0 84 65 38
Nalidixic Acid 50 μg/mL 6.1 78 * 35
PHB 0.5% 7.7 85 69 46 
Sodium Alginate 0.04% 7.1 87 67 47
Sodium 
Lignosulfonate

0.5% 7.7 72 74 43

Tetracycline 3 μg/mL 6.2 86 * 35
Tween 80 0.1% * * 68 56
Urea 0.1% 7.3 79 86 44
Xylan 1% * * 66 46

Table 1: Structural characteristics for cellulose produced in HS media containing additives. 

Solvent Cast Composites 
The creation of solvent cast composites is currently in progress. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Determining a relationship between the composition of the media 
used to grow G. xylinus and the specific structure of the cellulose 
produced will provide the ability to tailor-design cellulose fibres 
with required traits for reinforcement in composites. 
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Figure 1: SEM micrograph of bacterial 
cellulose without any additives in the 
medium. 

Figure 2: SEM micrograph of bacterial 
cellulose grown in a medium containing 
HPMC. 

Figure 4: SEM micrograph of bacterial 
cellulose grown in a medium containing 
PHB. 

Figure 3: SEM micrograph of bacterial 
cellulose grown in a medium containing 
chloramphenicol. 

*results yet to be done,  **±2% error,  ***±5% error 
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